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AMMUNITION

Another explosive, smokeless powder, baa sion 0
come into general use,not for bursting charges, also h
but tor propelling projectiles from guns. It with ~
comes in various forms for the different types .MS..
of ammunition. This chapter will discuss am.; mods,
munition in general.
found
mmA
Types of Ammunition
ter 6.
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For-several centuries after the Chinese discovered that a mixture of carbon, saltpeter, and
sulphur would explode, black powder' was the
only known explosive. Between the twelfth
and the nineteenth centuries, it was the only
propellant used in firearms.
The term ammunition is a broad one, embrac.Then, in 1845, a German chemist, Christian
ing almost every explosive combination or deSchonbein, was experimenting on the solubility
vice that burns or detonateswith great rapidity
of various substances in a mixture of nitric
and violence. As far as guns are concerned,
and sulphuric acids. Among the materials
ammunition
includes everything needed to fire
were some strands of cotton. After a proa shot; but, since the term also includes such
longed soaking, the cotton apparently had not
changed in any way. The disappointed Schon- weapons as hand grenades, rockets, large and
small bombs,and depth charges, the final definibein put the strands on the stove and went to
.tion
must be broader. The term applies to the
dinner. While he was gone, his laboratory
complete charge for any type of weapon involvblew up. He had accidentally discoverednitroing
explosives,and to all the componentsof the
cellulose, or guncotton.
Schonbein'sdiscovery encouragedother chem- charge.
When all the ammunition componentsneeded
ists to explore new fields of nitrate explosives,
to
fire a gun-{)r to make up a complete bomb,
and soon nitroglycerine was discovered. This
rocket, mine, depth charge, or hand grenade-chemical by itself proved too unstable for prachave
been assembled,the result is a complete
tical use; but, when it was absorbed in nitroround. The componentsare called ammunition
cellulose, a powerful blasting gelantine (later
componentsor ammunition details.
called dynamite) was discovered.
The main types and subtypesof United States
The Navy attempted to use dynamite-filled
naval ammunition are as follows:
shells for projectiles during the Spanish-Amer1. Gun ammunitionican War, but these projectiles proved to have
a. Bag
little military value. Fired from pneumatic
b.
Semifixed
guns, they exploded noisily but ineffectually.
c.
Fixed
Since then, other more effective explosives have
d. Small-arms
been devised for bursting charges, and dyna2. Bomb-type ammunitionmite has been restricted almost entirely to
a. Torpedo war heads
industrial uses and demolition charges.
b. Aircraft bombs
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der,
18.

ot
~

. Co Depth charges
~,.., d. .:Mines
. So Pyrotechnic ammunition
,...4.Rocket ammunition
0. Guided missiles
6. Impulse ammunition
'1. Chemical ammunition
8. Demolition charges and components.
Figure 5-1 shows three types of gun ammu~
lition.
This chapter primarily is a general discus,Jonof ammunition, explosives, and fuzes, but

Explosives and Explosion~

.

To discuss intelligently the behavior ~f ammunition, we should first understand the forces
which make it behavethe way it does, and the
substances which produce these forces. This
article therefore will discuss generally explosives and explosions.
OP 4, Ammunition--Instructiom for the Na-

val Service,states,". . . the term explosionis

very broadly used to define a bursting with
great violence and loud noise, thus covering
aJsoincludesinformation specificallyconcerned many occurrences resulting from the action of
other substances than those known as explowith ammunition for the 20-mm Aircraft Gun
KS: Detailed discussionsof specific marks and
sives." In this chapter, however, the t.erm ezmodsof the other types of ammunition will be
plosion is restricted to what happens when a
foundin other chapters of this text. The 20gun is fired or when a bomb is detonated. All
mIDAircraft Gun M3 will be discussedin chapsuch explosions have certain characteris~cs in
ter 6.
common. These .characteristics are-.,.

or
LO
~

totJJe'
-.oJv~
rtbe

Figure

5-1.-Thr..types of gun ammunition.
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1. Production of large quantities of gas
2. And large quantities of heat
.
3. Within a very short time

II

,

The result is a drastic increase of pressure,
"manifesting itself," as OP 4 puts it, "in the
disruptive phenomenaaccompanying an explOsion."
An explosion, as defined in this chapter, is
produced by the rapid chemical decomposition
and oxidation of any of several substances
called exploBitl68. Nearly all modern explosives are based on chemical compounds containing nitrogen. Though nitrogen itself is
chemicalIy an inert gas, its oxidized form reacts with other elements to form (among other
products) more or less unstable chemical compounds which explode violently. Thus the prefix nitro appears in the chemical names of modern explosives, such as nitroglycerin, nitrostarch, nitrocotton (the main component of
smokeless powder) , trinitrophenol
(picric
acid), trinitrotoluene
(more briefly called
TNT), and 80 on. The atomic bomb, however,
'doesn't fit into thiS category. The explosives
normally encountered on shipboard depend on
ch.emicalreactions; the atomic bomb is based
on reactions within and between atomic centers
or nuclei. There are more impressive factors
involved in atomic explosions than in chemical
ones. Unfortunately, however, they cannot be
discussedfurther in this book.
GENBAL

is!

CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPLOSIVES

The most important characteristic of an explosive is the speed of its burning or breaking
up. A high explosive is one which breaks up
and burns 80 rapidly that its reaction is called
a h.igh-order explo3ion or deto'rlation. A low
explosive burns at a much slower rate. A highorder explosion produces all its resulting pressure (with a shattering e1fect)a..~ost instanta.neously, whereas a low explosive'bItilds up more
slowly to its highest final p~ure.. ~ An analogy might be found i~ the De~vior in automobile motors of unleaded ~line,
colrtrasted to
that of leaded gasoline. Unleadeq gasoline has
a tendency to detonate or _~'ping..'~-::..
.

-

-

bore.

..

The shattering ability of a high explosive
knownas briBance. Brisance,however,haslit. .
tIe to do with the strength or power of an ex.
plosive, which is measured by the quantity of ,
heat and gas given off. An explosive's shat.
tering ability depends more on rate of
tion. In fact, the more brisant explosives are
generally weaker than the slowe~ explosives.
Fulminate of mercury, for instance, which is
one of the most brisant explosives, has only
one-fourth the energy of nitroglycerin, pound
for pound.
A final general characteristic to be discussed
is sensitivity. A sensitive explosive is one that
is easily detonated by heat or shock. Someexplosives are sensitive to sharp blows (though
they often can withstand high pressures gra4ually and steadily applied). Others are particularly sensitive to heat.
Since modern warfare requires handling and
storage of huge quantities of explosives, sensitivity is a quality of paramount importan~
As far as handling is concerned, the less sen':'
sitivity an explosive has, the better. Fortu~
nately (from this point of view), the most pow~
erful military explosivesare also the least sensitive.
;
The comparatively insensitive explosives are
made to explode by the employment of small
quantities of more sensitive explosives in ignii:
ers, detonators, or perC'U8.8ion
caps. Thesemay
set off the bursting charge directly or they may
set off a booster which, in turn, sets off the
bursting charge.
CLASSIFICATION OF EXPLOSIVES

.

'Explosives are classified by service tUB as
follows:

Detonation is essentially uncOnti-~llabl~. For
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that reason, a propellant is always a low
sive. If a high explosive were to be used
a propellant in a cartridge case, all its
would be used in shattering the gun before.
projectile had a chance to move. A low. eI.
plosive burns and builds up pressure compari.
tively slowly, delivering a powerful but CO~
trolled push to the projectile, following through I
all during the projectile's movement in
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1. Propellentexplosives.-These
explosives tains a bursting charge, but must explode where
it will do the most damage. . Where the target
is armored, this meansthat the bursting charge
must explode, not when the projectile strikes,
but after the projectile has penetrated.

bondup pressure while burnilig and so acceler.w a projectile through the bore of a gun to
tile required velocity. At the same time, this
pressuremust be so controlled that it will not
exceedthe strength of the gun. Propellants
are used in guns, projectors, K-guns, linethrowing guns, and the ,like. All propellants
Blust be low explosives. Because of the relatively large quantities used in ammunition, propelling explosives also must be insensitive;
otherwise, storing and shipping them would
beimpracticable.
2. Primers and igniters.-A primer is needed to furnish a hot fiame that will effectively
set fire to the propellant. In large gun ammunition, even this heat is not generally sufficient. Instead of acting directly on the propellant, the primer sets fire to a black powder
ignition charge which, in turn, rapidly spreads
the ftame throughout the propellant.
s. DiBntpting and bursting explosives
(bursting charges)..-The disrupting or bursting charge is located inside the projectile.
Since its function is to produce the maximum
damageto the target through blast force and
the effects of projectile fragments hurled in
all directions <fragmentation), a bursting explosive must be a kigh explosive. with maximum power and the proper brisance. If its
brisance is too low, the projectile casing may
break into a few large but slow-moving and
poorly distributed fragments. On the other
hand, too high a brisance will break the projectile casing into finely divided fragments not
much more effective than so much dust.
Storing and handling of the large quantities
necessarily used in ammunition require bursting and disrupting explosives to have low sensitivity. However, there is an even more important reason why bursting and disrupting
charges in gun projectiles must have low sensitivity. To begin with, a projectile obviously
must sustain the shock of being fired from a
gun; and a' bursting charge that cannot survive
the shock without detonating has no place in
modem gunnery. Secondly,any projectile that
hits anything not only must 'explode if it con-

4. Boosters and Detonators.- BecauSe

bursting charges are relatively insensitive,. a
more sensitive high explosive (the detonator)
is neededto set them off. In larger projectiles,
the detonator sets off a booster which, in turn,
detonates the main bursting charge. Note
that, whereas primers and igniters ignite the
propel1&nt, detonators and boosters detoMte
their burster charges. Detonators are especially sensitive and dangerous; boosters are less
sensitive. Some explosives used as boosters
in large projectiles may serve as bursting
charges in smaller ones.
\, ~
SERVICI EXPlOSIVIS AND THill

USES

Black powder, the earliest explosive to be developed, is still fairly common. It is used, for
example,in impulse charges for surface torpedo
tubes and in K-guns to propel depth charges.
Figure 5-2 shows samplesof black powder and
lists the types and service uses.
Black powder is a mixture of potassium or
sodium nitrate, charcoal, and sulphur. In the
very early days of gunnery, when the usual
proportions of the mixture made gunpowder
relatively weak but extremely sensitive, the
components, ground practically to dust, were
mixed by the gunner the day that firing was to
take place. The mixed powder was 80 fine that
the ever-present dust around and upon the gun
and gunner made firing operations more hazardous for the gunner than for the target.
After a few years, men handling black powder
learned to mix it in advance,and to "corn" itadd water and form the mixture into lumps or
grains.
Although gunners noticed a long time ago
that the larger-grained powder was more suitable for large guns, it wasn't until the 1860's
that Major Rodman of the United States Army
actually conducted a scientific study of black
powder used ~s a propellant, and found that its
burning speedcould be regulated by varying the
67
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IMPULSE CHARGES FOR TORPEDO TUBES AND
DEPTH-CHARGE PROJECTORS.
IGNITION PADS FOR SMOKELESSPOWDER BAG
CHARGES.
BURSTERCHARGES FOR CERTAIN TYPESOF
PROJECTILES,EITHERALONE .OR IN
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WITH A HIGH EXPLOSIVE.
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FUZE DELAY TRAINS.
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shapeand size of powder grains. The larger,
slower-burninggrains were best used in larger
guns. To get the best burning characteristics,
heformed the powder into cylinders with perforations extending the length of the cylinder.
Blackpowder no longer is used as a propellant
in naval guns, but the principle of the form is
usedin today's smokeless powder.
Black po~der is one of the most dangerousof
exPio~ives,
and,.always should be handled with
thegreatest care. A few of its proper~es, and
precaqtionsthat should be observed in handling
.it, are as follows:
.
1. Black powder possessespractically unlimited stability if stored in tight containers and kept dry. This powder, and
assemblies containing it, should be regarded as unserviceable if they have become damp or wet.
2. Black powder deteriorates irregularly
when moist.
3. It is not affected by moderately high temperatures.

4. It is highly inflammable and sensitive to
shock, friction, and sparks.
5. It never should be opened in a magazine
or in the vicinity of other explosives.
6. The maximum limit of exposedblack powder in magazines (or turrets) is 25
pounds.
Black powder has many drawbacks in gunnery. As a propellant, it is inefficient because
it burns too quickly, putting a heavy strain on
tJiewalls of the gun chamber, and yet it fails
to maintain gas pressure for any considerable
distanceof projectile travel.
Black powder as a propellant also has the
disadvantageof burning only partially, fouling
the gun with unburned carbon and producing
a brilliant flash easily visible to the enemy at
night, along with huge quantities of billowing
blacksmoke easy for the enemy to seeand difficult for the gunner to see through. (The irritating effect of black powder fumes made red
eyesthe distinguishing mark of a gunner in the
old days.) As a bursting charge, it is relatively weak Storing and transporting it are
dangerousbecauseit is so sensitive to sparks,
69

Figure 5-3.-Typical

grains of smokel-

friction, and shock. Furthermore,
rates easily when wet.

powder.

it deterio-

Smokelesspowder is a good example of what
was produced by early chemical research. The
basic component of smokeless powder fa vegetable fiber (generally cotton), nitrated (chemically treated with various nitrogen compounds),
purified, mixed with ether and alcohol, molded
into grains, and dried. In the same general
way as with black powder, but more effectively,
the grain size and the perforations formed in
the grain regulate the burning rate and ensure
effective gas pressure during the projectile's
entire travel through the bore (see figure 5-8).
Although smokeless powder grains may be
molded into many different forms, smaller
weapons (like the 20-mm gun) use the singleperforation cylindrical grain.
The physical properties of smokelesspowder
are as follows:
1. New powder may be amber, gray, or black
in color, depending upon type. Reworked
powder is dull brown or black.
2. Each powder grain has a hard, smooth

finish, which tendsto limit burning t.o its
surface.
Smokelesspowder is a more effective propellant than black powder, and is far less sensitive,
tricky, and dangerous to handle. Even so,
powder bags cannot be thrown around like so
many sand bags. Aboard ship, smokelesspowder must be handled as specified below.
1. It must be stored in airtight, moistureproof containers. Smokeless powder
tends to be hygroscopic. that is, it tends
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to absqrb moisture. This has a bad effect on its characteristics as a propellant.
2. It must be kept cool, below 900 F. while in
storage. The best storage temperature
for smokelesspowder is around 600 F.
3. It must be checkedconstantly for evidence
of deterioration.
Powder magazines are therefore checked
daily, as a matter of shipboard routine, for condition of powder containers, for maintenance
of proper temperatures, and for deterioration
of powder. Containers are inspectedfor leaks;
the thermometers are checked and maximum
and minimum temperatures are recorded; and
samples of powder are checked for deterioration by keeping them in glass jars with strips
of specially treated test paper. If the color of
the test paper varies within a certain test period, the powder should be further tested to find
out whether or not it is deteriorating.
Smokeless powder is constantly being improved, especially with respect to elimination
of muzzle flash, improving resistanceto deterioration caused by temperature and moisture,
and improving its burning characteristics. In
the last few years there has been considerable
progress.in developing fiashless nonhygroscopic
powder, designated as FNH. Nonhygroscopic
POwderis designated NH.
Smokeless powder in various grain sizes is
the propellant universally used in naval guns.
However, smokeless powder, because it is essentially a low explosive burning at a controlled
rate, is not adapted for useas the burster charge
in projectiles, which must be capable of detonating so as to have as destructive an effect as
possible. Therefore the projectile burster
charge must be a high explosive.
The best known high explosivesusedas bursting charges in naval ammunition are TNT,
RDX, Explosive D, torpex, tetryl, and HBX.
Although this text cannot go into detail on
the composition and characteristics of each of
these explosives, the reader should know something about them.
TNT (full name trinitrotoluene), probably
the most famous of the six, is widely used as
the main disruptive charge in rockets, mines,
RESTRICTED
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torpedo war heads,and other bomb-type ammunition, and as a burster in certain projectiles
not designedto pierce heavy armor. TNT exudate is very sensitive; therefore, ammunition
in storage must be carefully inspected for evidences of it.
RDX, a much newer development, is much
more sensitive and rather more powerful than
TNT. In one form (Composition A) it is used
as a projectile 1iller; Composition B is used
either as a projectile filler or as a component of
torpex; and Composition C is a plastic form of
RDX used in demolition work.
Explosive D (ammonium picrate) is not quite
as powerful as TNT but, becausean Explosive
D. burster charge in a projectile will pass
through armor without being detonated by the
shock,it is commonly usedas the bu~ter charge
in armor-piercing projectiles.
Torpex, a mixture of TNT, RDX, and other
components, was developedand used in World
War II. Although it was about 50 percent
more powerful than TNT, it was also much
more sensitive, and it therefore was used in
torpedoes and depth bombs rather than in projectiles fired from guns.
HBX, used mainly in underwater ordnance,
is torpex to which a desensitizing agent has
been added. The substitution of HBX for torpex has resulted in ammunition equally powerful but much safer to handle. HBX has supersededtorpex and TNT in almost all underwater
ordnance.
T e try I (trinitrophenylemthylnitramine) is
too sensitive for use as a burster charge in
most ammunition, though it is used for small
projectiles (like 20-mm).
Tetryl, because of its sensitivity and brig..
ance, is more important as a booster or as a detonator than as a bursting charge. Even more
sensitive is mercury ftdminate, whose sensitivity to both heat and impact makes it useful
in primers. However, since mercury fulminate
is the most sensitive military explosive in the
service, it is relatively dangerous to handle in
quantity and, for the same reMon, is not too
well adapted for use in fuzes for armor-piercing
projectiles. In much" modern ammunition,
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therefore,lead azide and otherazides have been
substituted for or combined with fulminate to
avoid these drawbacks. Lead azide, for instance,is used as the detonator in major-ealiber
fuzes,becauseits relatively low sensitivity perDJit.9
penetration of armor plate before the detonator functions.
For a. further discussion of explosives, the
readeris referred to Naval Ordnance and Gunfter'JI,NavPers 16116-B.
Gun Ammunition
TYPES
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Three types of gun ammunition have already
beenlisted.
Bag or 8eparate-loading ammunition is ammunition in which the primer, propelling
charge and projectile are loaded into the gun
leparately. The propelling charge is contained
in oneor more silk bags. All S-inch and larger
gunsin our Navy (except the new 8-inch rapid":
fire caseguns) use bag-type ammunition.
Fi.1:edand 8emifixed ammunition are two
varieties of caseammunition; that is, ammunition in which the propelling charge"is contained
in a metal cartridge Ca8e.
In fixed ammunition, the completeround, containing primer, propelling charge, and projectile, forms one self-contained unit, and is loaded
into the gun in one piece. Fixed ammunition is
usedin current minor-caliber and medium-caliber guns from the 20-mm gun up to and including the 5" /25, but not including other 5-inch
guns.
In semifixed ammunition, the primer apd propelling charge are assembledin the cartridge
case,but the projectile is separate from the
cartridge case. The projectile and case are
loaded as separate .units. Semifixed ammunition is used in S-inch caseguns, in 6" /47's, and
in all 5-inch guns except the 5" /25.
aASSIFICATION

.Ammunition

BY PURPOSE

can also be classified with respect to its general purpose, as follows:
1. Service ammunition is supplied to ships
for use in battle. It should not be used for
71

drill, for testing appliances, or for other similar purposes except upon the express authority
of the Navy Department. It should be regarded as part of the vessel's outfit, should be
kept distinct from the ammunition used for
target practice or gunnery exercises,and should
never be expended in gunnery exercises unless
authorized in th"eOrders for Gunnery Exercises
or special instructions from the Bureau of Ordnance.
2. Target practice ammunition is issued to
ships for target practice. For surface use, it
has a full or reduced propelling charge, but the
projectile may be either inert or loaded with a
small spotting charge. For antiaircraft practice, however, target practice ammunition is
usually service ammunition specifically designated for target practice use.
\
3. Dummy or drill ammunition includes any
type of ammunition, or component of any type,
assembledwithout explosivesor with inert (inactive) materials in forms imitative of regular
ammunition.
Dummy drill ammunition is used for training and testing purposesonly; and it, as well as
its containers, should be carefully marked so
that it cannot be confused with service ammunition.
PROJECTILES-DESCRIPTION

A projectile's body is pointed at its forward
end and is blunt at the after end, which, however, is usually rounded or boat-tailed.. The
part of the projectile that tapers from the
pointed nose is called the ogive and is generally
curved, though some projectiles have conical
ogives. The shapeof the ogive permits the projectile to push its way through the air with as
little drag as possibie. Figure 5-4 shows the
main parts of a projectile.
Just abaft the ogive,and ringing the projectile body, is the highly finished bourrelet. The
bourrelet is slightly larger. in diameter than
the projectile body (but slightly smaller than
the gun bore), and supports the forward end of
the projectile in the gun bore. SmaU'cProjectiles may have no bourrelet; very large ones
may have a second one.
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Toward the rear of the projectile is the rotating band, which is slightly larger in diam..
eter than the bore of the gun. Its functions
can be summarized as follows:
1. It keepsthe projectile firmly seated in the
gun bore.
2. It acts as a gas seal, to prevent escapeof
powder gas around the projectile as it
, travels through the bore of the gun.
S, It steadies and supports the after end of
the projectile and, by engaging the rifting,
catrsesthe projectile to spin when fired.
PJOJECTaES-

is best
tics, it is a poor shape for penetrating
On the other hand, the blunt nose that is
for armor-piercing purposes would give
projectile the ballistics of a brick. To
around this difficulty, the AP projectile has a
thin metal wind8hield of satisfactory ogival
shape covering the blunt nose of the projectile
proper. Upon impact, the windshield collapses,and the solid steel body of the projectile
plows its way through the armor.
2. Thin-waUed projectiles are designed to
inflict damageby blast effect and fragme?l.ta.t~
(breaking up into small high-velocity fragments) rather than by penetration of armor.
These projectiles have relatively thin walls and
a large cavity for the bursting charge. The
more important varieties are m~ntioned below.
a. High.-ca,pacity (HC) projectiles are
used against surface targets.
b. Amiaircrajt (AA) projectiles are designed to burst in air for use against aircraft.
Their fuzes operate either upon approaching
the target (VT fuze), or at a certain pre-set
time after firing (mechanical time fuze).

TYPES

Navy projectiles 20-mm and larger in size
are not always solid metal. They more often
have cavities which contain burster charges (or
other fillers, depending on the purpose of the
projectile). According to purpose, Navy projectiles can be classified into four general types,
as follows:
1. Armor-piercing (abbreviated AP) projectiles are designed to penetrate tough armor
plate. AP projectiles have thick walls and a
small cavity. However, though the long ogive
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c. Antiaircraft common (~C)
projectiles are equipped with fuzes that detonate
either upon impact or after the set time has
elaPsed. These projectiles have somewhat
heavier walls than AA projectiles have, for
greater effectiveness against surface targets.
s. Common projectiles represent a comproJJIise
betweenthe features of AP and HC types.
Their walls, though sturdy enough to penetrate
thin armor, still permit a cavity large enough
to carry a sizeable bursting charge. Common
projectiles five inches and larger may have
windshields.
4. Special-purpose projectiles include all
tbosethat are not listed above. Special-purposeprojectiles are not intended to inflict damageby explosion or fragmentation; their purposeSdepend on type, as the following breakdown shows.
a. Illuminating projectiles are often informally termed star sheUs (SS )

.

These pro-

jectiles are used for illunlinating a target in
darkness. The projectile contains a flare attachedto a parachute. At a predetermined instant; while the projectile is in flight, the time
fuzeignites a black-powder charge which expels
the parachute and dare, and lights the flare,
which burns for several seconds.
b. Chemical projectiles include those filled
with WAr gas, incendiary materials, and smoke.
Smokeprojectiles contain tubes of white phosphorus and a black-powder burster charge
which scatters the tubes over a wide area.
Smokeis used for concealment and to harass
the enemy, particularly in shore bombardment.
c. Target projectiles are loaded with sand
or with small spotting charges to help locate
the point of impact. Their use is obvious from
the name.
d. Line-carrying and proof-sMt projectiles
are highly specializedtypes which are not likely to be encountered. Line-carrying projectiles
are fired only from special guns designedfor the
purpose, and proof-shot projectiles are used
only at proving grounds.
e. Window projectiles are loaded with
metal foil strips and a small burster charge.
When the shell is exploded at high altitude, the

scattered strips hinder operation of enemy
radar.
Naval gun projectiles with explosive burster
charges have fuzes for setting off the charge.
Fuzes usually incorporate booster components
to ensure effective detonation of the burster.
Many types of projectiles, especially those of
5-inch caliber and smaller, are also fitted with
tracers which burn during projectile flight,
leaving a bright trail of light, of value in spotting. In 40-mm ammunition the tracer may be
installed so that, when it burns down to its end.
it detonatesthe burster charge. The advantage
of this self-destroying feature is obvi~uB."!lhen
we recall that AA projectiles are fired at such
elevations that they might fall cloi~ to tile gun
that fired them.
'AMMUNITION FOR THE 2G-MM AIR.CRAFT GU~ M3

Three types of service ammunition ar'e issued
for the 20-mm Aircraft Gun MS. Target practice ammunition is also available. The four
types are shown in figure 5-5.
The rounds shown in figure 5-5 have matched
ballistics whereas rounds of earlier manufacture did not. The shape, length, and weight
of present rounds are approximately the same
as for those, illustrated. All have a purple
annulus about the primer at the head of the
cartridge case.
The trajectories of these rounds meet at 1,000
yards, and each round requires approximately
1.66 secondsto travel that distance when fired
from a stationary weapon.. Muzzle velocity is
2;800 feet per second,except for the incendiary
projectile, which is slightly lighter in weight
and hence has a muzzle velocity of 2,840 feet
per second. A description of the components
of each type of round appears in TM 9-229.
The annor-piercing tracer (APT) cartridge
shown in figure 5-5, part A, is for use against
armored targets. The projectile is a solid shot
made from bar or forged steel. A drawn steel
windshield is crimped into grooves in the projectile body, and the part of the windshield over
the crimping acts as the bourrelet of the projectile. The base of the projectile contains a
red tracer composition, sealed in by means of a
73
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~ closing cap. The tracer burns for about
iJ5seconds,which is equivalent to a flight dis-
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b. Stamped in metal:
(1) Case designation and caliber
tanceof about 1,400 yards.
(2) Manufacturer's initials or
";The incendiary round shown in figure 5-5,
symbol
part B, is primarily for use against aircraft.
(3) Year of manufacture, in full
4. On fuze:
t1Iebody of the projectile is made of cold-drawn
a. Model and designation of fuze
1teeJ. The nose, which is threaded, to screw
b. Manufacturers initials or symbol
lito the body, ~ made of a die-cast alloy. Both
c. Loader's lot number
arepainted light blue, and both are filled with
d. Year of loading
Jacendiarymaterial. The round does not reThe ammunition lot number is important and
Quire a fuze, since it functions by impact of the
- onthetarget.
requires further discussion. When ammunition is manufactured, a lot number, which be'The high-explosive-incendiary round shown
comes an essential part of the marking, is
In figure 5-5, part C, is for use both against
assigned in accordance with pertinent speciaircraftand against light material targets. The
fications. This lot number is stamped or
roundfunctions with both explosive and incenmarked on every complete round and on all
diary effect. The explosive mixture is tetryl,
packing containers. It is required ~r all purandthe incendiary mixture is located in the
- of theround. Thefuzeis aninstantane- posesof record, including reports on condition,
functioning, and accidents in which the amous.percussionfuze of the impact type. After
munition is involved. To provide for the most
theprojectile penetrates the target, the tetryl
uniform functioning, all the rounds of anyone
filler is detonated, the projectile is shattered,
lot
of fixed ammunition consist of projectiles
andthe incendiary mixture is ignited.
of
one
lot number, fuzes of one .lot number,
Thepractice round shown in figure 5-5, part
primers
of one lot number, and propellent
D,is issuedfor practice firing. The projectile is
powder
of
one lot number. Therefore, to obIimilar in shape and ballistic properties to the
tain the greatest accuracy in any firing, succesincendiaryprojectile, but it contains no filler.
sive rounds should be from the same ammuniAll rounds are painted for rust prevention
tion lot whenever practicable.
andfor identification. Colors for the various
Care,Handling, and Preservationof Ammunition
typesof rounds are indicated in figure 5-5.
Complete rounds are packed to withstand
In addition, each round is stamped and marked
conditions ordinarily encountered on shipboard
with the data outlined below:
and In the field. Ammunition for the 20-mm
1. On projectile (stenciled):
Automatic gun M3 is packed in cartons in
metal-lined wooden boxes, or in metal containa. Kind and type of shell
ers in wooden boxes. Since explosives are
b. Caliber and model designation
adversely affected by moisture and high tem2. On projectile (stamped in rotating band) : perature, the fallowing precautions should be
observed:
a. Lot number
Do not break moisture-resistant seals until
b. Year of manufacture
ammunition is to be used.
c. Manufacturer's initials
Protect ammunition, particularly fuzes, from
d. Caliber and mndel designation
high temperatures, including the direct rays of
the sun. More uniform firing is obtained if all
3. On headof cartridge case:
the rounds are at the sametemperature.
a. Stenciled:
Handle ammunition with care at all times.
(1) Ammunition lot number
Explosive elements in primers and fuzes are
(2) Loader's initials
highly sensitive to shock and high temperature.
75
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Do not
attempt to disassemble
any complete
round
or fuze.
.
The complete round should be freed of foreign matter such as sand, mud, or grease, just
before loading into the belt. If it gets wet or
dirty, it should be wiped dry at once.
Although the use of oil or grease on ammunition is generally prohibited, it is necessary to
oil the cartridge case for the M3 aircraft gun
in order to prevent jamming. Using a cloth
wrung out of light preservative lubricating oil,
spread a light film of oil evenly over the body
of the cartridge case just prior to loading the
round into the belt. Extreme care should be
taken to prevent oil from getting on the primer
or joint at the mouth of the cartridge case.
Preferably, only one day's supply of ammunition should be lubricated at a time. Rounds
oiled for firing and not fired the same day
should be wiped dry to prevent the accumulation of dust and grit and the seepage of oil
around the primer and mouth of the cartridge
case. Such rounds will be used first in subsequent firing; they must be oiled again before
use.
Do not handle duds. Becausetheir fuzes are
armed, duds are extremely dangerous,
B. FUZES

il~~

,l
1ft

Classifiation
This chapter deals with fuzes in a general
way only. Specific marks and mods of fuzes
used with such ammunition as bombs and
rockets are discussed in other chapters. The
Point Detonating Fuze M75 used in the 20-mm
high-explosive-incendiary round is discussedin
this chapter, however.
Fuzes are classified according to ( 1) their
location in the projectiles, (2) their effect on
the filler explosive, and (3) the way in which
they function.
1. By"locationa. Point or Mse fuzes are located at the
forward end of the projectile and are usually
shaped to conform to the curvature of the
ogive. High-explosive-incendiary ammunition
for the 20-mm aircraft gun is equipped with a
nose fuze.
RESTRICTED
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b. BMe fuzes are located inside the after
end of the projectile. These fuzes are fitted
in a hole in the baseof the projectile and extend
inward to the explosive filler.
.
2. By effect on explosive fiUera. Ignition fuzes are designed to produ~
a fiame for igniting explosives sensitive tG

fiame. In United States naval practice, aD
ignition fuzes are used with black powder-aa
in the smoke projectile (WP), whose burster
charge is composed of black powder.
b. Detonating fuzes are designed to produce a shock or brisant effect for setting oft
high-explosive fillers. Most projectile f~
are of this type. The Point Detonating Fuze
M75 used in the high-explosive-incendiary
20-mm round is a detonating "fuze.
3. By type of functioning-.
a. Percussion fuzes function upon impact
of the projectile. Percussion fuzes are made
of varying sensitivity, depending on use
(whether against thin-skinned aircraft or
against steel-skinned ships). The M75 fuze
functions by percussion.
b. Time fuzes may operate either by mechanical clockwork (mechanical time fuze, abbreviated MT or MTF) or by burning of a
measured powder train of relatively slow burning rate. Both types can be pre-set, either by
a fuze Better or by a special tool called a ftlZ'
wrench, to go oft after a specific length of time.
CoCombination fuzes incorporate both
time and percussion features; that is, the fuze
may go oft either on impact or after the time
set, whichever happens first.
d. At.t..1:iliaryfuzes are units operating in
conjunction with other fuzes. They pass the
explosion initiated by the nose fuze on to the
main explosive charge.
e. Proximity (or VT) fuze is a miniature
combination radio transmi"tter and receiver
placed in the projectile nose. It detonates the
burster before impact, when it detects any substantial object within a predetermined distance
from the projectile nose. This feature is of
obvious application in antiaircraft gunnery.
A more detailed description of the VT fuze ap-
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used with the matched-ballistic round of later
manufacture, whereas the Point Detonating
Fuze 253 Mk II-III is used in older rounds. The
M75 is a single-action type of fuze, intended to
function with instantaneous percussion action
on impact with light material surfaces.
As figure 5-6 shows, the fuze is made up of
two major parts: a body with an air space in
the forward part of the fuze, and a magazine
containing the explosive train. The magazine
is screwed into the base of the body. The explosive train consists of a mercury fulminate
detonator, a relay charge of lead azide, and a
tetryl booster charge. Since there are no
interrupter or other safety devices, the fuze is
considered nonboresafe.
The striker or firing pin mechanism usually
found in point detonating fuzes is not present
in the M75 fuze. When a round is fired, no
action takes place until impact. Upon impact,
the head is crushed. The set-forward force
of the detonator charge (or pieces of metal
from the body striking the detonator charge)
initiates action of the detonator. Action of
the detonator in turn initiates functioning of '

205273-52-6
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the booster cap or relay charge, which causes
the booster charge to detonate. The booster
action detonatesthe main charge in the round.
The fuze requires no preparation for firing.
Other Fuzes

II

Specific fuzes are discussed in this text together with the ammunition for which they
are designed. Rocket fuzes are discussed in
chapter 7; bomb fuzes, in chapter 8; and pyrotechnic and chemical ammunition fuzes, in
chapter 10. These fuzes in general are more
complicated than the M75 fuze for 20-mm gun
ammunition. Bomb fuzes, especially,have &everal componentsnot found in the M75 fuze.
The essential parts of a typical bomb nose
fuze, for example, include a striker head, a
firing pin, safety blocks, an arming mechanism,
a primer, a detonator, and usually a delay element and a booster. All these are assembled
into a fuze body.
In the arming pin type of fuze, a springloaded arming pin, which passes through the
fuze body and firing pin, is held in place by an
arming wire. The wire also restrains a plate
which holds the safety blocks in place. In the
arming vane type, the striker !s restrained by
a safety block or a ring of safety discs, which
are releasedby the rotation of the arming vane.
The arming vane is kept from rotating prematurely by the arming wire. In both types the
striker is held in place by a shear wire after
arming.
The essential parts of a tail fuze are the
primer detonator, an inertia-type firing pin,
and an arming mechanism,all assembledin the
fuze body. In the arming pin type, the arming
pin passesthrough the fuze body and the firing
pin. In the vane type, an arming stem is
screwed into the firing pin to keep it from
striking the primer until the action of the vane
unscrews the arming pin. In both types, the
firing pin is held in place by a light creep spring
while the bomb is in flight. Depending upon
the degree of sensitivity to impact required,
the tiring pin may be of the simple inertia
type or of the cockedtype.
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The hydrostatic fuze in depth
on the principle of a bellows or
working against a spring of fixed
When external water pressure overcomes
resistance of the spring, the firing pin is
leasedand driven against the primer by
action. Some fuzes have an adjustment
controlling the compression of the
spring. This is set by an external lever.
other fuzes, adjustment is obtained by inter1~
changing the springs.
?t
In order to allow a variation of the delay'"
action of tail fuzes, the primer, delay elementt~
and detonators are assembled in one inter-':.
changeable unit; and primer detonators off

various delay times are supplied. Primer ~

Detonator M14, for example, is s.upplied with ~
O.24-seconddelay, O.I-second delay, O.O25-second delay, O.OI-second delay,l,and nondelay.
Primer Detonators M16 and M16Al are supplied with 8 to 15 seconds delay and 4 to 5
secondsdelay, respectively.
In general, van~~e fuzes are padked and
shipped with the arming vane disassembled.
The vane assembly is shipped separately in the
same boL
Fuzes are identified by the information
marked on the containers and stamped on the
fuze body. They may be further identified
by inspection. Rapid-arming fuzes, for. example, are distinguished from slow-arming
types by the rod which extends from the arming head forward along the arming stem for
approximately 1.5 inches. This rod is present
on the slower-arming types and absent from
the rapid-arming type. Fuzes of one series
(that is, fuzes with the same mechanism and
action, but designed for bombs of different
sizes) are distinguished among themselves by
the length of the arming stem. Special-purpose fuzes, such as the hydrostatic, have a distinctive appearance and method of operation.
,

Arming of fuzesis a fairly complicatedproc-

ess in most cases, although some will arm by
simply removing the safety wire. A detailed
description of the arming sequencein a typical
fuze, the AN-MI03Al, is given in chapter 8.
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONSFOR AMMUNITION

safety precaution, an interpretation shall be
requested from the Bureau of Ordnance.
.t
Conditions not covered by these safety precauo.neral
tions
may arise which in the opinion of the
" The dangerousnature of ammunition recommanding officer may render further operaquiresthe observanceby all personnel of rules
tion of equipment unsafe. Under these condidfBigned to safeguard life and property.
tions nothing in these safety precautions shall
Strict adherenceto these rules may mean the
be construed as authorizing such further operadifference between life and death, health or
tion.
lerious injury. Safety precautions are to be
Safety devices provided shall always be used
strictly enforced by all activities (ashore or
as designated to prevent possibility of accident,
afloat) concernedwith the handling, shipping,
and shall be kept in good condition, in order,
or stowageof ammunition or explosives.
and operative at all times. All instructions
Although it is difficult to cover every possible
promulgated by competent authority to insure
emergenCYor dangerous condition that may
safe operation or handling of equipment shall
arise,an attempt should be made to grasp the
be strictly observed.
intent of safety instruction so that, in the
Changes, modifications in, or additions to,
eventa situation arises which is not specifically
ordnance material, or other material used in
~ered, the proper action will be taken inconnection therewith, shall not be\~de with,Qnctively.
out explicit authority from the bureaus conThe term ammunition, as used in these
cerned.
instructions,meansall componentsand any and
No ammunition or explosive assembly shall
aDexplosives in any case or contrivance prebe used in any gun or appliance for which it is
.-red to form a charge, complete round, carnot designated.
tridge for small arms, or for any weapon; any
As familiarity with any work, no matter how
war head, mi~e, bomb, fuze, or detonator; any
dangerous, is apt to lead to carelessness,all
signaling and illuminating pyrotechnic matepersons who may supervise or perform work in
rials; and all chemical warfare materials under
connection with the inspection, care, preparathe cognizanceof the Bureau of Ordnance and
tion, use, or handling of ammunition or explousedby naval aircraft for offensive, defensive,
sives shall:
or training purposes.
(a) Exercise the utmost care that all regulations and instructions are rigidly
Bureauof OrdnanceHfety Prec.utions:Excerpts
observed.
Separately printed safety precautions, pub(b) Carefully supervise those under them
Uahedin 1948 b~ the Bureau of Ordnance,
and frequently warn them of th.e
aupersedingArticle 972 U. S. Navy Regui.atio1&8,
necessity of using the utmost prearenow in eft'ect. Excerpts from these safety
caution in the performance of their
precautions,particularly those which apply to
work
aviationordnance activity, are presented in the
No relaxation of vigilance shall ever be perparagraphsfollowing.mitted.
To avoid danger of casualties, the observance
Except in cases of emergency, ammunition
of the following safety precautions is mandashall not be transferred during fueling operatory. The Bureau of Ordnance shall be intions.
formed of any circumstances which conflict
All ammunition, powder, and explosives
with these safety precautions, or which for
shall be protected from abnormally high temany other reason require changes in or addiperatures. If so exposed, they shall be hantions to them.
dled in accordancewith current Bureau of Ord- When in doubt as to the exact meaning of a
nance instructions.
Permissible maximum
..
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stowage temperatures shall be prescribed by
the Bureau of Ordnance.
Smokelesspowder which has been wet from
any cause must be regarded as dangerous for
dry storage. Such powder shall be handled as
prescribed by Bureau of Ordnance instructions.
To minimize the risk of fire, explosion, and
damage to ammunition and its containers from
accidental causes,ammunition shall be handled
as little as practicable. As the action of denting thin-cased high explosive ammunition is
known to have caused detonation of the explosives in some instances, special care shall be
exercised to insure that such ammunition is
never struck, dropped, or bumped.
Defective bomb-type and thin-case ammunition shall be disposed of in accordance with
current instructions of the Bureau of Ordnance.
Magazines shall bt: kept scrupuJously clean
and dry at all times. Nothing shall be stored in
the magazinesexcept explosives, their containers, and authorized magazine fittings and
equipment. No greasy rags or other foreign
materials susceptible to spontaneous combustion shall be stored in tliem.
Naked lights, matches, or other flame-producing apparatus shall never be taken into
magazines or other spaces used primarily as
magazines while those compartments contain
explosives.
Before performing any work which may
cause either an abnormally high temperature
or an intense local heat in a magazine or other
compartment used primarily for a magazine,
all explosives shall be removed to safe stowage
until normal conditions have been restored.
DISPOSITION OF DEFECTIVE AMMUNITION

11'j f
, '; j ~

~~

When so directed by the Bureau of Ordnance,
defective and obsolete items may be disposed
of in one of two ways: dumping overboard or
burning. Dumping must be done at least 10
miles off shore and in water more than 500
fathoms deep. This method is preferred to
burning, because it involves less preparation
and hazard. Some items must always be
dumped; some always burned; while others
may either be dumped or burned.
Photoflash bombs and other pyrotechnics not
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mentioned in these instructions shall be dia~r,pi
posed of in accordancewith specific Bureau ~ t ad«
,
Ordnance instructions.
prE
Port authorities must be consulted prior tI
taking exploSivesout to sea for dumping. Be
fore dumping, all iteIDSmust be remov~ fron
wood packing boxes,crates, or other containers~{
jersoJ
Extreme caution must be taken to preven'
accidental ignition of the loose ammunitiol
made ready for dumping.
Rough handling of deteriorated pyrotechnl, Ad
ammunition may cause it to ignite. As a furl Ire-!:
ther precaution, shield other ammunition 01
deck in case of accident. To insure rapic
sinking, ammunition iteIDS which may floa,~, ~
should be dumped in weighted sacks or pre;JUan'
viously perforated metal containers.
When burning deteriorated or obsolete pyro. AI'!
technic ammunition, only the quantity to h
burned on that day should De moved to th~Emb
scene of the burning. The following safet, ure
measures must also be observed:
Ce
A suitable site must be selected at leas}and
1,200 feet from any inhabited building, publi~lt
highway, public railroad, or station boundary~SS
Dry must
grass,be
leav"es,
or from
other around
inflammable
mater'
ials
cleared
the point
0:~ePt
Vf

~

burning for a radius of at least 200 feet.
n(
An incinerator, pit, or trench about fow ml
feet deep
be used
to prevent
fragmentl
from
flyingmust
in case
an explosion
occurs.
Ex ~-me
ri(
celsior, wood, or similar inflammable materia fe
sufficient to produce a hot fire should be plaCel g,
in the bottom of the incinerator, pit, or trencn Co
The items to be burned must be removed froDmd
their containers and placed on top of the inflam'I'uz
mable material. A cover of heavy iron gratiW'~ t
or wire mesh should be placed over the pit an(
staked down. The fire should then be igniterE t
from the downwind side with a train of inflam-

mablematerial of suchlength that amplesafetJ.nf
is provided.
pin
Items to be disposed of should be separatecbf
and burned in small quantities and the inClDtea
erator or pit bottom allowed to cool before eaCJ
quantity is burned.
in:
Items being prepared for burning should bfLV
kept at least 200 feet away from the inerneraIns.

5-AMMUNITION

all be

beadequatelyprotected to preclude possibility
of premature ignition by fiying sparks or embers. Personnel must not be stationed at or
Dearmaterial awaiting disposal.
A barricade should be erected to protect the
personnelconducting the burning operations.
There should not be more than the required
Dumberof persons present, but never fewer
thantwo.
Adequatefirebreaks should be provided, and
fire-fighting equipment should be on hand and
readyto protect nearby property.
Metal parts remaining after burning should
be salvaged for scrap if there are sufficient
quantitiesto be practicable.
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AND FUZES

Ammunition shall not be altered, nor shall
fuzesor any other parts be removed or disassembledwithout explicit instructions from the
Bureauof Ordnance.
Certain precautions shall be observed in
handling, fuzing, or inserting detonators in
explosive ordnance. Since it is not always
possibleto ascertain readily whether mines,
depth charges, rockets, and aircraft bombs
have been inadvertently armed in storage or
handling, all of these types when fuzed or assembledwith firing mechanisms shall at all
times be handled and treated as if armed, in
strict conformity with the instructions of
safeguarding against inadvertent arming, firing,or launching of such ammunition.
Certain types of bombs, mines, depth charges
and rockets are normally issued unfuzed.
Fuzesshall not be inserted in ammunition (nor,
in the caseof fuzes having separate detonators,
shall the detonators be inserted in the fuzes)
until just prior to placing in ready stowage, or
just prior to or after loading the ammunition
onthe racks or launchers, preparatory to dropping or launching. Such fuzing or inserting
of detonators shall not be accomplished in or
near a magazine <?rready service stowage, but
!nay be accomplished in handling rooms or
spacesspecially designated for such purposes
by competent authority. In general, fuzing or
inserting of detonators shall be done on indi81

vidual rounds isolated from other ammunition
insofar' as possible.
Fuzes which have been set shall be reset to
the safe position before sending them below.
This applies to projectile
arming

bomb-type

fuzes and not, to dis-

fuzes.

Fuzes, firing mechanisms~or primer mechanisms for bombs, depth chkrges, rockets, demolition outfits, or mines, shall not, except as
covered by special orders or current instruc..
tions of the Bureau of OrdnanCt'..be removed,
disassembled,repaired, or in any way altered.
Bombs and rocket heads, for which fuzes are
issued separately, shall not be stowed with
those fuzes installed, in or near magazines containing explosives.
Fuzes issued separately for bombs or rockets,
which contain integral detonator~ or other explosive components, shall be stOred only in
specially designated fuze magazines, which
shall not be located adjacent to magazines con~ining high explosives...
Fuzes shipped in sealed containers are to
remain in the sealed cans during stowage.
Cans are to be placed in upright position in
assigned racks in the magazine, and are to be
secured firmly by angle-iron braces or other
means.
Fuzes are relatively sensitive and must be
handled with care to avoid shocks which might
cause damage." Operations such as fuzing, unfuzing, assembly, and disassembly of all types
of ammtinitjons should be carried on at a distance from other explosive and vital installations. Only the minimum number of persons
and rounds should be in the vicinity. The ideal
situation would be to permit work on only one
round at a time, at a deck or 'other location remote from all magazines, ready stowage, explosive supplies, or vital installations.
Examination of tqe exterior of some fuzes
does not indicate whether the fuze is armed.
If for any reason it is thought that a fuze may
be armed, it should be treated as an armed
and sensitive fuze, and no attempt should be
made to remove it from its projectile. The
complete fuze round should be disposed of by
gently lowering it tail first into deep water.
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Or Explosive Ordnance Disposal personnel will
care for it in accordance with their instructions.
Detonators which are not assembledintegrally with fuzes shall be stored only in standardtype detonator lockers located in approved
places.
Fuze arming wires or devices shall not be
removed from the unarmed position until just
before releasing or firing. Safety pins or other
devices requiring removal before flight, or firing shall not be removed until the ammunition
has ~n loaded in racks, or launchers, and
not until the arming wire or device has been
put in place. Bombs, mines, depth charges,
and rockets not expended shall be made "safe"
at the first opportunity in accordancewith current instructions for the respective assemblies.
Electric igniters or detonators, electrically
fired rocket motors or electric fuzes shall not
be located in the same compartment with, or
within five feet of, radio apparatus or antennae
leads.
MISCELLANEOUS

Current instructions prescribe effective
measures for the safe employment, operation,

"

and service of catapults and their guns. In~
addition, all safety precautions pertaining to-;
guns and ammunition, unless manifestly ina~;
plicable, apply to catapult guns and their

ammunition.
Smoke-making

'

devices

which

misfire

or

have,

been in the water shall not be taken on board .,

ship or inside buildings or structures ashore.;
'f
)

Gas masks shall be worn when entering concentrated smoke clouds.
"
All personnel working with chemical am-

munition shall be trained in the fundamentals,
of handling toxic chemicals and shall be:
familiar with instructions pertaining thereto. ;

They shall beequippedwith adequateand eff.ec-[J
tive equipment, including protective clothing;
and gas masks.

,

~

Pyrotechnic material shall\.always be kept by ;::

itself in regular pyrotechnicstoragespaces,if ,.

such are provided, or in pyrotechnic lockers'
on upper decks.

Emergencies not covered by the foregoing
safety precautions should be handled in a common-sensemanner, with protection of life and ~
property the primary considerations.
'~
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ROCKETS
A.

INTRODUCTION

~~

I ~;Arocket is a missile propelled by the high~, rearward expulsion of gasesgeneratedby
* combustion of an internally carried fuel.
ftese gases escapefrom a nozzle or jet at the
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the combustionchamber,and the con-

tinuouspush of the expanding gases on the
dosedhead end of the motor forces the rocket
forward.
Although rockets have beenin existence since
thethirteenth century and have been used in
warsat various times since then, the revolutionarygun designs of t)le nineteenth century partially eclipsed their further development as a
military weapon almost until World War II.
DUringWorld War I, for example, rockets were
restrictedto such auxiliary jobs as carrying life
linesin sea-rescuework, and to signaling; their
onlyoffensive military use consisted of fastening them to the struts of French and Russian
airplanesand shooting them into German observation balloons.
Between the two World Wars, interest was
revived,however, and such amateur groups as
the America.n Rocket Society and the Verein
fur RaumBckiffakrt ("Society for Space-Travel") or German Rocket Society performed
much experimental rocket work. From 1929
to 1933, the German Rocket Society built and
tested high-altitude rockets and worked on
problems of ignition, nozzles, and parachutes
for safely returning the rockets to earth.
However, it was Dr. R. H. Goddard who laid

the scientific foundation for present-day rocketry, as well as for guided missiles in general.
His secret experiments and developments during the period 1914-1919, especially in liquid
propellants, opened up a new field which was
rapidly exploited by the Germans when Dr.
Goddard's
patent claims became public' prop.
erty In 1931.
.~eiinning
in the latter part of 1941, the
armed forces of Germany, Britain, and Russia
came out with military applications of the
rocket principle, all having worked on it for
several years before the outbreak of war.
Although rockets still were much less accurate
than guns, they made up for this' shortcoming
by the fact that they have no r~il and therefore could be fired from a simple, cheap, light
launcher instead of a complicated, expensive,
heavy gun; They could be used where absence
of weight or a great sudden volume of fire was
more important than accuracy.
By 1941, the United States had embarked
upon a rocket program, and interest in rocket
weapons had reached a high pitch by 1943.
The German weapons, the V-I and the V-2,
are historically iml;)Ortant, however, inasmuch
as they openeda new type of long-range attack.
On the other hand, the accuracy of the German
weapons was low-about five miles circular
probable error at a range of 130 miles for the
V-l-and
later rocket developments by both
the United States and Russia overshadowed
the German vengeance weapons. United
States antitank rockets and the Tiny Tim were
especially etfective--the one in Europe, the
other in the Pacific.
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absenceof recoil makes the rocket an
for aircraft; and, more important,
offers a capacity much greater than
aircraft machine guns for rapidly
a pay load to a target. It gives the
firepower required to destroy surface
submarines,tanks, pillboxes, and other
either too difficult for machine guns or
or evasive for accurate bombing or
,'.

In short, rocketshave great

over guns and bombs as to simabsenceof recoil, lightness in compari.e to power, and easeof mounting and launch'8 (figure 7-1).
,.Compared to the bomb, tJ;1eself-propelled
Ilrborne rocket is more accurate, causes less
/ragon the airplane, and provides greater fire"",er with less weight. The rocket's higher
ttJocitiesduring flight, which leave mobile sea
tiadland targets much less time for evasive
~on, result in heavy damage to the target.
I Since
the airborne rocket usually is launched at
cbe range-around 1,000 yards at presentI .. accuracy as a propelled projectile is much
~her than that of a free-falling bomb dropped
I
from high altitudes.
1

,

:
I

;~ted, by I
l
.'
operation iD
lthe Rocket
Ie bazoota;
JudIe by one
tl1e exhaust

-lYbrougbt
rockets: the
craft, the
~hips, the
ch charges
,es. Just
ncb TinY
rger types

.

: Compared
to aircraft machine-gunfire, rockhave greatly increased the firepower of air-

mt.

Onemodernfighter plane may carry 16

rockets. A fighter plane's salvo of 5-inch
HVAR is the equivalent of a destroyer's salvo
I

)M)wer. A salvo of Tiny Tims launched by a

Iquadronof F6F's is comparable to a broadside
from a division of heavy cruisers. The air~rne salvos of a squadron can be fired from a
rreat variety of angles and altitudes and can be
repeatedas rapidly as the planes can be reload~; that is, make a round trip from target to
I.8e. A pair of Tiny Tims plus eight 5-inch
!VAR's on one plane alone will total over 8,500
POunds
of explosive and steel.
Within their effective ranges, it is true, proJectilesfrom large naval guns attain practically
double the present rocket's average velocity,
andthe rocket therefore may be less destructive
than projectiles against some targets. On the
other hand, the rocket can reach any target

-

within the combat range of its carrying plane;
that is, several pundred miles at least.
An advantage of airborne launching, it may
be noted, is that the speed of the .airplane is
added to that of the rocket. As jet and other
high-speed planes are developed, the rocket's
initial speed will be correspondingly increased.
The designers of rockets for high-speed aircraft are now faced with the need for improving the aerodynamic shape of externally hung
rockets ~nd launchers.
Ejection of rockets from a bomb bay at high
speeds also is presenting a difficult problem.
The present type of tail is considered very undesirable for both bombs and rockets on highspeed planes. But much research and practical
development are under way in th~s field, and
airborne rockets and rocket-propelled missiles
of great range, velocity, and power may very
well be the chief aircraft weapons for future
warfare.
Rocket Propulsion
The rocket is a self-propelling projectile; ita
peculiar features are: (1) the tube-called the
motor-which
accompanies the head; (2) the
means of stabilization (fins or multiple nozzles), which rotate or spin the rocket; (8) the
propellant, which burns during part of the
flight instead of exploding all at once.
The major difference between a gun projectile and a rocket is that the rocket motor accompanies the head. It is the continuous push
of expanding gases on the closed head end of
the motor that propels the rocket in its flight.
In the conventional gun, the projectile or
cartridge is shot forward by the great sudden
pressure of confined gases which cannot escape from the closed end of the gun tube. The
motion of the gases and projectile in one direction forces the gun to move in the opposite direction, causing the familiar recoil after every
firing ;of a gun. The rearward force that
causes recoil is practically equal to the forward
force that propels the projectile out of the barrel. The rocket, on the other hand, has no recoil, because the rear end of the tube, or motor,
is open, and the gases escape steadily rearward
through the nozzle (tapered end).
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This recoilless nature of rockets mak~ them
very suitable for aircraft. COnventional guns,
including the larger aircraft machine guns, require spP;Cialmounts and structural bracing to
absorb recoil. Although guns as large as 75mm (and even a 150-mm) have been installed
and fired in modern aircraft, the larger gun's
recoil problems have been difficult to solve.
Rockets are recoilless regardles8 of 8ize; the
only limits on size are the capacity of the plane
to carry heavy loads, and aerodynamic considerations where mounted rockets are used.
B. SERVICEROCKETSAND COMPONENTS

ing mechanism; or it may be controlled
pre-set autopilot. This chapter is
tirely to the unguided rocket. Guided
are described in chapter 15.
The first naval aircraft rockets
inch (diameter of head), and the 5-inch
(aircraft rocket) types. The 8.5-inch
either a solid steel head or a chemical
filled head used to mark targets; the
has a general-purposeTNT-filled head.

After thesecamethe 5-inchHVAR
.
locity aircraft rocket) Holy Moses; this ~
has greater velocity and penetrating power than
the AR.

Types of Rockets
Classified by the means of control, two general types of rockets have been designed:
(1)

the unguided rocket, a self-propelled projectile
which may be stabilized by fins, or may be a
spin-stabilized type; and (2) the guided missile.
The latter may be rocket-propelled and, in addition, may be equipped with built-in controls actuated by emanations from an airborne or surface station, or by a self-contained target-hom-

and
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5. Plug.-Electrical
connection to the
launcher. (The plug fits into the socket on
the launcher.)
6. Electrical connector.-Consists of the
electrical plug, cabl.e' and ~
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Tlm1inology and Rocket Components

Standard rocket terminology has been agreed
upon for use by all branches of the Armed
Forces. In a~rdance with the agreement,the
Bureauof Ordnance has adopted the following
terminology, which is employed in correspondence,communications,and publications pertainIng to rocket ammunition:
1. Head.-That part which is functionally
similar to a projectile and which contains
the high-exPlosive, chemical, or pyrotechnic filler
2. Motor (including motor tube, nozzle or
nozzles,and propellent grain and igniter)
3. Fin or fin aBBembly.-Stabilizing components of a non-rotation rocket. (Figure
7-3 shows, for example, the separated
head, motor, and fin assembly of a Tiny
Tim.)
4. Cable.-Connection between igniter and
electrical plug

.

7. Fuz6.-The mechanism in the noseand/or
the base which detonates or expels the
charge in the rocket head
8. Lug bandB.-Bands which are attached
to the motor tube and which are equipped
with fittings to suspend the rocket from
the rail or post launchers. (When the fittings are directly attached to the tube,
they are referred to as lugs. Button lugs
are used on rail launchers. Tunnel and
button lugs are used on post or pylon
launchers, formerly called zero-length
launc~ers.)
Complete Rounds of Rocket Ammunition

A completeround of rocket ammunition is the
rocket assembledwith all its components,ready
for service use (figure 7-4). The designations
for complete rounds are determined by combining descriptive termS in the following sequence:
1. Caliber (defined as the nominal outside diameter of the rocket head)
2. "Rocket"
3. Mark and Mod
4. Parenthetical phrase including type of
craft from which launched, such as
" Aircraft"
or "Surface,"
followed

107

by the designation "Practice"
or
"Dummy," if applicable, or by desig-
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figure 7-4.-C-pott8tlb

nation of the head type.
(HighCapacity, Common, General-Purpose,
and so on), including "SS" for spinstabilized rockets
The following is an example of a typical
round designation:

11.76-inch Rocket Mk

.2

Mod 0 (Aircraft

Common)
Practice rounds are composed of inert
heads and live-loaded service or subcaliber
motors, and are used for training in rocket
firing or for testing fuzes and motors.
Dummy rounds consist of completely inert
rocket heads and inert motors. They are
specially constructed items which 'represent the over-all weight and shape of service
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-of the 3.s.1nch rocket.

rounds.
Dummy
tice in handling

rounds are used for pracand installing
rockets,
for

checking space requirements and installation
in aircraft and launchers, and for checking
the functioning of launchers and aircraft
installations.
Aircraft Rocket Fins

The fins, or the stabilizing tail for 5-inch
rockets and above, consist of a separate unit
which is. attached when the rocket is being
assembled in the field (figure 7-.5). A
retainer ring clamps the tail securely to the
rear end of the motor. In some rockets a
spring latch replaces the ring.
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'!gu" 7-.5.-aocket...ablllzing fins.

The tail stabilizes the rocket in the line
of ftight, thus preventing skidding and yawing.
It corresponds to the tail of a bomb and is
similar in design.
The basic type of fins for service rockets
consists of fixed fins rigidly attached to
the rocket, as described above. A new type
of folding-fin tail is under development, the
fins folding into or behind the rocket.
When the rocket is launched, these fins are
designed to fiy out into a locked position.

The rocket head varies with the type of
rocket and the target to be attacked. Targets such as submarines, tanks, or light
:vessels may call for solid steel heads or
explosive armor-piercing heads. Pillboxes,
shipping, or gun emplacements may require
high-explosive heads filled with TNT and
equipped with instantaneous nose fuzes,
delayed-action base fuzes, or both. Types
of heads used on 'each service rocket (see
figure 7-6) are described in a later article,
"Description
of Complete Rounds by
Groups."
The heads used in aircraft rockets are
defined as follows for all the United States
Anned Services:
General-purpose (GP).-Medium-walled
heads containing less than 30 Percent by
weight of explosive. These heads have good
blast effect and good penetrative ability
against light armor. These heads use nose
fuzes or base fuzes or both.
Solid head8.-These heads are designed for
maximum penetrative performance only,
and have no explosive or inert filler or fuzes.
Smoke head8.-These heads are loaded with
chemical agents which
are primarily
intended to produce screening smoke.

~1r prac-

( eta, for
l8tallation
~ecking
I g,ircraft

or 5-ineh
, te unit
: being
-,5). A
r-- to the
I kets a

LugBands
Two or more lug bands are clamped
securely around the motor body, fore and
aft. Buttons or a button and a loop on top
of each band suspend the rocket from the
plane's launcher posts (pylons). Loading
the rocket onto the plane consists merely of
slipping the buttons (or the button and loop)
into the bottom of the launcher, where a
Uigger latch locks the rocket into position
until tripped by the impulse from the pilot's
firing button. When the rocket is loaded,
its pigt&il connector is plugged into a power
outlet in the wing or launcher.
2D5273-5~

Figure
7-6.-T,.- Ofrocket-109
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Flare h.ead8.- These heads contain a pyrotechnic flare element attached to a small
parachute, in addition to a small ej"ection
charge. This charge is initiated by a fuze
which ignites a length of time fuse which,
in turn ignites an ejection charge. Later
types- will have a mechanical time fuze.
Practice headB.-These heads are intended
for use with live-loaded service motors for
training in rocket firing or for testing fuzes
and motors, or with inert motors for assembly
as dummy rounds. The service heads used
in practice rounds closely approximate the
loaded service heads in shape and weight
and generally have provision for installation
of service fuzes. When a filler is required
to bring to weight, the filler is plaster or

other inert material.
The special
intended for use with the subcaliber
generally consist of a I-piece steel or
casting and contain no filling nor
-Later types of special heads may be fitted
with a mixture which will emit a smoke pu«
upon impact, thus indicating the location of
the hit.
Motors

The rocket motor is a seamless steel tube
largely filled with ballistite, a double-base
powder designed to burn pr9gressively at
a slower rate than gun ammunition-and to
generate a great volume of gas. In the
smaller rockets, this propellant is a single
grain, in cylindrical form, with longitudinal

Figu,. 7-7.-Connecting the plgtoll to the firing drcuit.
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propellant is a cruciform grain of ballistite
which is ignited by a metal-cased igniter of
smokeless powder.
The 11.75-inch Rocket Motor Mk 1 Mod 1
is a steel tube with a 24-hole nozzle plate
screwed into its after end. The propellant
comprises four grains of ballistite weighing
a total of 148 pounds. T~e grains are
shielded from each other and supported by
a partition extending longitudinally
for
practically the full length of the tube. A
grid bolted to the nozzle plate supports the
grains rigidly (figure 7-9).
At a predetermined pressure a disc covering the large central nozzle is expelled,
bringing this nozzle into operation.
Seals
at both ends of the motor exclude moisture
which otherwise would markedly affect the
burning of the propellant. Each nozzle also
is sealed with a thin metal cup which is not
to be removed.
The temperature range in which it is safe
to fire the motor is stenciled on the motor
tube. Motors are not to. be fired above this
temperature range because the increase in
pressure results in erratic and longer ranges
and, in extreme cases, the excessively high
pressures might burst the motor.
Firing
below the specified temperature range causes
slower burning of the propellant, resulting
in erratic and shorter ranges.
Fuzes

The nose and base fuzes used with aircraft
rockets are of various types and, like rocket
heads, are designed and selected for the
required service and for the type of rocket
to be detonated.
(Fuzes specifically
designed for use in rockets are assigned
numbers in the "100" series.) The following
articles discuss rocket fuzes from a general
point of view and describe a typical nose
fuze and a typical base fuze in some detail.
Figure 7-10 shows a 5-inch rocket head with
nose and base fuzes.
The nose fuze is screwed into the nose end
of the head during assembly of the rocket.
RES T R'. C TED

Nose Fuze Mk 149 Mod 0, one of the two
types currently in service for aircraft rockets,
is described in some detail in a later article.
This is a propeller-arming, point-detonatring
fuze which delays arming until acceleration
from the motor has ceased.
All base fuzes come already installed in
the base of the head; they require no adju8t.
ment when the rocket is assembled or loaded
on the plane. Base Fuze Mk 164 Mod 0 is
described in a later article as a typical fuze
of the base type.
Present service fuzes are armed by one of
two general means; that is, air-vane action
or motor pressure. Firing of the fuze to
produce detonation of the rocket may be by
impact, by time, or by radio proximity.
Equipping a rocket with two fuzes \ permita
selective fuze action when the rocket is
launched.
The pilot may prevent the nose fuze from
arming by pressing a button (usually on the
station-distributor box), thereby causing the
fuze-arming wire to be retained by the rocket
when it is launched. This prevents the cap
from flying off after the rocket has been
launched; the fuze propeller does not rotate,
and the nose fuze re~ains unarmed. Thus,
the base fuze detonates with its predetermined delay after penetrating any target
that offers sufficient resistance. If, however, the pilot decides that instantaneous
detonation is desirable, he may release the
rocket so that the nose fuze is arined by
the air vanes as the rocket takes the air
The nose fuze fires on impact.
Rockets equipped with both nose fuze and
base fuze are used against light fortifications,
tanks, locomotives, and similar targets. The
high-explosive head is designed for effective
attack against shipping, personnel, field-eamp
areas, and light armor.
The accompanying table, compiled from
the Indicator Chart on Rocket Fuzes
(Restricted), shows the current fuzes used
on aircraft rockets. Also listed are other
fuzes with which each fuze is used, the
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types and marks of rocket assemblies, and
the type of firing for each fuze.
More detailed information on aircraft
rockets and fuzes may be found in OP 1664.
NOlI
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FUZE MK 149 MOD 0

The Nose Fuze Mk 149 Mod 0 (figure
7-11) is an air-arming, impact-firing fuze
designed for use with 3.5-inch and 5.0-inch
forward-firing aircraft rockets.
The fuze
body fits directly into the fuze-seat liner ring
in the nose of the rocket, without requiring
an adapter.
In the unarmed position, the firing pin
is screwed down alongside the detonator
shutter, holding it in a safe position. The
propeller is attached to the firing pin and is
prevented from turning by the propellerlocking pellet. The cap on the nose of the
fuze is held tightly in place on the gasket by
a clamp assembly held together by a safety
wire, or by a fuze-arming wire when the
round is loaded on a launcher and is ready
to fire. This cap prevents exposure of the
fuze to the weather, and is removed only
when the projectile is fired.
A cap spring
,

located under the cap bears on the top of
the propeller, preventing it from turning as
long as the cap is secured by the safety or
arming wire. When an assembled round is
loaded on the launcher, the arming wire is
first inserted in a hole provided next to
the safety wire in the clamp-pin and bushing
assembly, after which the safety wire is
removed. ThU order mu.' no' be rever.. or
the cap lOWfly ol/~ espo.mg ,he propeller.
When the round is fired, the arming wire
pulls free, releasing the clamp assembly and
allow\ng the cap spring to throw off the cap,
thus exposing the propeller.
At the same
time, acceleration retracts the propellerlocking pin, releasing the propeller.
As
long as acceleration continues, the detonator
shutter is locked in place by the shutterlocking pin which is attached to the shutterlocking pellet. The propeller tunia outward
in a clockwise direction, clearing the
detonator shutter. About eight turns of the
propeller are required for the firing pin to
release the detonator shutter.
When acceleration ceases, the shutter-Io~king pin is
withdrawn by the action of the setback
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may be fired "safe" by releasing
arming wire so that it stays with the
In firing the 5.0-inch AR, it may be
to have a delay in detonation upon
such a delay being incorporated in
base fuze.
In this case, the nose fuze
be fired "~fe."
Fuze Mk 149 Mod 0 is safe as long
cap and clamp on the nose are held
by the safety wire or by the arming
If the cap and clamp assembly comes
,

the fuze is still safe as long

the arming propeller is locked by the
pin.
the arming propeller is free of the
it can rotate, the fuze is unsafe
should be disposed of.
If the fuze is
armed, the arming
propeller
one-half inch from the nose plate.
attempt to .crew the propeller back in.
fo do SOmay fire the fuze--and the rocket head,
connected.
lASE FUZE MK 164 MOD 0

The Mk 164 Mod 0 is a typical service base
mzefor fin-stabilized aircraft rockets .(figure
7-12). It is used with Nose Fuze Mk 149
Kod 0 in the 5-inch Rocket Mk 6 Mods 1,
I, and 3. It is pressure-arming and firf".8
a delay of 0.015 second after impact.
This base fuze is a modification of Mk 157
and has essentially the same functioning
; certain safety features such as
.. gas check have been added, and modifications improve the performance on heavy
oblique impacts. The Mk 164 was developed
use in rockets to be launched against
equipment, light fortifications
as gun emplacements and pillboxes),
personnel.
The fuze head contains a gas pressure
formed by the plug and diaphragm.
from the rocket motor ftow into the
chamber and build up pressure which

figUN 7-12.~

fuze Mk 164 Mod O.

causes the diaphragm to collapse. This
forces the arming plunger down and shears
the shear wire, which holds the arming
plunger in place. Movement of the arming
plunger releases the locking ball, and allows
the latter to move rearward under the force
of the firing-pin spring and the acceleration
inertia of the firing-pin body.
When the rocket accelerates, the inertia of
the shutter forces it back against the firingpin guide, compressing the shutter spring
and engaging the shutter-locking pin in a
hole in the firing-pin guide. About midway
during acceleration, the firing pin is with-
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drawn from the shutter, which, however,
remains locked in the safe position by action
of the shutter-locking pin.
When acceleration is over, the shutter spring
forces the shutter forward against the lead-in
disc, disengaging the shutter-locking pin from
the hole in the tiring-pin guide. The shutter
spring then swings the shutter into the
armed position, with the detonator assembly
in - line - with the tiring pin and lead-in,
where it is locked by the detent.
The fuze fires upon impact with any
material offering sufficient resistance. Upon
impact, the inertia of the firing-pin body
drives the tiring pin forward, striking and
initiating
the percussion primer in the
detonator assemt>ly. This primer initiates
the explosive trairi in the detonator assembly.
The explosive train, in turn, initiates the
tetryl lead-in and tetryl booster, thereby
detonating
the main. explosive charge of
the
rocket head.
This fuze is detonator-safe.
In the
unarmed position the detonator assembly is
out of alignment with the explosive train.
Should the detonator assembly function prematurely, the force of the detonation will be
dissipated upward through a hole in the
firing-pin guide, away from the balance of
the explosive train. Because of the delay in
admission of gas from the rocket motor to
the pressure chamber, the first stage in
arming does not occur until approximately
one-quarter to one-half the burning time of
the rocket propellant has been completed.
Because of this delay, if the rocket motor
blows up before it leaves the launcher, the
fuze should not arm. Arming is not completed until after acceleration has dropped
to a value corresponding to 9 g's. The
burning distance of the rocket varies with
the temperature; and, on the average, fuze
-arming is completed about 0.1 second after
the end of burning. This corresponds to an
-arming distance of approximately 600 to
.1~OOOfeet.
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The Radio Proximity FUze Mk 172 Mod 0
is used with the 5-inch General-PurPOle ~
Rocket Mk 1 Mod 1. It is used in conjunc..
tion with the Base Fuze Mk 165 Mod O.
-CompleteRound. in Service
The accompanying table lists typieal
2.~
complete rounds of aircraft rockets in preaeot
2.2
2.2
service. The mark and mod designation of
the complete round is shown, together with ~
the marks and mods of heads, motorS, and
fuzes which make up the rocket assembly.
3.5
The assemblies are arranged in the order of
3.5
their head sizes. (Certain obsolescent types,
some of which may still be found, are
included.)
3.5
Descriptionof CompleteRoundsby Groups
3.5
1. Subcaliber training rockets, 2..!5-inel
SCAR.-The 2.25-inch SCAR is a' 8ubcaliber,
fin-stabilized rocket with inert head and without fuzes (figure 7-13). Three types are pro3.5
vided for training and for refresher courses~
forward firing from aircraft. Complete rounds
are listed in the table of rocket assemblies.
5.0
The SCAR head is made of machined steel
5.0
cast iron, or die-cast zi~c, and is threaded at the
rear for assembly to the motor. (Details of
head and motor are shown in figure 7-13.)
The head is hollowed out to obtain the correct
6.0
weight to produce proper ballistic characteristics when the rocket is fired.
Only a small part of the normal rocket charge
of propellant is used in the training rocket's
5.0
5.0
motor. The Mk 10 and Mk 11 carry 1.76
pounds of ballistite; the Mk 12 and Mk 13
carry 1.12 pounds. The propellant is an extruded cylindrical grain, inhibited at the ends.
6.0
The Mk 11 and Mk 15 are the standard motors
for training rockets.
The propellant is subject to accidental ignition from electrica\ current, from fire or tem5.0
peratures above 3500 F; and from penetration
5.0
by small-arms fire or high-velocity bomb or shell
fragments. Unless the head is attached, the
motor will blowout without moving; however,
11.75
the hot gas issuing from both ends constitutes a
11.75
fire hazard.
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; subcaliber rockets are loaded directly on the
~er rail-type laun~hers (Mk 4 type); but, for
theMk 5 type of post launcher, an Adapter Mk
6 is required. For loading on the Grumman
~ of post launcher, a Mk 6 Mod 1 adapter is
used.

~~
"

.

(Launchers and launching equipment

arediscussedin section C of this chapter.)
Instructions for stowing and assembling subcaliberrockets, for loading them on each type
of launcher, and for testing, firing, and safeparding these rockets will be found in OP
1187.
2. Aircmft rockets tdilizing 8.£5-inch. Motor Mk 7 tmd Mods.-The 8.25-inch Motor Mk
1and Mods is assembledwith various 8.5-inch
or 5-inch heads to make five different types of
lervice rounds, as shown in the table of rocket
assemblies.
The 8.5-inch head is utilized for the solidhead,smoke,and flare rockets. The solid-steelheadRockets Mk 1 Mod 0 (without fuzes) are
DIed against submarines, personnel, and lightly
armoredvessels; they will penetrate 1.5 inches
of mild steel at normal incidence. The Mk 1
!')Cketis lethal 60 feet under water.
The Mk 1 Mod 0 solid-steel rocket, with Mk
8 Mod 0 or Mod 1 head, is designed with dearable underwater trajectory characteristics.
~thal range is now considered of less importancethan complete penetration of a submarine; this requires an impact velocity of the
order of 1,000 feet per second. A steep glide
on the approach contributes to greater accuracy in aiming and stability of the rocket in
light.
The 8.5-inch smoke-shellRockets Mk 8 Mods
0 and 1, filled with FS and plasticized white
phosphorus(PWP), respectively, and equipped
with Nose Fuze Mk 155 Mod 0, were developed
to lay aerial smoke screens ahead of landing
craft, and to mark targets and range salvos of
hIgh-explosiverockets. They were used successfully in amphibious operations from New
Guineato Okinawa.
The 8.5-inch Rocket Mk 6 Mod 0 (Aircraft
Flare) is used to illuminate or silhouette surface or ground targets. The ignition system
Includesa copper diaphragm with a small firing

pin at its center. Pressure from the igniting
charge of the motor forces the diaphragm
against a modified caliber .32 blank cartridge.
which ignites the fuze.
The Fuze (Ejector Delay) Mk 127 :Mod 0
(obsolescent) gives a fixed delay of 7.5 seconds, after firing of the rocket, before ejection
of the flare and parachute unit. The ejection
charge also ignites the pyrotechnic at the time
of ejection.
The Rocket-Head Load (Flare) Mk 7 Mod 1.
contained within the rocket head, contains the
flare and parachute units and other parts.
Burning time of the pyrotechnic is approximately 28 seconds,and average candlepower is
800,000. The burning flare descends at the
approximate rate of 40 feet per second.
It is to be noted that ready-service sto~age of
flare rockets is not authorized. Becauseof the
,hygroscopicity of the pyrotechnic and the
black-powder ejection charge, dry cool stowage
is essential.
The 5-inch rockets with :Mk 7 motor all have
a velocity of 725 feet per second. GeneralPurpose Rockets Mk 1 Mod 2 and Mk 1 Mod 5
are loaded with TNT and are eft'ective against
shipping and personnel. They are equipped
with nose and base fuzes.
3. Aircraft rockets utilizing 5-inch. Motor
Mk! and ModB.-Five combinations of generalpurpose and practice rockets utilize the 5-inch
motor. In each case the velocity is 1,325 feet
per second,exclusive of the plane's speed.
The 5-inch general-purpose rockets shown in
the reference table are equipped with nose and
basefuzes, and are eft'ective against light fortifications, tanks, locomotives, and similar targets.
.
4. 11.75-inch.aircraft rocket (Tiny Tim).The 11.75-inch rocket, largest service rocket to
date, consists of the Mk 1 Mod 1 motor and :Mk
2 Mod 0 head. The latter weighs 590 pounds.
The complete rocket has a weight of 1,280
pounds and a length of over 10 feet. Figure
7-14 shows the details of the Tiny Tim.
Loaded with 148.5pounds of TNT and equipped with three base fuzes, this rocket is the
heavy artillery of combat aircraft equipped to
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Usually two are carried
eachwing. The Tiny Tim

effective against shipping, and durlast war, it was used against coastal
pillboxes, fuel-oil storage facilities,
fortifications.
.
RocketDevelopments
development in the Navy's list of
(at the time of this publication) is the
rocket known as the Mighty Mouse.
its launcher are under proThe rocket in its present stage has
;. a bomberwith

a singlehit.

enough to be carried in quantity by
planes such as jet interceptors, it is
with folding fins.
, 111eMighty
I

Mouseis designedprimarily for
. by fighter planes in attacking bombers.

the folding fins make it possible to fire the
_t from a tubular automatic launcher. add. greatly to the offensive power of a fighter
~
Both the Navy and the Air Force p1&n
~ usethe Mighty Mouse in arming their new
¥ter planes.

tioft

with an internal trigger mechanism, which extends downward from the underside of the
wing. Their drag is very slight, and the rocket
launched from these posts at aircraft speedsof
200 knots or more follows as accurate a trajectory as one launched from the rail launcher.
The following types of Mk 5 launchers are in
service.
Mk 5 Mods 1 end .t.-These posts retain the
rocket by meansof a loop on the after lug band.
When the trigger is down, a shear wire is inserted in small holes in the post, and this holds
the trigger until the rocket is fired. Firing
pushes the trigger up, cutting the shear wire.
This ~eature was designed to prevent the rocket
from slipping out of the launcher during flying,
taxiing, or landing. Mods 1 to 4 (also Mk 9
and Mods) replace the early Mk 5 Mod ~ used
on SB2C and F4U aircraft. An adapter assembly permits a l00-pound bomb to be carried in
place of a rocket.
Mk 5 Mod a.-The Mk 5 Mod 3 launcher (figure 7-15) is similar to Mods 1 and 2, except
that the shear-wire mechanism is replaced with

«

c. ROCKET LAUNCHERS AND FIRING SYSTEMS
&rfy Types

An early type of launcher, the Mk 4, still in
service, consists of a rail or T-slot on
the rocket is suspended by buttons on
lug bands. The standard 90-inch
, Usurails were attached by studs to each
they were boresighted parallel to the
datum line of the plane. The elecfor the rocket pigtail was mounted
the rear of the launcher, above the rail.
Distributor Mk 8, in the pilot's cockpit,
the two circuits for arming and fuz..
The Mk 4 launcher has been replaced by
-

and Modsor Mk 9 and Mods.

- (or Pylon) L.unchen
r Thedrag created by the rail launcher led to

~
~ed

of so-called zero-length launchers, now
post or pylon launchers. These are
a pair of stud posts forward and aft,

fi9v.. 7-15.~
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f"lgure 7-16.-The Gru-

a spring-loaded latch which retains the rocket
until it is fired. Kits are supplied for converting Mods 1 and 2 to Mod 8, thereby doing away
with the shear wire. The Mk 5 Mod 4 is a lanyard-release type, with the retaining pawl held
in position by a came
Grumman launch.ers.-Some G rum man
planes were equipped with special launchers
which had the Mk 5 front post but a special
rear post design (see figure 7-16). The latter
supported the rockets by means of slots into
which the trailing edges of the two upper fins
were slipped. A zero-length lug band was required. The trigger-arm and shear-wire holes
were in the front post. The receptacle for the
pigtail plug was not on the rear launcher post,
as in other launchers, but was mounted fiush
in the surface of the wing, just behind the rear
post. A special adapter was required to mount
the 5-inch HV AR on the Grumman launcher.
The Grumman types are replaced by the Mk 5
and Mods and the Mk 9 and Mods.
Mk 9launch.ers.:--The Launcher Mk 9 Mod 0
comprises a small pylon bolted to the under surface of the wing. The latch which holds the
rocket in position is operated by a lanyard attached to the electrical connecter. It arms and
fires the 3.5-inch and 5-inch aircraft rockets.
Mk 9 Mod 1 has an improved toggle switch.
Mk 9 Mod 2, which replaces Mk 9 Mods 0 and
1, has an electrically operated latch.
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Mk 9 Mod S is approximately 2 inches higher
and is designed to eliminate blast damage to
wings and 1iaps. It is usedonly on certain aircraft.
Adapten for Subcaliber Rockets

Subcaliber training rockets require adapters
to span the distance between front and rear
launcher posts. Adapters are required to load
training rockets on all except the rail-type
launchers. The Mk 6 Mod 0 and Mod 1 rocket
launchers are used as adapters.
These short rail-type launchers are mounted
like a rocket on the plane's launcher posts (see
figure 7-17). Steel shear wire is used to hold
the adapter in place. The subcaliber SCAR is
th_enloaded on the adapter, and the trigger arm
on the adapter is securedwith soft copper shear
wire. Rail-type launchers take subcaliber
rockets without an adapter.
Automatic Launchers
Development of new rockets and automatic
rapid-fire launchers is under way by the Bureau of Ordnance. Some of these are briefiy
described below.
Automatic Rocket Launcher Mk 7 Mod 1.This is designed for suspension from a Mk 61
bomb rack, and thus may be readily jettisoned.
It has not been produced for service use, but
the prototype has been successful in the air-
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firing of experimental rockets. It consists of
a cluster of seven tubes in a streamlined housing, and fires seven 5-inch spin-stabilized
rockets,singly or in s~lvo.
ig ~r arm
Type 1!.-This displacing (or drop) launchIP . shear
er,with rocket firer of the reel type(Mk 1 and
~ubcaliber
Hk 2), was developed near the end of World
War II for launching the 11.75-inch rocket.
The displacing gear consisted of a steel frame
or cradle carrying the rocket, and arranged
at4matic to swing the rocket to a point safely below the
r le Bu.
before igniting the motor. Thus, during
re briefi1
the heavy-blast of gas, and the
rocket itself, -cleared all parts of the plane.
~ tt
lanyard, with one end fixed to the plane,
a J.\.rk51
a switch which ignited the motor at
ettisoned.
proper
moment when the -rocket reached
1 e, but
bottom of its swing.
t--e airRocket Firer Mk " Mod 0 and Mod 1.-This

~

~

1.-

improved method of firing the 11.75-inch
rocket with a high factor of safety was developed just before the end of the Second
World War. It eliminates the swinging cradle,
and is the current method of firing Tiny Tims.
As the rocket drops free, it is ignited by the
pull of a lanyard which actuates the armature
of an impulse magneto in a housing attached
to the tail end of the rocket. This fires the
rocket when the lanyard, normally coiled up
in the housing, is fully extended by the fall of
the rocket. The upper end of the lanyard is
attached to the plane.
The firer is attached between the fins of the
rocket, and accompaniesthe rocket in its flight.
Mod 1 is essentially the same as Mod 0, but
has a small hole in its rear plate through which
a copper wire extends to indicate that the armature is in its safe or nonfiring position. If the

205273-52-9
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wire is Bot visible, the rocket must not be
loaded until the firer has been properly adjusted.
The bomb arming switch is set to TAIL position if the rocket is to be fired when dropped.
For jettisoning the rocket without firing, the
bomb arming switch is set on SAFE.

figure 7-18). A bomb~rocket transfer
may be provided to enable the pilot to
either bombs or rockets, as desired; or a
arate firing button for rocket firing may
stalled on the control yoke.
When the pilot presses the
button ("fuze-arming switch"), an
fiashed from the station-distributor box to
selected rocket-firing circuit; this
solenoid in the forward launcher post.

RocketFiring Systems
The circuits from the rocket launchers are
brought together in a centrally located stationdistributor box, which is energized by the
plane's power system. The cockpit stationdistributor box is designed to enable the pilot
to arm the rockets as desired and to fire them,
as well as any bombs he may be carrying (see

Figure 7-18.-Cockpit

RESTRICTED

solenoidcontrolsthe arming of !
If he wishes this fuze to be armed,
solenoid is energized and retains the arming
wire, leaving the arming propeller free to rotate
as the rocket is launched, thus arming the nose
fuze for instantaneous firing. If he wishes the

station-distributor box.
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AIRBORNE ROCKETS

rockets remaining on the launchers are fired.
A separate switch controls single fire..
The selector switch eliminates the safety
plug and separate rocket armament switch.
The rockets are made ready for tiring by turning on the master armament switch and turning the BOMB-ROCKET
transfer switch. The
latter switch transfers the tiring button to the
rocket circuit.
To prevent. pilots from landing with the
master armament switch turned' on, an automatic howler is connected to the tiring circuit
and the landing gear. This howler sounds off
if the landing gear is lowered while the armament switch is on.
Mk 1 Mod 0 is an early type;. Mk 1 Mod 1
has a new dial and index stops for bomb-release
circuits, and can be used in rocket or bombreleasecircuits.
\
Aero lA is interchangeable with Mk 1 Mod
0, but is one inch longer. It is used for rockets
only.
Aero IB, for rockets and bombs, is interchangeable with Mk 1 Mod 1, but is one inch
longer.
Spare parts lists for these station selectors
appear in the Catalog of Na'V1/Material, section 9417.

press the button and the arming wire
in the rocket for SAFElaunching.
base fuze is always. armed for firing on
JilpaCt.
.~:Inmo~tpla~es,the ~ilot may fire his.rockets
;fJJgly,m pairs, or m salvo. Pressing the
Jrjngbutton sends an impulse to the selected
~~t (or rocket combinations). The impulse
_gizes the igniter squib and fires the black;lwder ignite~ in the r~ke: ~otor. This
~ the burnIng of the balhstite In the motor.
i11e

burning gas escapesthrough nozzlesat

tile after end; and the sudden,powerful thrust

IIIoeaks
the shear wires of the Mk 5 Mod 1 or
lod 2 launcher (or trips the spring latch of
theMk 5 Mod 3 launcher), thus releasing the
lOcketfrom the launcher posts.
,Rocket-selector switch.- The rocket-selector
.;witch,designed eventually to replace the staUon-distributorbox, is mounted on the instru_t panel. On its face is a pointer which
.y be set for firing pairs of rockets in 2-2-4,
«2-6 sequences,or in salvo (see figure 7-19).
ibe selector automatically moves through the
a.mbinationstoward SALVO,the last station,
18the firing button is pushed. On SALVO,all

D.
Safe Handling

figure 7-19.-Rocket_lector

switch.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
and Stowage of Rocket Fuzes

Rocket nose fuzes shipped in sealed containers, such as Mk 149 nose fuzes, are to remain
in the sealed cans during stowage. As a rule,
nose fuzes are stowed in a ship's bomb-fuze
magazine, or under conditions specified by the
Bureau of Ordnance. The cans are placed in
upright position in assignedracks in the magazine;and are to be secured firmly by angle-iron
braces or other means.
Fuzes are relatively ,sensitive and must be
handled with care to avoid extreme shocks
which might cause damage. Operations such
as fuzing, unfuzing, assembly, or disassembly
of all types of munitions should be carried on
at a distance from other explosives and from
vital installations. Only the minimum number
127
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of persons and rounds should be in the vicinity.
The ideal.situation would be to permit work-on

l.' ij~
r

.

~ .:.J

i'
, ;
'1

too much surface ~ burning and.
. .
to possible excessIve pressures In ~i
only oneround at a time, on a deckor at some
. motor when it is fired
:.
other location re:motefrom all magazines,ready
Generally, a rocket motor without a head
stowage, explosive supplies, or vital installaattached is relatively unlikely to explode. It
tions..
does present a potent fire hazard, since haI.'
Examination of the exterior of some fuzes, Iistite is highly incendiary. High-explosive
such as Mk 164 Mod 0, does not indicate
heads, fuzed or unfuzed, present the same risk
whether they are armed. If for any reason as do artillery shells under the same conditions.
it is thought that a fuze may be armed, it
Rockets, whether completely assembled or disshould be treated as an armed and sensitive
assembled,must be handled with extreme care
fuze. No attempt should be made to remove to avoid damage to parts.
it from the rocket body. The complete fuzed
Rocket motors should be stored in the saine
round should be dispose.dof by gently lowering. manner as smokeless powder. Matches and
it tail-first into deep water. If available, exopen flames must never be allowed in the storplosive-ordnance disposal personnel will disage area.
pose of such rounds in accordance with their
Rockets must be kept in a cool place out of
instructions.

Disassembly

direct

of

rocket

fuzes

is

not

permitted

in

except as authorized by'the Bureau ,of Ordnance.
.

rays

of

the

sun,

to

preven~

an

increase

temperature.

A rocket must never be fired when its temperature is either greater or less than the safe

.~'-,

.

firing range of temperature indicated on the
rocket body. A rocket temperature may be
considered to have returned to the safe firing
range after the rocket has been exposed for
six or more hours to a temperature within the
safe firing range.
Rocket motors must not be stowed in the
same compartments with or near radio apparatus or antenna leads.
High-explosive heads and fuzes (except base
fuzes which are permanently installed in the
head) must be stowed separately from each
other, in the same manner as high-explosive
projectiles.
Safe Loadingon Aircraft
A qualified officer shall be designated to
supervise all loading and unloading operations,

to enforce safety regulations
safe conditions.

and prevent un-

Prior to any loading operations, usually as
the first operation in readying planes for rocket
firing, the daily test of rocket-firing circuits
of all aircraft shall be made. Before each
loading, the launchers or pylons shall be inspectedto determine that they are free of damage or malfunctions.
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prior to loading, the aircraft electrical
should be inspected to determine that
arepositioned correctly as follows:
Main-battery or master switch off
Master armament switch off
Aircraft armament switch off
Safety plug out and displayed in plain
view of loading crew. (Safety plug is
no longer used on new rocket and selector switch.)
the rocket-firing circuit while the
Plane
is being loaded with ~kets i~ prohibited.
j"OnlYthe type of shearwire specifiedfor the
~cular rocket being. loaded shall be used.
II easeof a relaunch WIth rockets from a pre~ flight, or an arrested landing, new shear

;] ut a
'~ since
i

~ed

:-- the c
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Wiresmust be used.
;:..All spare ammunition
thelOadingarea before
are plugged in.

its
'

must be removed from
pigtails of the rockets

! i1ust before the pigtails are plugged in, a
I .voltage test should be made to determine

ited on
I) may
.fe
~

&at the rocket-firing circuit has not accumukted any induced electricity. Shorting clips

I 81 the pigtails must not be reI1loveduntil the
~i1s are being plugged in.
Personnel plugging in pigtails must stand
~ed in
.
oneside of the rocket being plugged in, and
ii1l ap~,
. oneside of those rockets already plugged in.
~
Except in an emergency, all loading should
!Al.:ept
.4-1.:-'WWI

;'.

~

~
~

lIed
in tMi
~-

. completedbefore the plane enginesare

f .m each itarted. Loading a plane with the engine
warmingup is difficult and dangerous.
.1 _xplosift'!
If practicable
during loading operations, the
I
aircraft should be pointed away from other
~ft,
from vehicles, from personnel, and
gnated to
from buildings, magazines, and other strucIperatioDlj: tures.

:

°1 ent UD-

Loading of rockets on planes may be done in
the same areas used for loading bombs on
planes or for loading machine guns. On aircraft carriers, rocket electrical plugs are not
to be connected until the plane reaches the
flight deck. At naval air stations, planes are
to be headed in the safest direction for insert,ing the plugs.
Stowage
Unfired rockets, aboard ship, should be removed from the launchers, disassembled, and
struck below to the magazines, except for
rockets on planes which are to be used the same
day or on ready planes spotted on the flight
deck. The number of planes SO"armed is
to be kept at a minimum. Armed p~nes on
the tlight deck create a hazard and a serious
danger in event of fire or strafing, and should
be avoided except as noted above.
Parking of armed planes on the flight deck
for extended periods of time is not permitted
except for planes to be used the same day.
Electrical connectors (pigtails) are to be left
disconnected.
Advanced base stowage of rockets is not
difficult. The principal requirement is protection of the rockets from excessive temperatures, rainfall, and corrosion. Motors, heads,
and fuzes should be kept in separate stowage
spacesapart from other ammunition to avoid
confusion in making issues. Contact surfaces
of the motors and threaded ends should be
coated with a light film of mineral grease as '8
rust preventive and to make assembly-easier.
Motors should be protected from sunlight
and rainfall by tarpaulins, tents, empty burlap
bags, or other she1ter~
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tainer (the bomb body) filled with explosives
(or chemicals), a device (normally the fin
assembly) for stabilizing its flight so that it
can be aimed accurately, a mechanism (the
fuze or fuzes) for exploding the bomb at the
target, and such safety devicesas may be necessary to make it reasonably safe to carry. The
body is usually streamlined, with a rounded
nose and a ta~red tail. The stabilizing device
is attached to the tail end of the body and
generally consis~ of a sheet-metal fin assembly, although a parachute or cloth streamers
may be used (figure 8-1).
An aircraft bomb is simply another means
of applying destructive force against a remote
target. It can be designed for a number of
specific uses against different types of targets
by varying its construction and charge. It can
be a high-explosive bomb (such as a fragmentation bomb for use against personnel), an
armor-piercing bomb with delayed detonation,
or a concussion bomb for underwater action.
It can be a chemical bomb, such as.an incendiary bomb for structural targets, a war-gas
bomb for use against personnel, or a smoke
bomb for concealment. It can even be used
to scatter propaganda leafiets.
Development

Throwing or dropping an explosive charge
into the midst of the enemy has been known
to warfare ever since the defense of Kai-Fung-
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Fu in the year 1232. Early hand-bombs, or
grenades, were hollow iron spheres looking
very much like the-bombs that cartoonists Used
to draw in the hands of a bewhiskered char'acter symbolizing Bolshevism. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, s~,cial troops
called grenadiers were trained to use them in
siege operations.
During the early months of World War I,
aviators sometimes harassed ground troops by
dropping handfuls of steel darts about the size
of a pencil. Although these darts could inflict
a nasty wound, they proved of little tactical
importance. Someof the larger airplanes carried a few bombs, just as they had in the previous Italo-Turkish .War. These were pearshaped objects with a handle for heaving them
overboard, and sometimes a long streamer of
cloth to stabilize them in their fall. During
the latter part of the war, airplane and airship
bombs assumed a quite modern appearance.:
long, cylindrical, with a rounded nose and a
tapered, finned tail, and with a little rotary
impeller like a miniature airplane propeller to
arm the bomb fuze as it fell. - These bombs
were small by modern standards, although the
110-pound German airship bombs dropped on
England were then considered large. Still, by
the Armistice the Allies had planned bombing
raids on Berlin and were making airplanes and
boltlbs for the purpose.
In World War II, airplanes proved that they
could sink any ship afloat by means of bombs,
provided there were enough airplanes, or provided the ship was at a' disadvantage. Air

~,
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~ording to use as general-purpose, armor-piercing, semi-armor-piercing, fragmentation, and
depth. Chemical bombs (see chapter 10) are
classified according to type of filler as gas,
smoke, or incendiary. Incendiary bombs are
either intensive or scatter, depending on their
construction and manner of use. Pyrotechnic
bombs are fireworks which produce a brilliant
light for illumination, target designation, or
signaling. Inert or practice bombs are used
for practice, drill, or plane mock-up, and may
be sand-filled, water-filled, or solid metal.
Bombs in service are marked to indicate
type, weight, model, filler, lot number, loading
plant, and date loaded. They are also painted
a basic color representing the general type of
filler. The accompanying table i~dicateS the
painting and marking system used for bombs.
(See table on page '132)
At the time of preparation of this text, one
bomb which qwarfed all others was in existence the A-bomb. The development of a
still greater one-the H-bomb-was said to be
under way. Since technical information on
these bombs is highly classified, such information is beyond the scope of this text.

'"
.~

B.

Sourcesof Information

---;c

Figure 8-1.-Various

types of bomb-stabilizing devices.

bombingalso showed what it could do in the
easeof Rotterdam. After that city had surrenderedto the German forces invading Holland against feeble resistance, the German air
forces, as a measure of terrorism, leveled the
central section of the city, killing 30,000 people
in a single raid.

j i1tat they
( bombs,

~s, or protag.e. Air
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BOMB FUZES

Typesof Bombs
Becauseof the many usesfor bombs, various
types and sizes, ranging in weight from 2 to
2,000pounds, have been designed (figure 8-2).
In common with other projectiles, bombs are
clas~ifiedaccording to fiUer as high-explosive,
chemical (which includes war-gas, smoke, and
incendiary types), pyrotechnic, and inert or
practice. Explosive bombs are classified ac131

The Bureau of Ordnance provides a BombFuze Information Indicator for use of aviation
ordnance personnel. This device, classified
Restricted, is identified as Bomb Fuzes, Information Chart, NavOrd Sk11,70U. Of plastic
construction with a central disc, it shows
(through appropriate windows) the mark and
mod of the various service fuzes, the arming
distance, the kind and amount of delay incorporated, and the service bombs with which,
given fuze may be used. The indicator should
be used in conjunction with ordnance pamphlets, OCL's and other publiCations which prescribe operational limitations, restrictions on
use, complete-round data. minimum release
altitude, and similar information.
Several types of fuzes are used jointly by
the Navy and the United States Air Force, but
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not all Air Force fuzes can be used by the
Navy, and vice versa. For safety reasons, certain Air Force fuzes cannot be used by aircraft
operating from carriers. OP 1548 gives general data on all Navy and Air Force fuzes.
The publication does not go into detail as to
how specific fuzes function, but gives the following information on each fuze:
Action
Modifications
Status
Restrictions on use
Air travel to arm
Indications of arming
Bombs in which. used
OP 1280 gives installation directions for
fuzes, together with general data on bombs.
OP 998 contains detailed information on mechanical-type bomb fuzes used by the Navy.
OP 1444 covers VTbomb fuzes for Navy use.
.NavOrd Charts show the construction of spe.ciftc fuzes. TM 9-1980 and USAF T. O. No.
89B-15A-l also describe mechanical and VT
bomb fuzes.

actions of these types vary with the function
to be performed. Nearly all fuzes, however,
have certain factors in common: they contain
an arming mechanism which lines up an explosive train for proper detonation; they are
sensitive enough to detonate when required;
and they are so designedas to be safe for ordinary handling, transportation, and stowage.
Bomb fuzes may be classified under three
broad headings:
1. By position in the bomb; that is, nose,
tail, or athwartship.
2. By method or arming,. th8t is, armingpin type or arming-vane type. These may be
further classified as:
a. Direct..arming, when the fuze becomes armed immediately on ejection of the
arming pin or by direct unscrewing of the arming stem by the vane.
b. Delayed-arming, when the ejection
of the arming pin initiates a powder train or
clockwork mechanism which arms the fuze
after a predetermined time or when the arming
vane is connected to the arming stem by a reduction gear assembly. .

Classificationof Bomb Fuzes

S. By type of action; that is, time, impact,
hydrostatic, or proximity.
a. Time fuzes function to explode the
bomb a certain number of secondsafter release.

Modern ordnance research has developed a
number of types of"oomb fuzes. The 8peclftC
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safety blocks are held between
striker (6) and the fuze body by the
When the bomb is dropped and the
wire pulled, the arming vane is rotated
air stream and the arming screw
from the striker body,
and vane cup with it. When the vane
progressed one-fourth inch, the safety blocQ
are released and ejected. Positive ejection is
ensured by a flat spring assembled within tile
circle of blocks. The arming vane continuea
to rotate until the arming screw has pro~
one-half inch. Then the entire assembly becomesdisengagedfrom the fuze and falls free.
The delay-selecting system consists of the
detonator slider (7), which is held in p~
against spring action by the arming stem (8),
which in turn is held in place by .tfe arming
assembly. As the arming screw advancesand
movesout of the striker body, the arming stem

~
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Instructions for the use of VT bomb fuzes
are given in OP 1444 (and in TM 9-1980 and
USAF T. O. No. 89B-15A-l).
AN-M103 Type of Nose Fuze
The AN-MIO3 nose fuze shown in figure 8-4
is a typical detonator-safe, arming-vane operated type of nose fuze. Although it has been
su~rseded by. the Al modification, its basic
operation is the same as that of the ANMIO3AI. The only difference is that the Al
modification has been provided with additional
safety features for use in carrier-based planes.
Operation of the fuze is as follows (refer to
figure 8-4) :
The fuze contains four interrelated systems:
anDing, delay-selecting, firing,. and the explosive train.
.
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The arming system consists of the arming
v.ane (1) (900 out of 'position in illustration),
vane cup (2), reduction gears (3), arming
screw (4), and safety blocks (5). The arming
vane, reduction gears, and arming screw are
assembledin one unit with the vane cup; the
RESTRICTED
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driven by its spring (9). When the
has progressed one-fourth inch, it clears
step of the detonator slider (7), which
to line up the detonator (10) with the
element (11) and booster lead-in (12)
explosive train. If the setting pin (18)
~ in the delay position, it restrains the armjig stemfrom moving further; and, on impact,
'thefuze funct;ions with 0.1 seconddelay. If the
;pn is set for instantaneous action, the arming
Item continues to progress until the end of
'tIle stemclears the

1~1,y
iU]a
iL-3 of
ld in
~-;em

'JiiD

(14) and boosterlead-in (15). Upon im-

Pet, the fuze will function immediately. Until
all of this happens and the fuze is armed, the
detonatoris out of line with the other explosive
eements;that is, the fuze is detonator-safe.
i

"'-J

secondstep of the deton-

\tor slider, and the slider moves to line up
'the detonator with the instantaneous firing

The tiring system cons~ts of a cylindrical

striker (6) and two firing pins, one for the
~y train (16), the other (14) for the initantaneoustrain. A flange at the outer end
"Of

the striker forms, with the fuze body, a

(rOOve
which contains the safeo/ blocks. The
Irriker is held in pla~e after arming by a brass
Ihearpin (17) and the setting pin (18), which
&emas an additional shear pin. Upon impact,
after arming, the strik~r is driven inward,
Ihearingthe pins and driving both firing pins
with it.
Theexplosive train consists of a primer (18),
delayelement (11), relay charge (19), detonator,booster lead-ins and booster (20). The
primer, delay element, and relay charge are
housedin the fuze body in position to be initiatedby impact of the delay firing pin. The
detonatoris assembledin the detonator slider,
andthe booster is assembled to the inner end
of the fuze. When the slider is set for instantaneousaction, ,the instantaneous firing pin is
driven directly into the detonator-which
servesas its own' primer-and the primer, delaycharge, and relay charge, although they are
firedby the delay tiring pin, are by-passed,and
thebooster is detQnatedimmediately.
~;The A1 modification eliminates the possibility of accidental detonation in crash land-

ings, and thus makes the fuze safe for carrier
usage. In some cases during crash landings,
the vane cup and head of the AN-MlO3 have
been sheared off, allowing the arming stem to
jump out and the slider to align itself below
the firing pin. On subsequentnose impact, the
fuze has fired. Because the arming screw in
the Al modification overlaps the arming-stem
collar, the AN-MlO3Al increases the safety,
since the arming stem cannot jump out when
the vane cup assembly accidentally shears off.
Operation of the AN-MlO3Al is the same
as that of the AN-MlO3 except that the arming
stem in the Al, in addition to bearing against
the internal gear, has its collar bearing against
the larger and longer arming screw. In normal operation, as the arming screw moves out,
the arming stem follows it, until the, armingstem collar bears against the setting \pin for
delay action, or against the top of the cavity
for instantaneous action. In a crash landing,
if the vane cup and head of the fuze shear off,
the arming stem nevertheless is held by the
arming screw, which remains in place; hence,
the slider cannot move over and the fuze will
not fire.
The Nose Fuze Mk 243 is an alternate to
the AN-MlO3Al and is used in AN standard
general-purpose bombs. If it strikes water
rather than a hard surface,' Nose Fuze Mk 243
becomes a dud. Its water-discriminating action makes this no~e fuze useful in bombi~
operations against marine targets. It is then
usedwith a tail fuze of the AN-MlOOA2 series,
which is set for a predetermined delay. If a
direct hit is made against a surface target, the
Mk 243 fuze functions and detonates the bomb.
If a near miss occurs, the nose fuze fails to
function, but the tail fuze functions after the
pre-set interval of underwater travel, to detonate the bomb with mining effect. The Nose
Fuze Mk 243 is shown in figur~ 8..,.5.
Depending upon the type, aircraft bombs
may use either a nose or a tail fuze, or both.
Armed fuzes similar to the AN..,.:MlO3type are
generally fired when the firing pin is driven
by impact into the primer. In tail fuzes, the
firing pin is usually attached to a plunger or
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is held away from the primer by
and a light spring. When the
is dropped and the arming wire pulled,
vanes rotate, unscrewing the ~rmfrom the plunger, leaving only the
to hold it in place. When the bomb
the plunger, continuing in the direction
fall by its momentum, compressesthe
and drives into the primer, initiating

to gravitation. One of these forces is initial
air speed,or the forward velocity of the plane
at the moment of dropping. Another is air
resistance, which varies with the size and
shapeof the bomb. These forces are discussed
in chapter 16 of Naval Ordnance and Gunnery,
NavPers 16116-B.

train.
marks a.nd mods of fuzes are dislater in this chapter, together with the
for which they are designed. General
will be found in chapter 5.
Devices

~.- --

Flgu,.

8-6.-Analng

--wi,.

In position.
-

on fuzes in order
for handling during instaland to protect against accidental release

Bombs can be dropped "safe" with the arming wires ~till in the arming vanes. If ~ey
are dropped armed, the wires are allowed to
or landing.
are two methods by which a fuze
pull free of the vanes, A bomb dropped "safe"
is made safe. One is to prevent
will not normally explode on impact.
pin from moving before the fuze is
The Navy's requirement for fuzes for exterThis is ordinarily done by running a
nally suspended bombs and rockets on new
pin through the firing pin, or by putting
high-speed aircraft has made necessary the
of metal under the striker. The sec- active development of entirely new types of
is to retain some parts of the ex.
fuzes. Because of the high speeds of service
train, the primer, the lead-in, or the
aircraft, external moving parts (such as armout of line until the fuze becomes ing vanes or wires) must be replaced with proMost fuzes employ both methods to
visions for several arming and firing delays,
selectable while the aircraft is in flight for
After safety.
a fuze is made safe, there remains the
wider tactical use. Aside from these new
of arming it, so that it will explode
fuzes a new type of water-discriminating bomb
bomb at the proper time. The ideal way
fuze with a conventional arming system is in
do this is to have the-fuze arm after 'it has
an advanced stage of development. All these
a certain
distance
from
the plane.
fuzes will employ new principles. Details of
accomplished
by the rotation
their operation are beyond the scope of this
vanes which are prevented by armtext.
..wires from turning until dropped (see
figure 8-6). As the bomb falls, the rush of
c. SERVICEBOMBS
air that passes the bomb spins the arming
General
vanes,and the rotation of the vanes operates
The part of the bomb which does the damage
the arming mechanism. During the ,normal
is the explosive charge. If it is known what
arming process,the safety devices are released percentage of the weight of a bomb is taken up
or ejected and the arming train is lined up.
by the explosive charge, it can be fairly well
The distance the bomb travels downward todetermined what the bomb will do. This ratio
ward the target, in the interval before arming
of the weight of the explosive to the total
occurs, depends on several forces in addition
131
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weight of the bomb is known as the loading
factor or charge-weight ratio. .. If the total

sive, the bomb's loading factor is 50
What the best loading factor would be

weight of the bomb is 1,000 pounds, for example. and 500 pounds of this weight is explo-

a bombdependson the job it is intendedto Per;;. fherefo
form.
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emphasiswould be put on blast effect.
a high loading factor woul~ be reOn the other hand, a bomb required
the armored deck of a warship should

have a particularly tough, heavy case plus a
delayed fuze to delay the burst until it co~d
do maximum damage to the ship's vitals. For
this purpose, a low loading factor must be
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,~~ted,"':VariOUS types of service bombs are
IisThe
ted bI
figUreis8-7.
charge
the explosive filling within the
bOmb. It is ..detonatedby an explosive train,
starting with the action of the firing pin on
the primer and continuing through the detonator and booster charge.
Part of the explosive train is in the fuze
and part in the bomb itself. Because of the
relative insensitivity (or stability) of the main
explosive charge in a bomb, a series of explosions is required to assure detonation, little
explosions setting off bigger ones,~until the
main explosion occurs.
An instantaneous explosive train consists of
primer, upper and lower detonators, booster
lead-in, booster, and main charge. A. delay
explosive train may consist of the following
elements: primer, flash channel, delay element,
relay, upper and lower detonator, booster leadin, booster, and main charge.

~

ExplosiveTrain
Typical firing trains employed in both Air
Force and Navy fuzes use pointed strikers with
sensitive primers for instantaneous action,
and blunt firing pins and percussion primers
for delay action. The simple instantaneous
explosivetrain in nosefuzes consists of a sensitive primer mixture of lead azide and lead
styphnate, an upper detonator of lead azide,
and a lower detonator of tetryl.
For a short delay, the blunt firing pin initiates a mercury fulminate percussion primer,
which sendsa flash through a chamber of compressionto ignite a pressedblack-powder delay.
On completion of burning, this flashes a relay
pellet of lead azide and lead styphnate. The
relay detonates the tetryl lower detonator.
The explosive train, including a fuze booster,
is usually incorporated in all Navy fuzes and
Air Force nose fuzes; but in Air Force tail
fuzes.the explosive train does not include the
booster, and has the remainder of its ~logives contained in an interchangeable primer
detonator to allow optional selection of short
delays.
Air Force tail fuzes contain the primer
RESTRICTED

detonator. A booster lead-in. and a
charge are housedin an adapter booster
is considered a part of the bomb and
not be removed. The adapter booster
serves to seat the fuze. Varioos boosters
used, depending on the combination of
with bombs.
While the main charge is relatively
tive, once initiated it decomposes with
almost instantaneous rapidity, called a detOftci.
tion, which lnakes high explosives suitablelor~;
use directly against targets. A short discus.~~
sion of familiar high explosives will be foUnd"

...

In chapter5.

..

,""""

"';

Gener.I-Purpose

Bombs

~~

General-purpose (GP) bombs are used for
the destructive effect caused by (1) blast,
fragments, and vacuum pressures c'reated by
above-surface explosions, and (2) eai-th shock
resulting from the detonation of buried bombs.
These bombs (figure 8-8 shows the Generalpurpose Bomb AN-M64) resemble each other.
closely. The chief differences between them
are size, total weight, and weight of explosive.
A number of combinations of nose and tan
fuzes (refer to figure 8-7) are authorized for
use mission.
in these bombs, the choice depending on.
the
The cylindrical body of the GP bomb tapers
in an ogive to the nose, and in a straight cone
to the base plug closing the tail end. It has
an ordinary box tail, and pockets fore and
aft to receive fuzes.
The loading factor of a GP bomb is largeabout 50 percent. It has fair penetration and
good fragmentation, and does most of its damage by blast. The explosive filler is amatol.
TNT, or tritonal.
GP bombs are suitable for attacks on unarmored vessels,submarines, aircraft, personnel, and most ground targets. The metal case
is strong enough not to rupture on impact
with normal soil when released from high altitudeS, but it might fail on impact with heavy
armor or high-strength reinforced concrete
structures. The bomb case is one-fourth to
one-half inch thick, depending on the bomb
140
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size,which gives it just enough strength to
penetrateseveral decks of an unarmored ship
orseveral floors of an ordinary building. The
GP bomb is available in sizes ranging from
100to 2,000 pounds. Figure 8-9 shows the
2,OOO-pound
General-Purpose Bomb AN-M66.
GP bombs are suspended by double lugs
weldedto the bomb case on one side, or by
onelug for single suspension, located diametrically opposite to the double lugs. For dive
bombing,trunnion hoisting bands are avail.able
tor the 500-, 1,000-, and 2,000-pound sizes.
Both nose and tail fuzes are always used in
GP bombs, the secondary fuze as insurance
against malfunction. Nose fuzes set INSTANTANEOUS
produce more efficient surface (blast
and fragmentation) effect, .and tail fuzes set
DELAY
are usedto inflict deep (mining) damage.
Nosefuze AN-M103A1 can be used With all
standard GP bombs. As already ex202573-52-10

plained, the alternate nose fuze (Mk 243) can
also be used.
Tail fuzes used with GP bombs are generally
alike, except for the length of the fuze-stem
tubes, which varies so that the same type of
fuze can be used in different-sized bombs. The
arming vane is strong enough to withstand
air speed of 600 knots. Some of these fuzes
are safe for dive bombing and for take-offs
and landings anywhere, including the decks
of carriers. (This is not true, however, of the
Ml12Al series. Furthermore, bombs fuzed
with the M123Al series and the M~32 ~eries
are not to be returned to carriers or airfields.)
They function on impact, and are equipped
with Primer Detonator M14, which can be interchanged for varied delayed firing. Primer
detonators can be readily interchanged on the
ground.
Bomb Fuzes (Tail AN-MIOIA2 and AN-
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figure 8-9.-The 2,ooo.pound. Hneral-PurpOle 10mb AN-M66.

I
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"

r

MI02A2 (see figure 8-10) are issued with the
0.025-seconddelay primer detonator assembled,
and additional spare primer detonators of
other delays are supplied with the bombs for
alternative delays as required. The ANMl00A2 is issued with the non-delay primer
detonator installed.
wnger-delay fuzes (MI15, M116, M117) are
available for use with GP bombs in connection
with masthead bombing, permitting the aircraft to clear the target before the bombs
explode. Fuzes which provide this longerdelay function on impact are equipped with
Primer Detonator MI6Al.
An 8- to 15-second
delay is issued for shore targets, while a 4- to
5-second delay is used for ship targets. Air
travel to arm is 450 to 650 feet. These fuzes
are also alike except for the length. of their
stem tubes.
For emergency use in attacks on submarines
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or for other depth-bombing purposes, an alternate tail fuze (AN-Mk 230 ModS 4, 5, and 6)
may be used with the 500-, 1,000-, or 2,000pound GP bombs. (There is danger, however,
that any GP bomb may ricochet if released at
low altitude.) This arming-vane type of fuze
with mechanical delay arming functions in
response to hydrostatic pressure at predetermined depth settings such as 25, 50, 75, and
125 feet. The settings are made by an external
depth-setting knob without disassembly of the
fuze. The fuze is safe for dive bombing, but
particular attention should be taken that the
arming system of the bomb rack is kept on
SAFEduring take-offs and landings over water.
The air travel alo:ng the trajectory necessary
to arm this fuze is 400 to 500 feet. After the
bomb has submerged, hydrostatic pressure fires
the fuze at the predetermined depth setting.
While these fuzes should be set for the de-
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sired depth before installation in the bomb, the
setting can be changed after installation.
Armed fuzes may safely be removed from a
loaded bomb; however, a locking safety rod
should be inserted as soon as possible.
light.c...

Bomb.

The light-case bomb is similar to the generalpurpose bomb, but it is designed to carry a
maximum explosive c~rge. The percentage
of explosive is 70 or more. Since strength of
case has been sacrificed td maximum' charge,
the light-case bomb cannot be ust'd for penetration but must be fuzed to explode ~fore
the case breaks up on impact.
Light-case bombs are fuzed with instantaneous fuzes for surface blast effect since any
ordinary impact breaks up the caseand charge.
By Contrast, general-purpose bombs may be
fuzed ~wi~ delay fuzes, although they, too,
require instantaneous fuzes if impact is to be
with armor plate or with reinforced concrete.
The 4,OOO-poundLight-Case Bomb ANM56Al is an example of the light-case bomb
used jointly by the Navy and Air Force. The
bomb is equipped with the AN-MI03Al nose
fuze and the AN-MI02A2 tail fuze. The
bomb contains more than 75 percent of explosive by weight.
Annor-PiercingBombs
The armor-piercing bomb has been developed
for use against the heaviest deck armor of
modern battleships, and is used by naval aircraft in either dive or horizontal bombing. A
heavy case is provided, with an ogive nose
section heat-treated for greater strength. The
outer surface of the bomb is machined to reduce

air resistance.

.

J

BecauSeof its greater weight and smooth
surface, the Af bomb falls about 50 percent
faster than the GP bomb. In consequence,it
has much more hitting force when it lands;
and, since its caseis strong enough to resist the
impact, it will penetrate deep into armor plate
and pierce concrete "bomb-proof" structures.
If the largest AP bomb is dropped from a
sufficient height-about 14,000feet-to develop
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its full velocity, it will penetrate
tI
7 inches of armor.
When the AP bomb is dropped from
altitudes, as in a dive-bombing attack, it
a great deal of its penetrating power,
:arrnor
a normal dive-bombing attack. with release
:.wtu(
8,000 to 4,000 feet, the bomb can pierce
; ThE
proximately 4 inches of armor plate.
1,000Because of its heavy walls, the AP
dilllen
necessarily _has a very low loading
ThE
approximately 15 percent of its weight.
AN-It
actual explosive power is even less than tJIJi... ..bich
loading factor would indicate becauseit uses&)~
vane.
less powerful explosive-namely,
Explosive D.~"~ This j
This is less sensitive than either TNT or amatol,~' trains
and can better resist the impact shock of an
to det.
AP bomb striking armor plate. TNT or amatol,
bomb
would
detonate
before
an AP
bomb
could
pen&fuze j
trate the armor; hence, the use of the leas
target
sensitive but also less powerful type 'of explo'Weigh
sive in this type of bomb.
small
An AP bomb has relatively little blast effect.
condit
When it penetrates the interior of a ship and
lIlecha
explodes, it does most of its damage by fragregar<
mentation. The case is shatt.ered into several
perse
hundred pieces of metal; and, while this flying
with 1
metal may do less damage than blast, it neverDI~(
theless is highly effective.
Another effect of the low loading factor is
that an AP bomb has little "near miss" effect.
A large GP bomb detonated in the water beside
AlfA
a ship sends a wave of pressure through the
HOtS
water which can "do great damage, while a
SUS,
similar detonation of an AP bomb has very
little effect.
The AP bomb is issued currently in two
sizes: 1,000 and 1,600 pounds. Streamlined in
shape, in external appearance these bombs
resembleslim GP bombs except for the armored
nose and the absence of a nose-fuze pocket,
since they are adapted for tail fuze only.
Suspensionlugs are bolted to the body when
the round is assembledfor use. A tail impact
fuze with a short time delay (0.08 second) is
used, so that the bomb may penetrate the
armor of the target before detonating. If used
against unarmored or lightly armored vessels,
AP bombs will probably pass entirely through
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target before exploding. Because of the
explosive content, direct hits are
for effect; and, because of the high
velocity required to penetrate heavy
these bombs must be released at high

)t. .ier,

rce

The 1,600-poundAP bomb is similar to the
AP; the latter is shown (with a
and weight table) in figure 8-11.
The one fuze authorized is the Tail Fuze
228. It is a detonator-safe vane type
150 revolutions of the arming
corresponding to 1,100 feet of air travel.
fuze acts through two independent firing
with an 0.08-seconddelay after impact,
the bomb. This delay permits the

AP
Ii

It.

than
, ;4-

Semiarmor-Piercing Bombs

:Jbomb to fall clear of the aircraft
before the
:fuze is armed, and allows pelletration
of the
.,.
. ,.

target before detonation occurs. This fuze
i~ghs 10.5 pounds, and is provided with a
'1:amal1window

~
rip

to permit observation of the

"rondition--armed or un~~ed--of
the fuze
mechanism. (See OP 988 for instructions
regarding this fuze.) Traveling at 400 feet
i>er second,
the Mk

AP bombs are issued unfuzed, without fin
assembly or suspension accessories. The fin
assembly is packed in a steel crate whiechalso
contains the a~ming bracket, trunnions, lock
washers, suspension lugs, g1,lide stud, and
hoisting lug. The complete round consists.of
the bomb body (uncrated, with tapped holes .
plugged with removal screws), auxiliary booster, tail crate with tail and fittings, andtail.fuze.
.I

228will 'function on impact

with armor one-eighth inch thick.

The semiarmor-piercing
(SAP) bomb is
designed for use against reinforced concrete
Ctonstruction and lightly armored shipping.
Because it has a heavier case than a GP bomb,
it can pene:~rate moderately armed surface
vessels (from 2 to 21f2 inches of armor plate)
and steel construction, depending on the height
from which it is dropped. This makes it a
useful bomb against such targets as aircraft
carriers, older-type heavy cruisers, and large
merchant ships, the decks of which might defeat GP bombs.
It has a smaller loading factor (30 percent)
than the GP bomb, but larger than the AP.
Thus, it will penetrate farther into the target

.
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1,OOO-poundArmor-Plercing Bomb AN-Mk 33.
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Bomb AN-M59.
,

than the GP, but not so far as the AP. Because
of its relatively heavy case, damage will lean
more to fragmentation and less to blast, and it
can therefore be used against concentrations
of personnel and materiel.
In appearance,it resembles a GP bomb, but
it has a thicker case and a correspondingly
smaller amount of explosive. Like the GP, it
is loaded with TNT, amatol, or Composition B.
It has fuze pockets fore and aft, but the forward pocket is rarel)' used because the shock
of impact against the armor would be so great
as to wreck any nose fuze. The rao.e ~ket
i8 raormaUy/Uled with a .Ieel plug.
The SAP bomb is used by the Navy in two
sizes, 500 and 1,000 pounds (see ft~e 8-12).
The Al modification of the 500-pound bomb
represents a change in design to strengthen the
consti-uction of the forward part of the bomb.
The A2 modification represents a design change
in the AN-:M58Al for use with anti-withdrawal
type fuzes.
SAP bombs are usually issued with the same
tail fuzes as the GP bomb' and also with- the

I
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same O.025-seconddelay Primer Detonator
M14, which can be substituted for one of longer
delay or a non-delay one.
Alternate tail fuzes (such as are used with
GP bombs) may be used with SAP bombs for
low-level bombing depending on the bomb
weight.
Normally tail fuzes only are used with sAp's;
but in an emergencyan instantaneous nose fuze
can be used for fragmentation, using' a nondelay primer detonator in the tail fuze. This
nose fuze can be installed in SAP bombs by removing the nose plug,with which they are ordinarily equipped. Its use in these bombs is a
secondary feature and is recommended only
when no suitable demolition or GP bombs are
available.
The complete round for SAP bombs includes
the bomb body with explosive charge, one or
more auxiliary boosters, fuze-seat liner with
closing plug, base plug (with fin lock nut),
adapter booster with closing plug, plus fill
assembly, tail fuze, arming wire (and trunnion band for dive bombing only).
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depth bomb is an aircraft bomb
for attacking submarines or undertargets. Operational experience for
is most extensive, since it was one
primary missiles used against the subthroughout the war.
bombs are released.from aircraft by
toss-bombing, glide-:bombing, or lowrelease methods.
.
bombs in use have a high loading facand are armed for impact or underwater
. at ~ pre-set depth. This pre-setting
take-off, and setting range from
125 feet.
desired effect of a depth bomb is to crea wave .of pressure against underwater
Drgetsor the side of a target. A concussionso
as to crush the hull plates of the target
result. The loading factor of a depth
~mb is about 70 percent HBX.
,. Functionally, depth bombs are similar to the
depthcharges which are dropped by surface
craft in attacks against submarines.
~At present the Navy.uses only the following
depthbomb: Mk 54 Mod 1, HBX-Ioa,d~
The
radiusfor this depth bomb to effect -'damage
.underwater is about 45 feet, while 17 feet or
less\vill accomplish lethal damage.

Blast effect from a depth bomb fuzed for impact is slightly greater than that from a GP
bomb of equal weight, since the percentage of
explosive is greater.
Depth bombs are fitted with one or both of
the following fuzes: an instantaneous nose fuze
of the impact type for functioning against
surface targets when a surface blast effect is
desired,or a tail hydrostatic fuze for use against "
submarines (see figure ~13).
The depth at
which explosion will occur can be controlled
approximately by making the appropriate
depth settings on the fuzes. These settings are
generally made before take-off, although they
may be made aboard the aircraft before launching.
Both noseand hydrostatic tail fuzes are used
only if selective arming is available. If ~4ch

arming is availableaboardthe aircraft, advan-

tage may be taken of the discovery of a surface
target by arming the impact (nose) fuze. With
the impact fuze safe and only the hydrostatic
fuze armed, an attack against a submarine can
be made. The Mk 230 is adjustable to firing
depths of 25, 50, 75, 100, and 125 feet; Mods
5 and 6 have accuracy of 25-foot depth setting
emphasized; while Mod 4 has accuracy of 50foot depth setting emphasized. Air, travel to
arm is approximately 300 to 400 feet.
VVhenbombs are dropped on ~ater at high

ISis;,
1~nJ.r
bare
cludeS'
I]

or
..ith

nut);
1:- Wi
1 lBFigure s..;13.-8OIItb Fuze"AN-Mk 230 Mod 4 (Hydrostatic,Tail).
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speed and low altitudes (conditions causing
small entrance angles), there is a possibility
of ricochet. Aircraft depth bombs are therefore designed with flat nose (that is, they are
cylindrical in shape), in order to reduce the possibility of ricochet. In general the fiat-nose
shape will reduce the entrance angle at which
a depth bomb is likely to ricochet to a value of
approximately 10°. The corresponding value
for a round-nose depth bomb is about 20°.
For depth bombs, the time from release to
explosio~ is on the order of five secondsor so,
depending-onexact condition of attack, in which
time eyen a fast submarine can travel not much
more than one-half its length. It is fairly easy
to make allowance for such changes in target
position, .and errors will be negligible.
Depth bombs are fired by the action of water
pressure on the exploder mechanism, and do
-not require contact with a sub. It is extremely
difficult to obtain a direct hit with depth bombs,
because the exact position of the submarine
usually is not known. Consequently, depth
bombs depend on the percussive wave of the

figure 8-14.-Alrcraft
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explosion for their effectiveness. The increases with proximity of the burst to
submarine. Depth bombs are not used
penetration of solid material.
warp the bomb body and fuze cavities so
the fuzes cannot function. Another limitation
in the use of depth bombs is the fact that dePth
settings must be made in advance and are dif.

ficult, if not impossible,to changein ffight. ~

Components of the complete round (see fig.
ure 8-14) consist of the bomb body, HBX..
loaded, two auxiliary boosters, nose and tail
fuzes and shipping plugs, tail assembly, and
arming-vane assembly.
Fragment.tionBombs
Fragmentation bombs cause des~ction primarily by the bursting of their c.ases. ~e
cases of these bombs are so constructed that,
upon detonation, they break into hundreds of
fragments which will destroy personnel, animals, and light material targets such as motor
transports, airplanes on the ground, or targets

Depth Bomb Mk 54 Mad 1. HBX-Iaaded.
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Figure 8-15.-Types of duster adapqrL

ships. The bombSare fuzed to explode

the adapter are loosened. The bombs separate
in the air, and thus cover the widest possible
direct hi~ or near
area. The larger bombS are dropped either
are required for fragmentation bombs singly or in clusters. .
armored targets... Plane loads are
The cluster adapter provides the framework
by number of bombs and not by fullto which small fragmentation bombs are assemcarrying
capacity. Fragmentation
bled to form clusters completely ready for
have a low loading factor, the purpose installation into regular bomb stations aboard
which is not to increase penetration but
the aircraft. Figure 8-15 illustrates different
increase fragmentation damage. The
types of cluster adapters. Both bomb clusters
is 10 to 15 percent, TNT-loaded.
and adapter are given an AN designation, with
bomb consists of a thin steel cluster class, type, and adapter, plus number.
around which is wound a heavy heliWeight and type of bombs contained and fuze
steel band. When the filler explodes, this
are defined in the nomenclature.
into so many thousands of
The releasing device of the AN-MIAS cluster
adapter is entirely mechanical, consisting of a
even a 20-pound fragmentation bomb cansteel strap (fixed at one end) which entirely
avoid being hit by at least one fragment.
encircles the bombs. Each adapter carries two
Fragmentation bombs range in size from 4
release mechanisms controlling the release of
260 pounds, and bigger ones are being dethree bombseach. When suspendedfrom bomb
Smaller bombs are usually dropped
rack or shackle,the arming wire with a centered
of 3, 6, or more. These are lashed swivel loop holds the strap clamps closed until
a framework of steel tubing, called an
the cluster is released armed. This cluster
, and the adapter is suspendedfrom the
adapter permits shipping of the clustered bombs
As the adapter is released from the
(unfuzed) for fuzing in the field. Other types
the lashings which hold the bombs to
h~ve mechanical (spring) aids for separating
149
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AN-Mk 4, miniature practice-bomb signal
AN-Mk 28 Mod 1, 8-pound miniature
practice bomb; this is a streamlined
bomb 8 inches long and 2% inches in
diameter.
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19 and Mods, a 1S-poundminiature prac: bombmadeof

.';'

simulate the,
~.Jlombs for
:t e bombs"",
~ .,;, cast irori'

lead.

~e or eight of the' Miniature

Practice
\Ji!1bSAN-Mk 23 or AN-Mk 4S can be
'CIfried, depending on the bomb rack (or
'container) used, while only one Mk 19 is
:; .
'~e
d

The 10O-poundbomb does not have trunnions
but is equipped with removable suspension
bands which may be used ,with either singlehook or double-hook racks and shackles.

Signals are provided with these bombs.I

A 25-pound practice bomb (Mk 76 Mod 0)
with single suspension lug has been developed by BoOrd for use with Pylon Racks
;i'1' Und;r no conditions are practice-bomb
I: .te1y the
. ,
Mk 55 Mod 0 and Aero 5A container. The
lignals to be opened or tampered WIth;
bomb
has a cast-iron body with sheet-steel
,defectivesignals should be returned to an
If-lea the
fin
assembly.
A standard Practice Bomb
;~unition depot or turned over to a bomb
iI
point.
Signal
AN-Mk
4
fits in its center tube, which
disposalofficer. Storage facilities for these
gun shell
extends through. the fin a~embly and is
;goals should not exceed 1000 F, and the
:v---powder
fired
by the same type of firing pin as that
"lignalsshould be protected from direct sun,
I( Ib hits
in
other
miniature practice bombs.
The
&pray,moisture, vibration, and motion.
off the _°
signal is discernible from 30,000 feet.
:~To provide more realistic bombing pracI.L produces
isible
tice,larger practice bombs are used. These
SAFETY PRECAUTIONSIN HANDLING
D.
are the size of 100-, 500-, 1,000-, and'
j'-J.,udea
AIRCRAFT BOMBS
a,OOO-pound
GP bombs. They are welded
The
The hazard$. of bomb-type ammunition
Iheet-metal construction roughly resembling
~ :1bs
are
thQsec
of .t.h.e explosivesinvolved, but are
GPbombs. The bombs are shipped empty
.. ith either
greater than those of the same explosives
and, when loaded with wet sa,nd, compare
ure bombs
in buik.
In fact, bomb-type ammunition
in weight with service bombs. These waterJ stalled,
and bulk smokeless powder are the most
or sand-filled bombs are relatively fragile
b d just j
dangerous explosives with which the Navy
andmust be handled with care. Particular
has to deal.
Bomb-type ammunition
care
must
be
taken
not
to
dent
or
bend
the
~(- a
includes
aircraft
bombs,
depth bombs, ~nd
fins
in
practice
fuzing,
unfuzing,
and
u to handle:f
torpedo
war
heads,
usually
consisting of
handling,
as
bent
fins
result
in
an
erratic
be crushed tOt
thin-walled
containers
loaded
with
relatively
Is~ve safety~;' tight path, making the bombs useless for
:
Lndled'
the~i ",
large bursting charges designed for droppractice.
,
cJ;;
ping, launching, or planting and dependent
These
bombs
are
used
for
intermediate
!led.
Dropped;;~
.
'"
upon
the destructive blast eff'ect of the
operational
and
fteet
training
purposes
in
~ will pro~:~
k
d
explosive
in contact with (or near) the
VF,
VP
and
V
A
types
of
aircraft,
as
well
, smo e an "
target
rather
than the penetrative effect uf
as
aboard
airships.
Appropriate
types
of
v' member or,~.
the container. The hazards arise not so
practice bombs may be used for either horimuch from instabHity or deterioration" of
zontal,glide, or dive bombing practice.
bombs are
the explosives, but from the enormous
The large bombs may be suspended from
destructive effect of the detonation of one
ltandard bomb racks and shackles. Special
~mb
signal'
round followed by ~ntaneous
mass
types of racks, (or containers) are used for
n miniature miniature practice bombs. The large-size detonation of all rounds in close proximity.
Fire is sure to produce detonations of
practice bombs in service use are Mk 15
~ streamlined
(100
pounds),
Mk
65
(500
pounds),
:Mk
66
bomb-type ammunition; therefore, safety
~J(- inches in
demands not only prevention of fires but
,(1,000 pounds) and Mk 67 (2,000 pounds).
{ The 500-, 1,000-, and 2,000-pound pracabsolutely fireproof magazines, fireproof
d miniature
packing cases or crates, and fireproof
tice bombs .are equipped with trunnions for
..N-m 28;
~divebombing and may be suspended only
dunnage.
It should be kept in mind that the
~!rom double-hook bomb racks or shackles.

r from 3 to.,
lr them. ~'

c

.
,',

~
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"magazine area" includes the compartments,
spaces, and passag~ on board ship
containing magazine entrances or intended
to be used for ammunition handling and
passing, as well as the area ashore surrounding the magazine or group of magazines. The term is used to denote the areas
contiguous to or surrounding explosive
storages where liberty of action is restricted
in the interests of safety.
Bureau of
Ordnance Safety Precautiom and other publications and TM 9-1980 describe specifte hazards and safety precautions for particular types
of ammunition.
Aircraft bombs must be handled with extreme care and must not be subjected to rough
treatment in any handling operation such as
stowage, transporting, loading, or unloading.
Particular care must be taken to ensure that
the bombs do not become rusted or corroded;
at the first indication of rusting, the parts
affected should be carefully cleaned and repainted. Frequent inspection must be made
of the condition of bomb bodies for dents, rusting, bent tails, deformed or tom hoisting and
suspension lugs, damaged or dirty fuze-seat
liner threads and mating surfaces, and general
cleanliness. All surfaces must be inspected
and faults corrected to reduce malfunctioning
hazard.
Primer detonators and detonators must be
handled with extreme care. Under no circumstancesshall the components of aircraft bombs
(such as fuzes or detonators) be disassembled.
Prior to assemblyof a complete round, alllnating parts (such as fuzes and fuze cavities) in
the bomb must be inspected. Threads must be
clean of foreign lnatter and cavities must be
clean. Where boosters are required for use
in aircraft bombs, a check should be lnade to
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ensure that the boosters are installed and
the correct numbers are present. All
must be used when attaching the tail 888eDlbJr'
to a bomb, and care should be taken that the'
tail cone is fully seated on the bomb body, With
lock nuts (if used) securely tightened.

.

Fuze holes in the nose and tail should be
closed with suitable plugs prior to 888eDlbly
into a complete round, Projecti~ lugs shOuld

always be protectedagainst damage. Pin 88semblies
bomb

shipped

must

also

separately

or attached

to the

be protected.

Before storing bomb-type ammunition in
magazines, a scrupulous inspection shall be
made to determine that no detonators are installed, that all componentsare placed in a safe
condition, and that each compo~nt is stowed
in the proper magazine.
Arming wires must be free from kinks, burrs,
dents, dirt, and corrosion. They must be installed correctly In order to function properly
on safe or armed drops for the combination of
rack, shackle, bomb, and fuze used. Safety
(Fahnestock) clips (where required) must be
usedin the correct numbers. Where an arming
wire bracket is required. .it must be correctly
positioned on the fuze, the arming wire protective tube installed, and the bracket securely
tightened to the fuze, A careful check should
be made to assure that the fuze-impeller fuze
vanes adequately clear the arming-wire bracket
as installed. Suspensionlugs should be examined for any damage which might weaken the
lug or its attachment to the bomb body.
Live-loaded bombs must never be used to
check the functioning of racks or shackles (by
installing a bomb on a rack or shackle, actuating
the release mechanism, and allowing the bomb
to fall to any surface).
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9-1.-The TorpedoMk 13 Type.

navies of the world. It contained two essential
elements: a compact compressed-air engine to
propel the craft and a hydrostatic valve mechanism controlling horizontal rudders that kept the
torpedo running at a constant depth. The early
torpedoes, being without guiding gyroscopes,
traveled only in the direction aimed. They
were equipped later with gyroscopes which
could be pre-set to the extent of causing the
torpedoes to travel in circles.
To enable torpedo-carrying ships to deliver
their punch from greater distances, subsequent
inventors greatly improved the torpedo from
Whitehead's six knot machine with a range of a
few hundred yards to the modern torpedo with
a speedof over forty knots and a range of several miles. The torpedo became a major
weapon during World War I.
During that war, the Germans at one time
had reduced Britain to 3 weeks' food supply by
their devastating use of the torpedo against
ships in Britain's supply line, and would have
starved her out except for the advent of American destroyers and newly made depth charges.
In World War II, the Germans developed another innovation in the torpedo: Instead of a
unit driven by steam or compressed air, a
direct-current electric motor was used. The
efficiency of this motor was better than 96 percent, and the usual telltale bubble-wake of the
escaping gases Was nonexistent.
Probably the most significant development
in torpedoes since World War I is the airplane
torpedo. Experiments in dropping torpedoes
from airplanes were performed as early as
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1910, and some use was made of aircraft torpedoesin World War I. After World War I.
the United States Navy led the world in torpedo
plane development for many years, developing
special torpedoes and special airplanes-first
seaplanes, then carrier torpedo plat1es.
The airborne torpedo will not soon become
obsolete as a weapon. It not only is the moat .
eft'ective single weapon against ships, but alao
stands to be further improved in the near future.
A torpedo with a target-seeking device to
control it and a fuze of the influence type would
present the commander of a hostile group of
ships with a serious problem.
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Drawing Board to Target
The ResearchDivision (Re), Bureau of Ord.
nance, analyzes performance data on aircraft
torpedoes (the data are received monthly from
torpedo squadrons) and developsand establishes
standards. and requirements for new or improved types of torpedoes to conform to the
general specifications for this weapon 88
directed by the Chief of Naval Operations.
Naval activities, and contractors acting as
agents for the Bureau of Ordnance, design 88
many models of components of torpedoes 88
are neededfor different stages of development.
Either a Naval Ordnance Plant or a commercial
contractor will manufacture the weapon. After
evaluation tests by the Bureau of Ordnance, any
needed changes are incorporated into the
design. Following the tests, the weapon may
be offered to the Commander, Operations Devel-
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Force, for fleet evaluation. This step
of fleetuseand fleetrecomI is frozen. BuOrd
theserecommendations,
incor-

permanently attached to the tail fins, which
noticeably increased stability and -controllability
of the torpedo during its underwater run. The
drag ring, air stabilizer, and shroud ring are
~ necessary changes.
shown in figure 9-2. These and other features
Bureau
of maintenance
Ordnanceis of
responsible
for
of the aircraft torpedo are described later in
. and
the weapon.
more detail
.;needed at overhaul shops
Generally speaking, none of the various fac-~
. maintenance are also the respontors mentioned above (air stabilization, highof the Research Division of the Bureau.
altitude launching, underwater performance)
can be improved except at the expenseof others.
of the Torpedo Mk 13 Type
Hence,all torpedoes are compromises,less-thanTo be a successful weapon, an aircraft tordesired performance being accepted in all funca craft
'pedo must carry its own fuel and oxidizer,
tions, so that none will be reduced to the point
'6C1d War
where
the weapon as a whole will be ineffective.
machinery, steering and depth-controld
In
the
case of the Mk 13, the character of the
.']iugdevices, explosives, and explosive-detonating mechanism. All these must be encasedin
compromise has been dictated by th~ intention
. ~me form of shell so designed and shaped as
to design a torpedo specifically for ai~aft use.
I to give low drag upon water-entry and steady
The following articles regarding aircraft
Underwaterrunning. To this end, the Mk 18 torpedo components and functional description
: typeof torpedo was designed after discarding
the
are adapted from OP 1207. For additional
but
(asunsuitable for air launching) the torpedoes information, see the following:
of the submarine and destroyer types.
OP 950, First Rev. Torpedo Mk 18 Type
~vice tD. .! The Mk 13 and its mods were designed espeOP 663, Torpedo War Head Attachments
cially tor aircraft use. In shape, the aircraft
type wouJd
(and its supplement 663A)
~ -roup of
torpedo is a departure from conventional deOP
627A, Gyrolcope for Torpedo Mk 18
..
sign. It is much shorter and slightly larger
Type
in diameter than torpedoes used on submarines
OP 1365, Exploder Mechanism Mk 9
anddestroyers, and has been made stronger to
withstand water impact and the decelerating Torpedo Mk 13 Type-General Description
stressesimposed by aircraft launchings.
The aircraft torpedo Mk 13 Type is carried
Several innovations, tested and found suc- primarily by attack-type planes. It was also
.eessful,combined to raise the percentage of
adopted as the PT boat weapon during World
DOrmal torpedo runs at increased aircraft
War II.
speedsand higher altitudes. First, the drag
Like other torpedoes, to which it is similar,
ring, acting with the air stabilizer at the tail,
its character is that of a miniature submarine
madepossible adequate air stabilization of the
with steering devices, engine, and fuel. It has
torpedo from heights never before attained.
approximately 4500 individual parts, and
. (An unexpected effect associated with the use weighs a little over 1 ton. The detachable
of the drag ring is the decrease in damage nose (the war head) contains 600 pounds of
IUstainedby torpedoes releasedat high speeds.) explosive and the exploder mechanism (either
Second,a water trip valve, which delays ignia mechanical or an influence type).
tion of fuel until after the torpedo's waterIts charge is sufficient to burst the plates of
entry, helped materially to solve the problem
a batt~eship-but only if it explodes below the
of launching the torpedo from higher altitudes.
belt "f protective armor surrounding the hull.
Underwater performance still left much to be
Therefore, to be effective, the torpedo is preset
desired,however. This problem was solved by
(for contact hits) to a depth which varies
the installation of the shroud ring, a steel ring
according to the target, as follows: approxi,
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Figure 9-2.-Th.

drag ring, air stabilizer, and shroud ring on a Mk 13 type of torpedo.

mately 2 to 3 feet for shallow-draft barges;
about 15 feet for destroyers, cruisers, or surfaced submarines; and 22 feet against battleships or aircraft carriers. (Greater depths
are set during firing for influence hits.) For
launching from PT's, the torpedo gyro can be
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pre-set a number of degrees opposite to the
offset angle of the PT tube or rack, thus
permitting the torpedo to be fired straight
ahead, although originally pointed outboard at
a slight angle.
Prior to the development of the M.k 13, the
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TorpedoesMk 7 Mods 2A and 2B, confrom destroyer torpedoes, were used in
These were not suitable. becausethey
have the strength to withstand water
when dropped in the air. Hence such
could be launched only from a few
the water and at speeds under 100
Other torpedoes including the 21-incli
(a submarine type) and Mk 15 (a de, were tried in experimental drops,
only moderate successand then only
speeds and altitudes. The Mk 14 and
.types
could be carried only by patrol
since they are more than 21 feet long
more than 1112tons.
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leaves the aircraft would limit the permissible
dropping altitude because,with the propellers
turning. in air, the engine running at full power
accelerates to a destructive sPeed in a short

time.

.

Free-wkeeling propeUerB(not universally installed) spin freely as the torpedo enters the
water at high velocity. The result is that a
possibly destructive twist is not imposed on the
propeller shafts.
Air Btabilizers are wooden tail surfaces. in
box form, which tend to stabilize the torpedo
during air flight. They are destroyed by water
impact, and fall clear. The torpedo is then left
clean for its run.
The drag ring (familiarly known as the
- Aircr8.ft TorpedoMk 13 (and its mods)
"pickle barrel") is a wooden cylinder which
designed especially for aircraft use. It
covers the rounded nose of the torpedo, giving
a range of over 4,000 yards, is 13 feet 5
it a blunt;ed -aspect.,.-.It tends to stabili,ze the
long and 22.42 inches in diameter, and
torpedo during air flight and to prevent it,from
) of a speed
of 33.5 (plus or minus 2)
"skipping" as it strikes the water. It probably
The designation Mk 13 applies to the
.
torpedo. Some portions or a"ccesso- also influences the form of the "bubble" which
as it enters the water
. (such as the war heads and exercise heads, forms around the to~o
at
high
velocity.
The
drag
ring ruptures and
gyroscope, and so on, which are complete
falls
clear
upon
impact
wit~
the water and, in
themselves), have their own mark and
so doing, absorbs some energy which might
designations.
otherwise expend itself in damaging the war
ATTACHMENTS
head of the torpedo.
The Bh.roudring is a cylindrical band, coaxial
features and attachments (some of
with
the torpedo, of full torpedo diameter,
have been mentioned) are unique in
mounted
at the rear end of the tail vanes. It
)
to aircraft types of torpedoes.
has
no
perceptible
effect in air; but in water
them are water trip valves, free-wheelit
stabilizes
the
torpedo
and aids the controls,
propellers, air stabilizers, and drag rings.
tending
particularly
to
prevent an aircraftrings, although they are applicable to
launched
torpedo
from
deeP-diving
or broachthan aircraft torpedoes,are also discussed
ing,
and
to
steady
it
on
course.
becausethey were first developedfor airWhen torpedoes are not housed by the air~ drops, and becausetheir effect is especraft,.a
faired nose cap (made of plywood) is
~~ly beneficial in aircraft drops.
fitted forward of the drag ring. As the torThe water trip valve, operable on water
pedo is dropped, a static line pulls off the nose
~- . , is installed in the igniter air line. It
cap,
which is then discarded.
"permits the torpedo to be started cold as it
Singly
and collectively, the effect of all of
:*ves the aircraft (thus allowing the engine to
these f~tures and attachments is to permit
~:run at low power)
, and at the same time
permits
I.
aircraft to launch torpedoes at higher speeds
~thegyro to be spun up to control speed. Upon
entry, the water trip valve opens, caus- and altitudes than would otherwise be practhe combustion pot to be "let off" so as to
ticable.
The complete Aircraft Torpedo Mk 18 Type
,the engine to run at f~ll power. To allow
comprises four major sections: (1) head (exerengine to come to full power as the torpedo
_2-11
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Figure P-3.-Cut-oaway

vI-

cise or war), (2) air ftask (including the
midship section), (8) afterbody, and (4) tail
Each is detachablefrom its adjoining sectionS.
Figure 9-3 is a cut-away view.
EXHCISE HEADS AND WAR HEADS

The exercise head has the same phyisical
characteristics as the war head and is used for
practice firing when recovery of the torpedo is
desired. It contains water ballast in place of
the explosive charge. The water is expelled
through a water discharge valve by air pressure
at the end of the torpedo run, thus creating
enough buoyancy tor the torpedo to float and
be recovered by retrieving crews. Fluorescein
dye is used to color the water in the exercise
head. When the head blows, the dye marks the
area, thereby facilitating spotting and recovery.
Exercise heads now in use, when used in
conjunction with the drag ring, are capable of
withstanding launching speedsup to 800 knots
and altitudes up to 1,000 feet. Figure 9-4
shows both a war head and an exercise head.
The war head contains the explosive charge
and firing device, and is the torpedo's reason
for being. It is a relatively thin-walled container, strengthenedby rings and by the solidity
of the charge itself. The earliest war head for
the Torpedo 1fk 13 contained 400 pounds of
TNT. Later headswere loaded with TPX, and
a few remain in service. Aircraft torpedoes
now use war heads loaded with HBX, which
is about one and one-half times as eft'ective as
an equal weight of TNT. Added striking
power has also been obtained by increasing the
weight of the explosive charge from 400 to 600
pounds.
RESTRICTED

of the Mk 13 type of torpedo.

War heads utilize an exploder mech4niBm
the operation of which is sho:wn in figure 9-5.
The exploder is housedin a cavity in the bottom
of the war head. Its purpose is to initiate
detonation, since the main explosive charge is
insensitive to the shock of impact between
torpedo and target. Mechanical tor~o
exploders operate on about the same principle as
bomb fuzes except that, in the armed position,
a lighter ~hock is required to set off the torpedo
exploder.
Explosion of the war head is initiated by a
mechanical exploder in 6 to 10 milliseconds
from the instant of impact, and proceedsin the
following manner: the exploder mechanism,
actuated by deceleration forces when the torpedo hits the target, sets off the detonator
(fulminate of mercury or lead azide). This
detonates the booster charge (compressed
tetryl), which, in turn, sets off the main
charge. Arming is accomplished during the
torpedo's water travel by water channeled to
the blades of an impeller, causing it to rotate.
To prevent impeller rotation during air flight
(a possibility that exists in an airstream with
a velocity greater than about 230 knots), a soft
copper wire is used to tie down the impeller.
The wire is shearedwhen the torpedo enters the
water, and the exploder mechanism arms in the
normal manner.
Exploder mechanisms require about 400
yards of water travel to arm completely if
equipped with Detonator Mk 7, or 260 yards if
equipped with Detonator Mk 8. However"
ranges of water travel of less than about 300
yards are geperally not practicable becausethe
torpedo normally requires at least 300 yards to
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Figure9-4.-C.t-away vi.- of -

(se

recoverfrom its initial dive and to steady down
at the runing depth for which it has been set.
Exploder Mechanism Mk 9 Mod 8 is a maginfluence-contact type. It will function
. alternatively, it will function by
when the torpedo passesthrough the
magnetic field within a certain distance
the ship. The advantages of using this

headandexardse*d.

type of exploder mechanismare: ( 1) the target
area is increased; (2) the torpedo may be Set
to run at greater depths and consequently be
less affected by the behavior of the surface of
the water; and (3) the full force of the explosion is directed against the most vulnerable
portion of the ship. For a detailed description
of this type of exploder, refer to OP 1365.
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The air flask section (figure 9-6) co~ists of
the air and water compartments, fuel fi88k, and
midship section. Made of alloy ~;
it carries

compressed air (at 2800 pounds per square
in~), fuel, and water to provide the energy for
driving the mechanisms that propel and guide
the torpedo. The midship section, a rearward
extension of the water compartmentS, houses
the combustion pot and other apparatus and is
open to the sea water for cooling and for acceas
to certain components. The after end of the
midship section is machined to form a joint
with the afterbody. The valve groups and
piping are contained in the midship section.

I<

AfT.BODY

A -Cross section view demonstrating
operation of exploder mechanism,exploder
cocked but unarmed. I A J retryl boost.r
charge; II J Fulminate of mercury detonator
charge In safety chamber; ICJ Firing ring.
position showing cocked position of exploder

The afterbody (figure 9-7) contains the main
engine, depth control, and steering control
mechanisms. Attached to the forward bulkhead, just outside of the afterbody, is the combustion flask in which are generated the gases
and steam for the turbines which\ supply the
driving force for the torpedo propellers. The
afterOOdy also contains the depth mechanism
(which, together with the depth engine and
depth rudders, maintains the torpedo at set
i, depth) and the gyroscope (which, with related
',,:' mechanisms, in conjunction with the steering
engine and steering rudders, maintains the torpedo on course). A depth-setting index provides a means for presetting the depth mechanism for the desired depth.
B -The exploder mechanIsmcocked
and armed. The fulmInate of mercury detoTAil SECTION
nator (II has been raIsed up out of the
Located on the tail cone (figure 9-7) are the
safety chamber '"to the recess In .the
tail
blades, shroud ring, depth and steering
booster charge (A I. Flrl"g sprl"g comrudders, and propellers. The depth and steerpressed
ing rudders maintain the torpedo's depth and

~
sta
the
air
val'
isd
the
isa
val,.
~

course. The two propellers, rotating in opposite directions to eliminate torsional movement,
propel the torpedo through the water. The
shroud ring, in addition to strengthening the
tail structure, appreciably improves the torpedo's underwater performance. Stability is
increased and the tendencies to broach, hook,
and roll are reduced by the shroud ring.
( -The exploder fired. FirIng ring
(CI unseatedby force of Impact, firing pins
strike prImer caps, whlci detonate tie fulminate of mercury, exploding the booster
charge and the main c.arge
Figure 9-5.-operatian
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Fundional Description-Operation
High-pressure air, stored in the air flask, is
fed to the starting gear piston. The air is held
under high pressure until the torpedo is
launched (see figure 9-8).

of a mechanical exploder m.chonism.
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sectionof a Mk 13 type of torpedo.

As the torpedo is launched, the piston in the
is opened,relieving pressure over
- This permits high-pressure
air from the air flask to enter the reducingYalvechamber. Part of the high-pressure air
is diverted to the spinning mechanism to give
the gyro its initial spin after which that lead
is automatically closed oft'. In the reducingvalvechamber, the air is reduced in pressure

from the flask pressure (initially 2,800 psi but
decreasing as air is expanded) to a constant
pressure (approximately 500 ~i).
This reduced-pressureair is then distributed by four
branches to the: (1) air check valves, (2) combustion flask through a restriction, (3) airstrainer body, and (4) igniter (via the water
trip valve).

'. The
Ding the
!e torpelity is
ing.

flask,

~do
Figure 9-7.-Afterbody

ond toll section, Mk 13 type of tWpedo.
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1. From the air check valves, reduced-pressure air llows to the water compartment and
fuelfiask, forcing water and fuel tbrough metering orifices into the combustion llask.
2. From the low-pressure side of the reducing valve, the reduced-pressureair llows to the
combustion llask. There, upon combustion,the
combination of fuel, air, and water forms a gassteam mixture which is fed to the nozzles of
the turbines.
3. From the air-strainer body, air at the
reduced pressure flows through two leads: (a)
to the steering engine (and, by way of a bypass
via an additional reducer, to the gyro pot to
maintain the gyro's speed), and (b) to the engines operating the depth rudders. 4. The water trip valve is opened by striking the water; and air llows to the igniter, firing
it. Air pressure forces the firing pins down
on the primer caps, firing them to set off the
igniter. The llame produced by the igniter
(which lasts approximately seven seconds)
ignites the combustion mixture of air and
alcohol. The water which is sprayed into the
combustion pot maintains the temperature at
about 1,800° F. and, transformed to steam,
adds to the volume of gas delivered to the
turbine.
As the torpedo is launched, its initial dive
takesit belowthe presetdepth. .The hydrostat
of the depth mechanism tends to keep the
torpedo at the set depth. A pendulum sensitive
to the torpedo's up-and-down angle tends to
maintain it approximately level. Both hydrostat and pendulum act together upon a sYstem
of compound levers, and their combined output
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rudders, controlled by the gyro mechanism (via the steering engine as a servo), keep
the torpedo on its predetermined course in
azimuth tn the target, since the spinning gyro
maintains its axis in a constant direction in
space. The actions are such that the rudders
come hard over in either direction (they are
never maintained in midship position), and
the torpedo accordingly weaves slightly in its
course both in azimuth and in depth. (The
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depth and course control systems are more fully
described in OP 950.)
When the torpedo's propellers are eXPOsed
to
the airstream of the-plane, they tend to rotate.
If allowed to, rotate, they operate the oil PUlUp
and thus waste lubricating oil. This rotation
is prevented by using a few loops of soft copper
wire thrown around the props to keep them
from spinning in the airstream. The wire
breaks and is thrown off when the torpedo is
started.
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Torpedo Overhaul, Adiustmenls, and Routines
As applied to torpedoes, overhaul implies the
full treatment. necessary to ensure that a torpedo is in good working order and that it will
remain 80 as long as it is properly stowed and
subjected to the periodic routines prescribed
by the applicable ordnance pamphlet;. Overhaul includes an almost complete disaSsembly,
careful scrutiny of each individual working
part, thorough cleaning, replacement or repair
of any part or mechanism considered faulty,
an operating test of each unit or mechanism,
application of appropriate preservative measures, and reassembly. To overhaul a torpedo
requires certain definite shop facilities, including specific test equipment and a stock of spare
parts and special tools. A torpedo which has
been overhauled is designated a ready torpedo.
Adjuatments are subclassified as preliminary
and final. As applied to torpedoes, adjustments
include certain prescribed functions of servicing and testing.
Preliminary
adjustments
include those
checks, tests, and services which are not necessary in order to prolong the "shelf-life" of the
torpedo but which (1) ensure that it does not
require overhaul, and (2) place it in readiness
for use to the extent found practicable by
experience; that is, omitting only those adjustments and services which experience has shown
should be deferred to a later time, nearer to
the time of actual firing.
Typical preliminary
adjustments might include the following: oil
and grease; clean and oil check valves and
strainers; check and adj ust depth and gyro
mechanisms; check rudder adjustments; check
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depth and steering .engineoperation; test afterbody for leaks. Exercise heads are installed
between preliminary adjustments and final adjustments.
War heads are .installed during
final adjustments.
Final adjustments include those checks,tests,
and services deferred at the time of performance of preliMinary adjustments but necessary
before the torpedo can be run. Typical final
adjustments include: check starting gear;
charge air flask; fill fuel and water compartments; install gyro; check afterbody and tail;
prepare depth mechanism; install war head;
test and install exploder.
A torpedo which has had both preliminary
and final adjustments performed is designated
a ftdl'V read'V torpedo. It still requires final
preparation for firing which, in the case of an
aircraft torpedo, includes the following: install
igniter; attach stabilizer, drag ring, and nose
cap (if used) ; attach torpedo to plane's launching gear; attach starting lanyard and nose-cap
static line; open stop valve fully.
Daily, weekly, and monthly ro1dines are prescribed by the applicable ordnance pamphlet,
and are intended to ensure that a fully ready
torpedo will be maintained in that condition.
Mobile aircraft torpedo units (functional
components, part of an ACORN)are set up to
overhaul aircraft torpedoes at advance-base
airfields. Such units, each consisting of seven
trailers (workshops, bunkhouse, crane trunk,
and so on) and manned by one officer and 20
men, provide facilities for performing both
preliminary and final adjustments. (See figure 9-9.)
Airborne units are not 80 completely
equipped. Their performance is limited to preliminaty and final adj ustments.
Torpedo overhaul facilities aboard aircra.ft
carriers and seaplane tenders vary widely,
depending upon the size of the ship, its aircraft
complement, and its mission. Thus, one large
group of CVE's has no overhaul facilities; in
another group, facilities are complete in variety
but few in number, 80 that but one Mk 18 type
of torpedo can be overhauled per day. In a
third group, designatedfor antisubmarine war-
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fare, the spaceoriginally arranged and equipped
for the overhaul of torpedoesof the Mk 13 type
has been converted to the overhaul of certain
advanced undersea "!Veaponsintended princi.
pally for use by aircraft against submarines.
At the other extreme are carriers of the CVB
type, having torpedo overhaul facilities com.
parable to those of a submarine tender or
destroyer tender.
Stow.ge .nd Shipping
Torpedo stowage facilities in aircraft carriers and seaplanetenders likewise vary widely.
Small ships with small allowances carry all
torpedoes in the fully ready state under combat
conditions (although magazine stowage is provided for war heads and other explosive components when combat is conside~ less imminent). Larger ships may, under combat conditions, carry only enough torpedoes in the
fully ready state to arm a single strike, the
balance being stowed in a less advanced state
of readiness for greater safety. The matter
is one of calculated risk. Consideration must
be given to the relative necessity for rapid
arming of aircraft, and to the need for making
the best use of limited "protected" space.
Aircraft torpedoes are shipped in separate
specially constructed co~tainers, as follows:
( 1) air flask and afterbody, gyro and record
book; (2) exercise head; (8) war head; (4)
exploder mechanism; ( 5) boosters; ( 6) detonators; (7) tools, washers, etc. Boxed and
handled as items of freight, they can be carried aboard any type of vessel.
The following notes and 8a,fet~ precautions
must be observed when torpedo componentsare
shipped :
1. Immediately before being issued to using
activities, exploder mechanisms are given a
regular routine inspection and test by torpedo
stations.
2. The exploder mechanism of a ready torpedo war head should be lifted monthly, and
steps taken to prevent corrosion (see OP 950).
8. Detonators are never placed with a shipm('nt, barge lot, or carload of boosters or war
heads, but are forwarded in a separate ship-
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in peacetime. In wartime, however, detcan be shipped with war heads if
Commerce Commission regulations
observed The detonator charge, which
1,is a very unstable compound
the utmost care in transportation and
;. Torpedo activities must turn in anfor test, a box of the oldest torpedo wardetonators on board.
:f~4. Torpedo i.~iters (the .combined p~stol
double fuze Installed durIng final adJustfor a war shot or test run, and issued in
to torpedo activities) should never be dis_.-

~ aboard ship. Defective igniters

~lhould
be forwarded to the nearest torpedo staUonfor test.
\ 5. In magazines, both on shipboard and
_ore, war heads are stowed unboxed, nose up,
ODmetal protecting rings, in

~~~ate
>"OWl:

cord
r (4)
I deto~and
: car-

using
!n a
-pedo

torland
950).
~bipwar
ship-

racks which rest

uponsupports a few inches off the deck (to
provideclearancefor inspection and cleaning).
In ships, they are secured against rolling by
Uhings and battens. They should be lifted
only by the lifting eye in the nose. They
shouldnot, even when boxed, be handled in
cargonets, nor should they ever be rolled on
U1eir cylindrical surfaces. TPX-IOaded war
headsare even more sensitive to "pinch" or
"dent" than are other loadings, and special care
in handling is required becauseof this.
Overland transfer of torpedoes is by truck.
The proper procedure for overwater transfer
(that is, from a shore station to a carrier or
.aplane tender anchored out, or vice versa)
is to load the aircraft torpedoes on a lighter,
barge, or tug, using chocks and ~king the
necessaryprecautions to keep the torpedoes
from shifting in their chocks during transfer.
Commandingofficers of vesselsregularly assignedto carry aircraft torpedoes are responsiblefor certain necessaryhandling precautions,
18 follows: securing the racks, maintaining
theproper state of preservation while torpedoes
arein their custody, keeping accessoriesintact,
i and protecting torpedoes from weather in a
i well-protectedstorage space. In addition, fre-
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--- J thoroughexaminationis required of

Jall electrically and manually operated hoists,

cranes, lifts, torpedo-handling trucks, straps,
and slings in order to ensure correct working
strength and proper size.
Aboard the CV9 class of carriers, stowage
spacefor aircraft torpedoes is on the third and
fourth deck levels. Aboard the CVB class, it
is on the secondand thir~ deck levels. Transfer
from stowage space to overhaul shop, which is
located on the second deck of both CV9 and
CVB4I carriers, is by means of a I-ton chain
hoist. Handling in the overhaul shop may be
accomplishedby meansof this hoist on a monorail, or by transfer to Bomb and Torpedo Skid
Mk 5 Mod .1. (For a discussion of handling
equipment, see chapter 12.)
. Torpedoesare mounted on the skid for transfer to the main (hangar) deck in CV9 via the
new torpedo elevator which is located abaft
the overhaul shop. They are carried from
hangar to ftight deck via the aircraft elevator.
A bomb and torpedo elevator is installed aboard
.

CVB's for transfer of torpedoesfrom second
to flight deck.
Trends in Torpedo Design

The design of aircraft torpedoes is expected
to keep pace with other improvements. In the
latter half of the last war, target-seeking torpedoeshad come into effective use against the
enemy's warships and merchant vessels. This
line of development, like the development of
homing types of guided missiles, is continuing
on a large scale.
Another development is the fitting of gliding
wings with gyro control to aircraft torpedoes,
in an effort to increase the range at which
they may be launched. The wings are dropped
on contact, or just before contact, with the
water.
The current problems of aircraft torpedo
design parallel, in general, the design problems
of waterborne types: The following are some
of the factors with which research is concerned:
1. Reduction of the weight per unit of energy of the energy sources
2. Reduction of the weight per unit of power
of the primer mover
165
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AIRCRAFT MINES

Introdudion
One of the first military
applications of
gunpowder was its use in setting off a stationary charge under the enemy before he knew he
was in danger. This could be done either by
secretly digging under a foe and planting the
charge, or by planting the charge where he
was expected to go. Thus, the term mine,
borrowed from metallurgical
mining,
was
applied to these charges because similar techniques were used.
In the American Revolution, Bushnell, the
submarine inventor, equipped his Marine Turtle
with a drill by means of which he hoped to
attach a 150-pound mine to the bottom of one
of the British men-of-war anchored near New
York City. Sergeant Ezra Lee of the Continental Army navigated the Turtle to the British
ship all right, but the drill failed to penetrate
the Britisher's
copper sheathing, and the
attempt failed.
Experiments with submarine mines continued, however. Russia, in the Crimean War,
and the United States,' in the Civil War,
developed contact mines which were exploded
by means of a projecting horn which, when
struck, caused an ampule of sulfuric acid to
break over a mixture of sugar and potassium
chlorate. The heat of the resulting chemical
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Use in World War II
During World War II, aircraft mines Were
used offensively to block enemy harbors and
sink enemy ships, and were used deilensivelyin
emergency to protect friendly harbQ.rsand sea
lanesfrom enemyinfiltration. Aircraft proved
particularly well adapted to minelaying; in
fact, aerial minelaying became one of th9
major offensive operations in the Pacific.
Aircraft could penetrate enemy harbors and
renew or "bolster" mine-fields without being
endangered by mines previously sown. Simi.
larily, they could (with relative impunity)
mine the "safe" channels left by the enemy in
his own defensive mine fields for the passage
of his own shipping. Much of the work could
be carried on at night with relatively little 1088
of accuracy and with increased secrecy as to
the exact location of the mines, which added
to the enemy's difficulty in sweeping. All
United States and Allied air services participated, and almost every type of bombing plane
was used, including the B-24, B-26, B-29,
PV-l, PV-2, PBM-8, TBF-l, PBJ-l, PB2Y-S,
and PB4Y-I.
For the most part, mine warfare against
the Japanese was strategic, but it also was
used tactically on occasions,and with spectacular results. The use made of mines during
the Okinawa invasion is an outstanding
example of tactical application.
The mining offensive was divided into two
principal phases. The outer zone campaign,
which began early in the war and lasted to
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7. Improvement of hydrodynamic and aer0dynamic stability, along with increases of
strength to withstand water impact, and
improvement in water-entry characteristics
8. Development of exploders and targetseeking devicesthat will be proof against
countermeasures
9. Improved countermeasuresagainst all exploders and target-seeking devices.

end

reaction set off the cliarge. In the Civil
mines became sufficiently perfected to
several ships on both sides,as when the
monitor Tecum&ehhad her bottom blown
by a contact mine at Mobile Bay.
Mines becamereally important in the
JapaneseWar, in which both belligerents
them liberally. The Russians not
pioneered in the development of the
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3. Decreasein noise output of torpedo during its run
4. Increase of effectiveness of explosive
5. Increase in speed and range
6. Improved control systems, a problem
which assumes greater magnitude with
every increase of speed
.
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Classificationof Mines
Aircraft mines currently in service are listed
near the end of this chapter.
In general, mines may be classified in three
different ways: (1) by their position in the
water, (2) by their types of firing mechanisms,
and (3) by the type of launching craft used
to plant them. Each of these groups, in turn,
contains three different types.
By their position in the water, mines fall
into three classes: (1) drifting, (2) moored,
and (3) ground mines.
Classifiedby their types of firing mechanisms,
mines are fired by (1) contact (the K-type
mechanism), (2) influence (the M- or A-type
mechanism), and (3) remote control.
According to the craft from which they are
launched, mines may be planted frQ;m (1)
surface craft, (2) aircraft, and (3) submarines. This text is concerned chiefly with
aircraft mines, a typical one of which-the Mk
10 type--is shown in figure 9-10.

blocked 150 enemy harbors and shipchannelswith nearly 18,000 mines, more
9,000of them aircraft types. This camhampered the flow of enemy troop
impeded shipments of 'raw materials
homeland, delayed the enemy's
, and frustrated his attempts at

t ri1
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inner zone campaign, ealled "Operation
.," an outstanding example of airmine warfare during the last 5 months
war, built an almost impenetrable wall
around the Japanese homeland, sinkor damaging more than a million tons of
shipping. This operation, in which
j-29's of the 20th Air Force laid Navy mines,
~ or damaged more shipping in the war's
fiDal months than the combined efforts of subJlarinesand direct air attack by both the
ArmY and the Navy. More than half the mines
8id in the entire Pacific war were laid in this
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;'ters around the home island of Japan, play-

iIIg a major part in establishing the sea
Wockade
which brought Japan to her knees.
c
Therecord of the Pacific war shows that minen uni+"
8ying by aircraft, when measured in terms
e..~myiD. of results achieved against efforts and men
e passage
and equipment expended, was the most
'o~: could'
anomical of all the forms of attacks on
1: le loss
wpping.
ecy as to
The following data summarize the record
lc:'- added
Ii: '. All
ofthe aircraft minelaying campaign. At least
649,
73~tons of shipping were sunk and another
s parti~.
1,377,780
tons damaged,of which 378,827 were
ip.a plant
It.ill
out
of
use at the end of the war. The
~6 B-29,
~uu tonnage sunk and damaged represented
f .n2Y-S,
quarter of the prewar strength of the
hpanese
merchant marine. In addition, 9
~ gainst
destroyers,4 submarines, and 36 auxiliary craft
a~~.) was
spectacu- wentdown as the result of mine explosions;
2battleships,2 destroyers or destroyer escorts,
!8-~uring
a submarine, and 18 other combatant vessels
~ ndiDI
~re damaged. In the course of the war,
mines were laid, 21,389 (or 85 percent)
in two '~,OOO
by
aircraft.
From a total of 4,760 sorties, only
aI >aign,
&5
mineJaying
planes failed to return.
lastedto
out beinr~~
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Drifting Mines
The drifting mines classification includes all
types of mines which are not attached to or
resting on the bottom. The main use of drift..
ing mines is tactical, in that they are dropPed
ahead of enemy ships. International law
requires that drifting mines be designed to
destroy themselves or become harmless within
a certain time after they are laid. This provision is primarily for the purpose of protecting
neutral shipping, but it serves also to protect
the ships of the nation that laid the mines and
whose forces have knowledge of their general
location.
"Drifters" are also dropped in an ocean
current or in a river where they will drift
toward some focal point of enemy shipping.
Drifting mines may float on the surface, be
suspended from a camouflaged float, or float
just below surface, kept there by the action
of a buoyancy chamber and a hydrostatic
propelling mechanism. The last type is known
as an oscillating mine, becauseof its tendency
to bob up and down in its attempt to maintain
its set depth.
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Moored Mines

causesthe mine and anchorto separate,~:

As the name implies, moored mines have
positive buoyancy and are moored to an anchor
of one kind or another. They are customarily
moored some distance below the surface,
shallow enough to be detonated by a passing
ship, deep enough to render visual detection
difficult and to obtain the increased concussive
effect PO:ssible when little of the force of the
mine is dissipated in air.

mine rising to the surface, the anchor sinkilit':
toward the bottom, the two joined by tile

mooringcablewhich is unreeling from a druJI1

j,id wi
known
staDdar
operatic

on the anchor. As the plummet strikes bottoln,
its line to the anchor becomes slack, alloWin,
a brake on the cable reel to engage, 80 that
the anchor, in sinking from that point to the
bottom, drags the mine to its predetermined
depth below the surface.
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The naval moored mine customarily carries
its own anchor (as launched). In one form,
intended primarily for laying from the surface,
a plummet is released as the mine is launched.
The plummet, being heavy, tends to sink faster
than the mine and anchor. As it sinks, it
unreels a predetermined length of line equal
to the distance below the surface at which the
mine is to be moored. Having separated from
the mine and anchor by the predetermined
distance, the plummet, by pulling on its line,
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In another type, intended primarily for
laying by submarine, mine and anchor separate
at launching, the anchor sinking to the bottom
and the mine rising toward the surface, the
two being joined, as in the surface-laid forlnt
by an unreeling cable, When the mine arrives
at a predetermined distance below the surface
of the water, a hydrostat initiates action which
causes a brake tQ stop the cable-reel. Still a
third form of m9Qred mine, largely employed
(by the Army) for harbor :and coast defense,is
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contained in the tiring mechanism, operating
ships, since the rate of field change caUSedby
on the same principle as a. compass needle, such ships is too slow to fire the induction
;rapi
rotates as a ship approaches the mine, closes ~
dependably. The induction-~
mechan~ mora switch, and initiates a tiring cycle that detoisms are used against fast ships. The magnetic
A
nates the mine.
field change caused by ship movement is seDSed
droJ;
Induction mines utilize the currents induced
by an electronic circuit which fires the mine.
earn]
in a search coil to close a sensitive relay and
Figure 9-12 shows the operation of a typiea}
somf
to initiate operation of mine-tiring circuits.
magnetic induction mine.
pres!
Sensitrol or SR relays are used in inductionThe acoustic mine is operated by an enclosed coun
type mines to enable the very small currents
microphone which picks up the sound waves
mine
(as small as 1 1/2 microamperes) developed generated by the rotating screws or other
sure
in a search coil to control tiring devices machinery of nearby ships. When the sound
ordir
requiring much greater current. The 'activawaves. reach the proper intensity, electronic
large
tion of the magnetic dip needle depends circuits permit current to flow in the firing
oper.
primarily on the size of the magnetic tield
circuit of the mine. Discrimination, which
tl1e fi
change, whereas activation of the induction
prevents the mechanism from being fired by
type depends on the rate at which this change the acoustic energy produced by a counterFlight
takes place. The needletype of tiring mechan- mining shock or explosion, is possible for the
ism is peculiarly adapted for use against slow
reason that such countermining sigha1s (result.
Mil
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the later types of influence mines
in World War II, both in the Pacific
and in the European'theater,
were
combination of magnetic and
firing
mech~nisms which made
almost impossible.
Such a
is detonated by a decrease in the presof the water
surrounding
it, which
is caused only by the passage of a
mine, and by a simultaneous
of the magnetic induction portion of
mechanism.
Gear and Accessories

laid from aircraft employ parachutes
9-13) to prevent excessiveterminal
,The parachute reduces the impact
protects the mine componentsfrom
resulting if the mine were allowed to

fall freely and strike the water. A mine
parachute is issued in a pack consisting of a
plastic and canvas housing into which the
parachute is packed in a way that assures its
opening properly when it is pulled from the
pack. A short, light-weight cord known as a
static line is attached to the chute. When th~
mine is installed in a plane for planting, the
static line is secured to the aircraft so that it
will open the pack and pullout the chute as
the mine falls away. A release mechanism,
which operates by impact paddle or inertia
weight on impact with the water, allows the
parachute to separate from the mine, once it
has been planted; otherwise, the mine might
be dragged about by currents or be exploded
prematurely by motion.
With the proper parachute, any mi~e can be
dropped from unlimited altitudes. The size
of a parachute for a given mine is a matter of
design compromise. The aim is to have it 80
large that, without too much restriction on aircraft speed, the mine will not be damaged by
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the drop; but, on the other hand, it must not
be so large as to permit too great a "drift"
while the mine is falling from high altitudes.
However, mines must not be dropped from
altitudes too low to allow parachutes to open
and to slow the descent of the mine to a predetermined velocity. Also, aircraft speed at
the instant of drop must be compatible with
altitude; that is, at all altitudes there are
certain aircraft speeds which must not be
exceeded at the instant of drop, but these
8~eds increase with altitude.
Air dryers are used in mines to absorb
moisture that might cause corrosion and
electrical leakage. Various methods of delayed
arming and sterilizing are possible in aircraftlaid mines. The choice dependson availability
of the various delay and sterilizer deviceswhich
are incorporated in the mine, and upon
operational requirements. Two wells house
the safety features and other accessorieswhich
prevent the mine from exploding until it has

been submerged for some time.

~~
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Figure 9-14

Mine Safety Features
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Principal mine safety features are: (1) the
clock delay, (2) ~he.clockstarters, and (3) the
extender mechanISms.
The clock delay mechanism prevents firiJ)g
until after the mine has been submerged for.

starter,hov
iece has t
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roundin:
:ety piec'
others a

a predeterminedperiod of time after plantiJ)g. In

(Another clock, motor-wound, is also Used i The ezt,
sometimesto sterilize the mine after a selected
period of armed life.) A switch in the detonathe 1
tor circuit of the mine, which controls the firing
(s by St
mechanism, remains open until the clock delay
a
c
device has run its predetermined
clock.
A hydrostatically

. will

tim~from

8 minutes to 10 days, depending on the'~

of
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the clock starter, starts the clock delay mechan-,"
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when subjected to sufficient pressure.
hydrostatic clock starters need only one
impulse; others will stop. the clock
pressure be removed before the clock
run its predetermined time. The clock
however, cannot operate until a safety
has been removed, nor thereafter until
hydrostatic pressure is applied by the
water. In some mechanisms the
piece is a solubie washer or plug, and
others a pin or wire which must be pulled

mechanism requires a predetermined number
of ships to actuate the mine firing circuit before
the mine actually explodes.
The choice of the proper combination of
safety features--that is, soluble washers,
arming cells and/or arming wires-a.s well as
the choice of delay arming time, sterilizing
time, sensitivity settings, and ship-counter
settings to be used, .depends upon planting
conditions and is directed by the officer in
charge of mining operations. .

The extender mechanism is a pressure. which holds the detonator away

Planting
There are advantages and disadvantages in
aircraft minelaying.
One of the most important advantages is that aircraft can drop mines
into enemy-controlled harbors and rivers inaccessible to surface vessels and submartnes.
Most aircraft mining is carried out at mght,
particularly when the sky is heavily overcast,
and drops are controlled visually or by radar
from very low altitudes.
Night planting, of
course, prevents accurate spotting by the enemy
observers. Daylight operation has the advantage of increased accuracy in laying, but
normally
would be observed immediately,
thereby simplifying
enemy defensive and

the booster untIl subjected to pressure
by submergence), when it moves the
close to the booster so that its firing
explode the booster and hence the main
. A wooden washer, an arming cell
(electrolytic delay), safety cotter pins, or
wires are used to lock the extender
is, with the detonator away from
booster until time for planting.
If the wooden washer is used, it is replaced,
whenthe mine is prepared for planting, by a
IOlublewasher which prevents the extender
mechanismfrom operating until it has been
long enough for the washer to be
Upon the removal of hydrostatic
mechanical operating pressure from the
they will retract from the armed
The same type of soluble washer
may be used interchangeably in some clock
starters and extenders. These washers are
with varying delay periods (for example
10,15, and 45 minutes; 1/2,%, 3, and 4 hours;
and 1, 2, and 3 days) as indicated by the
and size of the washer. The rate of
of the washer varies with water
causing some variation in the
Anning cells in some mechanisms replace
washers. The arming cell, .an electrodevice, is believed to be somewhat mOre
~iable than a soluble washer, but. is also
'-.
by depth and water temperature.
~ Another delay device often employed in air-

mines is called the ship counter. This
205273-52-12

sweeping operations.
The efficacy of aerial minelaying depends
largely on accurate navigation.
The charting
of course and desired point of release for each
aircraft is worked out in advance of ffight.
The routes to the point of release, the altitude,
and the approach should be chosen to avoid
enemy interference,
to take advantage of
weather conditions, and to avoid detection.
In all cases, current mine-planting restrictions
as to aircraft altitude and speed at the point
of drop, applying to the particular
type of
mine, should be observed.
The trajectory of a mine differs from that
of a bomb. Because of its parachute, a mine
falls more slowly and has less range and more
trail than a bomb. When a mine is dropped
from high altitudes where wind velocities are
great, its drift must be taken into account in
arriving at the dropping position.
Range and drift of a mine from the point
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of release may be found with a calculator.
With this information, the expected point of
impact for a given point of release of the mine
may be determined. OP's provide instructions
for the use of the calculator. They also
furnish information on the use of bomb sights
in planting mines.)
The maximum altitude which a parachute
mine may be planted is limited only by the
planting accuracy desired. However, some
non-parachute. mines planted from high altitudes may be damaged on impact with the
water. The minimum recommended planting
altitude is 200 feet for all aircraft mines
equipped with parachutes. This minimum
altitude is governed by the altitude required
to ensure opening of the parachute and to
ensure the proper water-entry angle for the
mine.
Maximum launching speedsat high altitudes
are set to prevent ripping and tearing of parachutes upon launching. Minimum spacing
between plantin~ of mines must also. be
observed to reduce the possibility of the mine's
being detonated or made a dud by the explosion
of an adjacent mine in the field. Spacing
depends on the mine used and the operational
requirements.
The useful range of planting depth, which
is determined by the effectivenessof the charge,
is from 30 to 120 feet, on any type of bottom.
However, a mine may be effective against
surface craft at depths as great as 180 feet, and
may be used against submarines at depths up
to 500 feet. The maximum effective depth for
mines is governed by the crushing strength of
the mine case,at which point the firing mechanism becomes inoperative. A minimum depth
of about 30 feet of water is required, since
mines planted in shallow water may sustain
casedamagebecauseof impact with the bottom.
The effective depth against surface vesselsis
generally determined by the sensitivity of the
firing mechanism in the mines. The minimum
arming depth for current mines is about 16
feet, because the water pressure existing at
this the
depth
is required
to extend
detonator
.into
booster
and to operate
thethe
clock
starter.
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Practice Mines Mk 41 Mods 0, 1, and 2 ar8'-:
designed to have the same trajectories ~
service mines, and are used for training in.
planting. Practice mines are approximately
the same size as standard Army 100-POund
demolition bombs, and are handled in the same
general manner as bombs, with the same handling equipment.
Externally, Mk 41 practice mines are all the
same; however, when different weights are
placed inside the case, terminal velocities are
varied to simulate those of service mines. The
Bomb Signal Mk 4 is installed to indicate by
smokethe point of impact. If dropped from a
very low altitude, the practice mine may not
hit with enough force to fire the bomb signal,
in which case only the splash\ indicates the
point of impact. Range and dl-ift from the
point of release can be calculated by reference
to figures in NOLR 949.
Readyingand Loading
A mine issued at a depot is assembled for
service, except for battery, parachute, arming
wires, detonator, hydrophone (if used),
sterilizer, and soluble washers. However,
mine assemblyat advancebasesusually includes
the installation of batteries and hydrophones.
Not until the mine is loaded into the planting
aircraft are safety pins removed from clock
and extender mechanisms, and soluble washers
and arming wires installed. As with bombs
the number of mines carried varies according
to type of mine and aircraft used.
A mine-warfare officer and his crew are
responsible for the proper testing and installation of the sensitive influence mechanisms used
in firing. The mineman's preloading over-all
checks cover these and other operating
components. In general, the air ordnance
officer is not concernedwith te,sting or installation of the above units. He should,however,
be responsible for the following:
1. Proper installation of arming wires.
These may be inserted in clock starter and
extender, with one end engaging the armingwire hook on the rack or shackle and with two
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securingthe arming wires and the parachute's

J Fahnestock clips slipped on the other
of the arming wires and up against the

static line.
To install a mine in a rack or station, the
set of lugs used to suspend the mine in. the
proper position must be determined. The
loading then proceedsaccording to instructions
for the particular installation. Arming wires
may be assembledeither before or after mine
installation, depending upon rack construction
and convenience in performing the operation.
In some racks, the unused suspension lugs will
foul the sway braces, in which case the unused
lugs should be removed. When installing a
mine in a bomb bay, take care to avoid fouling
the releasing and arming levers of the bombshackle releaseunits at stations below the mine
by improper positioning of the mine's hoisting
lugs.
\.

2. Proper installation of the paraChute pack
on the mine (see figure 9-15). The moistureproof aluminum foil in which parachute pack
containers are wrapped must not be broken or
removeduntil a pack is installed. Since parachutesare severely weakened by wetting, care
Inust be taken to protect them from water.
Wet rayon is likely to split under impact of
opening when the mine is dropped. Instructions for planting mines with damp parachutes
are given in manuals dealing with specific
!Dines.
3. Proper installation of the mine in the torpedorack, shackle, or bomb bay. This is done by
regular bomb-loading methods (with hoisting
iDStallationthat includes windlass, sling, cable
pulley,and 80 forth) except for assembling and

When the mine is dropped free

toO

arm,

arming wires and parachute static line remain
~T

-:;:

FigUN 9-15.-Mine

parachute pack installed.
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in the plane, and the parachute is released
from the mine case on water entry. The
arming process begins as soon as the mine
sinks past the arming depth (approximately
16 feet.) The mine becomesfully armed only
when the operation of the delay mechanisms
(clock and extender) is complete. Detonators
fire instantaneously on application of an electric
current of low amperage, firing a booster
charge which, in turn, explodesthe main charge
of the mine. The table below lists the aircraft
mines currently in service.
C.

Torpedo air flasks in a fully
condition shall not be transported, .
one deck to another, struck below, etc.,
when it is not possible to perform the operatiOn
efficiently and expeditiously with the air ftasb
partially charged.
In recovering a torpedo in the water, the
propeller lock shall be put on at the ftr8t

SAFETYPRECAUTIONS

Torpedoes,Torpedo Air Flasks,and Accessories
Torpedo air flasks shall never be charged to
more than 100 pounds above the prescribed
working pressure. ,When the prescribed working pressure is altered for any reason. the new
pressure designated shall be stamped on the
flask near the charging valve.
The artificial cooling of torpedo air flasks
during or after charging by spraying with
water. or by flooding the torpedoesin the tubes.
is prohibited.
Any cutting of torpedo air flasks. accumulators, piping, or other receptaclesfor compressed
air is prohibited.

opportunity and kept On until the torpedo11

f

safely landed.
Becausethe filling material used in torPedo
torch pots igniteS spontaneously and fonns
poisonous gas when combined with water or
subjected to moisture, extreme care must be
taken to follow existing Bureau of Ordnanee
instructions concerning the handling of torr.h
pots.'
\
The use of electric torpedoes involves hazards
of mechanical inj uries, electrical shock or bum,
acid burns, and hydrogen explosion or combustion. Bureau of Ordnance instructions prescribe
effective measures to prevent accidents, and
shall be rigidly adhered to at all times.
In no case .haU any 01 the two cla..u 01
esplo.ive. (namely detonator. and war heaIlI)
be .towed near one another.
Whenever a torpedo is "turned" while on
a truck or in chocks listen for abnormal sounds.

t
(

AIRCRAFT MINES
~
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1055(HBX-l 675). lOP 005,667A,671,1395,1118
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lead ballast weights, forgotten tools,
which may have backed out, etc., have
discovered in this manner, and repair
damage was done to the torpedo.
no condition shall the torpedo tail be
for turning. The sluing tool and strap
for that purpose must be used.
handling torpedoes, the strain in lifting
always be applied to the heavy part of
of the air flask, in the vicinity of the
of gravity.
air flasks should never be allowed
, but should
with air space between cover and
when so exposed.
air flasks are charged, torpedoes
have a DANGER
sign on them to prevent
touched by inexperienced personnel.
locks and safety sticks should be
used, except during loading for
in the tubes and running the engine for
should never be left on trucks or
or in the tubes, without being properly

~
;e

~

falls or purchases used for hoisting
be kept in good condition.
lines and test lines shall be
with safety straps, and these devices
to prevent injury to personnel and
in the event that threads on wing
test connections carry away.
Blowing down of air flasks shall be accomby using the flask blow valve. Never
Wowdown through the torpedo's reducing
Whengyro gears are to be transported from
place to another in the same vicinity, they
be carried or pass~d by hand with great
The gyro shall never be installed in the
when the torpedo is being trans~rted
main stop valve should never be
rapidly when air flasks are charged,
the reason that sudden compression of air
main air .line may generate sufficient
explode oil vapor that is in suspension.
tests of torpedoes,the air should be con-

Security Information

trolled at all times from the stop valve.
Excessive oil shall not be left in valve groups
after overhaul, and all traces of kerosene used
for cleaning must be removed.
Engines must never be run at full speedfor
testing the torpedo, and provisions must be
made at all times while running to shut them
off quickly.
Torpedoes in tow of boats shall be towed by
the head.
Boats going alongside of torpedoes must be
warned to keep the torpedo clear of the boat's
propeller at all times and approach the torpedo
on the lee side. This prevents the torpedo
from being washed up against the boat or
underneath
the boat.
. When torpedoes
are being fired, the diving
boat must be fully equipped and ready for
service (where depths of water permit diving
operations).
When a diver is down no torpedoes will be
fired until the' diver is up and clear of the
range.
In recovering a sunken torpedo the diver
should close the stop valve and put on the
propeller lock, if possible.
Material changes or modifications in the
torpedo equipment shall not be made without
explicit authority from the Bureau of Ordnance.
Conditions not covered by these safety precautions and safety orders may arise which,
in the opinion of the commanding officer, may
render firing unsafe. Nothing in these orders
shall be construed as authorizing firing under
such conditions, or as preventing the commanding officer from issuing such additional safety
precautions and orders as he may deem necessary.
A torpedo shall not be fired if it is in such
condition as to render its loss probable if fired.
Any damage to torpedo material should be
reported immediately to the Bureau of Ordnance, with attending circumstances, in order
that instructions may be issued to prevent
similar damage from being encountered on
other ships.
All firing of practice torpedoes shall be held
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under favorable weather conditions, when the
chances of losing the wakes of torpedoes and
of damage incident to recovery are at a
minimum.
When long-range torpedoes are being fired,
the services of destroyers and aircraft should,
whenever practicable, be utilized in chasing
and recovering the torpedoes.
The selection of a suitable locality and proper
weather and sea conditions, as well as the
disposition of the facilities for the recovery of
torped~es, shall be the duty of the offi~r in
c~rge of conducting the practice, who will be
resP.Qnsiblefor compliance.
When practicable, effort will be made to fire
torpedoes as early in the day as possible, in
order to give time for their recovery during
daylight and reduce the chance of loss to a
minimum.
In making exchangesof torpedoes from one
vessel to another, or from shore to ship, or
vice versa, air-flask drains must be opened,
unlesstorpedoesare to be lowered in the water.
In this case, drains will be opened before
hoisting and will be closed when properly
drained. After hoisting from water, the drain
will be reopened.
Torpedo air flasks shall not be exchanged or

transferred in a charged condition. ExcePtion
to this is made only when transfer of a f1dlv
ready torpedo is authorized.
The use of lye water or other alkali on the
interior of torpedo air flasks is strictly pro..
hibited. Hot water only will be used.
The use of gasoline or other volatile liquids
for cleaning torpedo air flasks, or for any
cleaning purpose in confined spaces, is pro..
hibited.
VVhen in doubt as to the Dleaning of any
regulation or instruction concerning torpedoes
,
request

an

interpretation

by

the

Bureau

of

Ordnance.
Hot runs of torpedoes shall be Dlade only
in the course of norDlal launching from tubea
or aircraft, or in approved dynaDlometertanb.
Hot running of torpedoes on dec~ aboard ship,
or ashore except in the course-of 'qynamometer
tank tests, is strictly prohibited.
Mines
The handling of mines is a very specialized
job, and safety precautions for such handling
are taught to personnel who do this work.
Further information on the subject may re
obtained upon application to any of the variou&
mine depots.
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PYROTECHNICS AND CHEMICAL MUNITIONS
A.
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accelerate the chemical action. Still other
materials act as chemical stabilizers for the
mixture. Some materials may perform more
than one of the required functions.
Pyrotechnic items generally function by
means of an ignition train similar to \the conventional explosive train. The ignition train
may be composedof a primer, a delay element,
and a composition or a series of compositions
which intensify the heat in order to assure
proper combustion of the pyrotechnic candle.
The effectivenessof most pyrotechnic munitions depends upon the visibility resulting
from the flame, flash, or smoke. Visibility, in
turn, is affected by the design of the pyro-

PYROTECHNICS

Aircraft pyrotechnics consist of mixtures of
combustibleelements and oxidizing agents in
containers designed for carrying in aircraft.
When the containers are discharged or released,the contents are ignited. The resulting
ftame,smoke,or flash serves a signalin,g, marking, or. illuminating purpose.
These important types of airborne ordnance
areusedin a large variety of combat and rescue
operations. Successful combat operations by
aircraft squadrons and by individual aircraft
dependheavily upon the reliability and proper
functioning of pyrotechnics used for recognition and identification. Target identification
and iIIumination are essential to successful
reconnaissance,photography, and attack.
The discovery and recognition of downed
airmen, or other personnel in distress, depend
largely upon pyrotechnic signals or upon dye
markers. Drift signals aid in determining
the course and drift of aircraft, and may be
indispensablewhen communications are cut.
Drift signals and float lights are very useful
markers,wind indicators, and reference points.
The combustible materials us~ in pyrotechnicitems include agents to provide oxygen
for burning, such as chlorates and nitrates;
fuels, such as aluminum and magnesium; and
oxidizingoils and paraffin that serve as binders.
In addition to oxidizing and combustible
Dlaterials,elements are addea for various purPOses,
such as salts of copper or barium for
brightening or coloring the flame or smoke.
Other materials may be used to retard or

.

technic, by the position of the effect relative

to the observer, and by the prevailing atmospheric conditions. Almost any desired characteristic-such as candlepower, color of light
or smoke, and burning time-may be obtained
by variations in components.
The actual visibility of a given pyrotechnic
also is affected by such factors as the color
and reflective qualities of the background, the
distance from the observer, the relative position, the angle of observation, and the degree
of natural illumination.
Slick markers, which contain water-soluble
dyes or pigments used to mark water positions,
are usually classified as pyrotechnics (and are
briefly described in this chapter) although
some types contain no actual pyrotechnic
materials.
Aircraft chemical, smoke and incendiary
bombs, used for antipersonnel, smoke-screen,
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and incendiary purposes, are described in succeeding articles. These are generally stowed
and handled similarly to pyrotechnic items.
Aviation ordnance officers on carriers and at
advanced bases normally are responsible for
all these and associated items of ammunition.
Such responsibilities include placement of the
munitions on aircraft for combat purposes
and for training.
All the pyrotechnic, chemical, and incendiary
types of munitions used in the Navy are under
cognizanceof the Bureau of Ordnance, and are
ordered from that Bureau by the using services.
Smoke-screen equipment for use in aircraft
(except Filling Equipment, Chemical, Mk 1 and
Mk 1 Mod 1) is under cognizanceof the Bureau
of Aeronautics. The Bureau of Ordnance
obtains some items from the Army Ordnance
Department, others from the Army Chemical
Corps.
All aircraft pyrotechnics are issued as complete units, except certain flares and photoflash
bombs which must be fuzed at the time they
are loaded on the aircraft, and not before.
Identificationand Handling
Pyrotechnic items are identified by the
painted color of the packing box or by bands
painted on the items. They are also identified
by the following information on the box: nomenclature, mark and mod numbers, lot
numbers, date of manufacture, and name or
initials of the manufacturer. The lot number
also appears on most items, except on those
which are too small. It is necessary to give
the lot number in various reports on condition,
functioning, or accidents involving pyrotechnic
items.
Pyrotechnics, war gas, and incendiary munitions are classified with the most dangerous
types of ammunition and must be handled with
the greatest care. Special safety precautions
must be observed, and only trained personnel
are to be entrusted with such munitions.
Safety precautions for handling pyrotechnic
material aboard carriers and at land bases are
given at the end of this chapter. Service personnel should alSC?
be familiar with the special
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safety precautions on specific pyrotechnic
items which appear in OP 998, Aircraft pyro.,
technics and Accessories,and with suppletnentary BuOrd circular letters. These descrii)e
in detail all current aircraft pyrotechnic flares,
photoflash bombs, markers, signals, and asao..
ciated accessoriesused by the Navy. OP 998
also gives detailed instructions for handling,
use and stowage,procurement, records, reports,
allowances, surveillance, and disposition of
pyrotechnic material.
Chapter 13 of this book contains general information on stowage and handling methods
for ammunition. The following articles de..
scribe specific pyrotechnic munitions.

F1ar
1
sho]
1
30

Aircraft ParachuteFlares
Aircraft parachute flares of all Navy types
consist of a chipboard casing with its ends
closed by discs, within which are 'packed the
following items: a parachute and shroud lines;
an illuminant; quickmatch and/or fuze for
igniting the illuminant; and the required accessories, including a support band to be attached
when the flare is to be suspendedfrom a bomb
rack.
All types of these flares have a rip cord, one
end of which is attached to the aircraft, the
other serving to initiate the parachute action
or fuze action as the flare drops away from the
plane. In most'service flares, some type of delay fuze is utilized to predetermine the distance below the aircraft
be initiated.

at which burning is to

The two general classes of flares are described below. Their operation is illustrated
in figure 10-1.
Flares of the first type are designed to parachute and to burn as soon as they are clear of
the launching aircraft, as shown in diagram
A of figure 10-1. Mk 4 and Mods are flares of
this type. After falling a distance of three
to five feet, the casing is ripped open by the
rip cord, one end of which remains attached
to the aircraft; the parachute is released; and
the burning operation is initiated by the ignition wire actuated by the shroud lines. The
Mk 8 flare is similar to the Mk 4, but burning

MINI'
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A
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Construction and functioning of the aircraft
parachute flares listed in the table are fully
described in OP 998, which also covers the
details of installation and launching equipment,
fuzes, safety precautions, and other essential
information. A brief summary of the salient
features of these flares is given below.
Mk ~ aM ModB.-This type of flare is used
primarily to illuminate a large area, as for
landing aircraft. For reconnaissance and
bombing, the Mk 5, Mk 6, and Mk 10 are preferred, because they have two to three times
the candlepower. Mk 4 has been used by lowflying aircraft to blind enemy antiaircraft
gunners.
Releaseof the Mk 4 flare, and retention by
the.bomb rack of the arming plate on the end
of the rip cord, results in the rip cord tearing
along the side of the casing. The end of the
flare casing is torn off, the parachute tube and
parachute are pulled out, and the flare casing
falls away. When the parachute and its
shroud lines are fully extended, an ignition
wire is pulled, which actuates the primer cups
and ignites a double quickmatch, then the first
fire, and finally the illuminant. Full suspension and ignition occur 80 to 50 feet below the
plane.
For observation or reconnaissance,the flare
is releasedat an altitude of 1,500 to 5,000 feet;
1,500 feet is the minimum for safety over
frieBdly territory, as the burning rate of 450
feet per minute will not allow complete burn-.
RESTRICTED
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ing in the air. The flare is unsuitable for
launching from bomb bays, becausethe rip cord
may pull the parachute out before the flare is
clear, causing it to foul on the ai~craft ~
ture.
Stowing in the original moistureproof CODtainer at temperatures below 1000 F. assures
satisfactory performance for 6 to 10 years
after manufacture.
Mk 5 and Mods.-This type of flare is used
to provide large-area illumination for reconnaissance,bombing, or landing of aircraft. It
also has been used to produce a blinding effect
on antiaircraft gunners.
A fuze assembly, mounted in one end of the
flare, permits a variable time delay. Turning
an indicator sets the vertical drop before ignition takes place. This distance can be varied
from 300 to 12,000 feet. The indicator setting
starts the burning of a length of safety fuse
(firecracker type) at such a point that, after
burning at the constant rate of 12 inches per
minute, it will ignite the flar~ at a predetermined point. The full burning time is best
utilized by releasing the flare at an altitude
about 3,000 feet above that of the fuze setting.
The flare drops 1,500 to 1,800 feet while
burning.
The Mk 5 Mods 0 to 7 are unsafe for releasing
from a bomb bay, but the Mk 5 Mod 8 was
developedto permit such release safely. However, the latter is not suitable for use over
friendly territory, since the flare case is not
retained by cable, as in Mk 5 Mods 0 to 7.

lo-PYROTECHNICS
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6 and AlodB.--This ~e of flare (figure
which has the same delay fuze as Mk
Mods, is larger and heavier than the
and develops one million candlepower
yellow color. It can be dropped fro,m
aircraft by at least one of the launching
described in OP 998. It may be
from the cockpit or from Flare ConMk 1 Mod O. A small auxiliary
opens first, to retard the main paraand permit the illuminant to pull the
lines and parachute out of the case.
8 and AlodB.--This type is designed prifor use in night antisubmarine warfare.
in Mk 4 and Mods, the parachute opens
after launching, suspending the
30 to 50 feet below the aircraft before
is initiated. The pyrotechnic candle
after a 90-seconddelay in the Mk 8
1, or after a 120-seconddelay in the Mk
2 type. Full burning time is not obunless the Mk 8 flare is dropped at
2,500 feet. Mk 8 Mod 0 should
launched at an airspeed in excessof 150
, because the parachute may not withthe shock of opening. Mk 8 Mods 1
2 can be safely launched at 220 knots, but
safe for launching from bomb bays.
1Jfk
10 Alod O.--This 750,000
heavy flare,
which
.,
'approximately
candlepower
yellow light, has a delay fuze similar to
5 and Mk 6. It burns for approximately
minutes, whereas all other flares burn for
3 minutes. It burns for about 2,100 feet
fall, and should be released at an altitude
.
3,000 feet higher than the fuze setting.
"

;M26 and AN-M26

(figure

10-3)

..
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The AN-M26 type may be released safe or
armed; when released safe, it may function on
impact. In armed release, downward movement of the flare withdraws the arming wire,
allowing the vane to rotate and arm the fuze,
also allowing the release pin to be ejected, thus
starting the time mechanism.
The illuminant candle burns for approximately 3 minutes with an intensity of about
800,000 candlepower. The suspended flare
drops at about 700 feet per minute. The M26
flare should not be released at an airspeed
above 130 knots; AN-M26, above 240 knots.
Mk to Mod 0 (higk-altitude parachute flare).
This commercial type of landing' flare is used
primarily to illuminate marine .landing areas
for water landings by seaplanes and flying
boats. It is standard equipment for 'air-sea
rescueboats engagedin "searchoperations: The
intensity is 85,000 candlepower for a period of
1 minute. Total weight is 4 pounds.
The Mk 20 flare is fired from a steel tube
(Flare Projector Mk 13 Mod 0) mounted on
the ground or on the deck of a vessel. The
flare also consists of a steel tube which is closed
at one end by a copper cup; this fornis a gas
seal between the flare and the bore of the
mortar. The flare tube contains the pyrotechnic candle, a parachute, and the expelling
charge. The fuze assembly delays the ignition
of the expelling charge for 5 secondsto enable
the flare to attain an altitude of about 1,000
feet above the water.
Photoflash Bombs

The photofl~sh bomb provides a light of high
intensity and short duration for night photography. The AN-M46 photoflash bomb (figure
10-4) is suitable for use at any desired altitude.
The bomb resembles a light-case bomb, with
fins and suspension bands. It contains a special type of fuze, and is releasedfrom a standard
bomb rack or shackle. The peak intensity of
about 500,000,000candlepower is attained d~ing the initial stage of the flash which lasts
for approximately one-fifth second. The brilliant flash is detrimental to the vision of an
observer.

.--These

are used during night bombardment and

.
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The candle is shaded. The

weight is a.pproximately 53 pounds. The
flare case is provided with fins and two
for suspension on a bomb rack. A
time fuze of the MIll type controls
delay of these flares. A new fuze
~e, the MI4:6, is detonator-safe and is
to the MIll type. The M146 is the
type of fuze authorized for carrier use
this flare
185
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carefully as smokeless powder and with
greater care than ordinary pyrotechnic
rials and bombs. Disassembly of a photoflash
bomb is extremely dangerousand is not authorized.
Recognitionand DistressSignals

Figure 10-4.-The

AN-M46 photoflash bomb.

The photoflash bomb fuze combination may
be released safe or armed. When released
safe, it may function on impact and, therefore,
should not be jettisoned over friendly territory.
In armed release, the arming vane rotates as
the bomb drops, arming the fuze. The arming
wire also permits ejection of the release pin,
which starts the time mechanism of the mechanical time fuze (Mlll" or M146 type). The
Mlll type is not used aboard carriers. These
fuzes also are used on the Aircraft Parachute
Flares AN-M26.
The pyrotechnic composition is readily
ignited by sparks, shocks, C?~"
friction. When
ignited, the bombs explode with extreme force
and intense heat. They must be handled as
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Aircraft signals, used for day or night identification and communication between aircraft
and surface vessels or ground forces, consist
of one or two free stars of one or more colors.
These signals are hand-fired from the Pistol,
Pyrotechnic, AN-MS. Various co)or combinations are carried. The color is printed and
painted on the end wad of the signal.
Colors also are indicated by colored bands
on the forward end of the case. \
The three general types of aircraft signals
are as follows:
1. Double stars, with varying color combinations (as shown in the accompanying
table) : AN-M37 to AN-M42 series.
2. Single stars: AN-M43 to AN-M45 series.
3. Tracer doublestars: AN-M53 to AN-:M58
series (figure 10-5).
These signals are contained in a shotgun-type
cartridge caseof paper inserted in a brass case.
Each type, however, also is issued in an allmetal cartridge case. To identify the latter,
the designation Al is added to the designation,
as shown in the table. Thus," Aircraft Signal
AN-M37 AI" designates a double-star signal
with red-red color combination and a metal case.
When fired from the ground, the stars reach
full brilliance after 40 or 50 feet of travel, and
rise to a height of about 250 feet. They can
be distinguished at 2 to 3 miles in daylight, and
at about 5 miles at night. The tracer appears
as a single star until it reaches about 250 feet
in height, when it becomestwo stars that fall
separately.
The accompanying table lists aircraft star
signals by mark and mod.
Emergency Signals Mk' 6 and Mk 7 (figure
10-6) .-These signals may be launched by
hand from aircraft in flight for emergency
identification. Mk 6 produces colored stars for
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Mod O.-This widely used combination
signal, for day or night signaling, is of
size and is easily carried in life vests,
suits, or life rafts. It contains the same orange
smoke canister used in the Day Signal AN-1ik ..
1 Mod 1 and, in addition, a pyrotechnic 1lare
AIRCRAFwr STAR SIGNALS (PISTOL)
pellet for night use. The metal case is 5¥a
inches long and 10/8 inches in diameter. It
~
_binati~..
~ption
weighs 61/2ounces:
...s..
Each end of the tube is closed by a cap with
a pull ring. A pull by one finger on one of the
~-rOO
AN-M37 or AN-M37Al-_AN-M38 or AN-M38Al__pull rings removes the closing cap and pulls
Yellow-yenow
AN-M39 or AN-M39Al__G~-green
a brass wire through a small cup coated with
AN-M40 or AN-M40Al__~-yeDow
a
composition that ignites by friction. This
AN-M4.1 or AN-M4.1Al__Red-green
compound
ignites the flare or the smoke com~
AN-M4.2 or AN-M4.2A1__- Biogle
SiD&1e---~G~yellow
AN-M43 or AN-M43A1__Bed
sition, depending upon which pllll ,ring is
AN-M44 or AN-M44Al__Yellow
removed. The burning signal should be pointed
AN-M45 or AN-M45Al__Bingle
,. G~
away from the face and held o~t at arm's
AN-M53 or AN-M53Al__YeDow tracer, redlength; to leeward and at an angle of about
yellow star
AN-MM or AN-M94A1--G~ tracer, red80° upward, to prevent hot drippings or disredstar
charge from falling on the hand.
Bed tracer, greenAN-M56 or AN-M56Al__Smoke emission lasts for about 18 seconds;
gr'eenstar
the
flare burns from 18 to 20 seconds, with
AN-M57 or AN-M57A1__Bed tracer, red-red
star
average intensity of 8,000 candlepower. The
AN-M58 or AN-M58Al__~ tracer, green-red night flare end can be identified by feeling the
star
embossededge. After one end has been used,
the signal should be doused in water to cool the
metal parts; it is then ready for use of the
After the safety cotter pin is removed, the
remaining end, if required.
signal is thrown overboard. The striker point
Distress Sig1wl M75 (formerly
Ti,9) aM
impinges on the primer, which ignites the delay
AN-M75.-This is a hand-held 2-star red signal
element; this burns for three secondsor so and
for night useby aircraft personnel when forced
ignites the ejection charge. The gases from
d<iwnover water. It is suitable for carrying in
the latter push out the closing cap, the paralife vests, flight suits, or life rafts. When the
chute, and the pyrotechnic candle, igniting the
signal is activated by a twist or by a sharp pull
starting mixture at the same time. The parato releasethe fixing pin, the first star is ej ected
chute suspends the signal, which burns for
in 2 to 4 seconds,and rises to a height of about
about 25 seconds. The stars can be seen from
125 feet. After a similar delay, the secondstar
a distance of 8 to 10 miles, and the color of the
is ejected to the same height. The star burns
smoke signals can be distinguished _at about
from 4 to 6 seconds,with a minimum intensity
5,000 to 6,000 yards.
of 8,000 candlepower. This signal is in limited
The type and color of the signal are marked
on the surface. For identification in darkness, use.
Verg signal lights, or signal cartridges, are
the closing cap of the star signal is embossedused primarily to convey messages. Similar
a dot in the center indicates a re;d star, a short
to 10-gage shells, they are fired from a Very
line indicates a white star, and a wide V indicatesgreen. The smokesignal is not embossed, pistol or a hand projector. They are furnished
in red, white, and green, and 'are wrapped in
but is painted"the color of the smoke.
paper of the samecolor as the light. The stars
Signal (Distress, Day and Night) Mk 13
signaling at night; Mk 7 releases colored smoke
for daylight use. The signals are contained in
aluminum cylinders about 21/2inches in diameter. Mk 6 is about 6 inches long; Mk 7, about
10 inches.
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Markers and Drift Signals

Markers, drift signals, and float lights are
used chiefly to1. Enable aircraft personnel to determine
the drift of an aircraft.
2. Mark the initial point of contact with a
submarine, enemy or friendly. (Types
for day and for night use are provided.)
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the attention of a surface vessel
;
4. Mark the surface of the water for emer.
gency night landings.
5. Determine the wind direction before land.
ing.
All the markers and signals for these Pur.
posesare of pyrotechnic nature except the sUck
markers which consist of a dye in a container.
Depth Charge Marker, Day, Mk 1 and Moda.
The day marker primarily is used to indicate
the initial point of contact with submarinesand
to provide a reference point for further daylight
search and attack operations. The marker,
consisting of a wooden block mounting a grenade firing mechanism and two cardboard
containers of uranine dye (80di~ salt of
fluorescein), may be launched by hand from
altitudes up to 1,000 feet; at higher altitudes
the safety cotter pin is not removed because
impact with the water will crush the cardboard
containers.
A t lower altitudes of release, removing the
safety cotter pin ignites a length of time fuse,
which burns for about 15 secondsas the marker
falls and then ignites a bursting charge which
bursts the dye containers and spr~ds the yellow-green uranine dye in the water. This spot,
some40 feet in diameter, usually remains visible
for 45 minutes or more, and can be seen for
about 5 miles from the air, or about 3,000yards
from the deck of a ship.
The Mk 1 Mod 1 marker contains dye with
a uranine concentration of about 38 percent,
while Mk 1 Mod 2 has a dye concentration of
about 86 percent.
Depth Charge"Marker, Night, Mk f.-This
marker facilitates night operations against submarines.. After the tear strips have beenpulled
off at each end, it may be launched by hand
from altitudes up to 3,000 feet. Impact with
the water initiates r~tion of water with calcium carbide and calcium phosphide, forming
acetylene gas and phosphine gas for, at least
45 minutes. This produces a flame about 9
inches high, visible from aircraft up to 10 miles,
and from the deck of a ship up to 4 miles. No

.

"

Sol.r UnderwaterSound Signal
Underwater sound transmission, designedfor
air-sea rescue purposes, is made possibleby the
Sofar bomb, which is named for the principle
involved-sound
fixing and, ranging. The
bomb was developedlate in the last war to make
use of the unique discovery that sound channels
exist in the ocean at depths"of 1,500 to 4,000
feet. The depth of these channels is related
to varying temperature and pressure gradients.
The sound of an explosion originating in the
channels may be transmitted more than 2,000
miles.
The Sofar bomb consists of a 4-pound cylindrical casing carrying the explosive, and a head
which enables the operator to select one.of six
possible depth settings between 1,500 and 4,000.
feet. He selects from a chart the depth of the
sound channel kno~ to exist at his ~pproximate location, removesa bottle cap at this point
on the head, and drops the bomb overboard.
At the designated depth, a diaphragm is ruptured by water pressure and the firing pin detonates the charge.
The sound is received by three monitoring
stations which, by triangulation, locate the
position of the sound signal. Signals have been
recorded at the Point Sur station near Monterey, Calif., from as far as 2,300 miles. Other
stations are located at Point Arena (near San
Francisco), and at Kaneohe in Hawaii.
officers.

c~~l

3. Mark an object, such as a spent
to which an aircraft pilot desiresto can

are visible up to abouta mile. The star ignites
as it leavesthe barrel of the pistol or projector,
and burns as it reachesa height of about 200
feet.

The bombs~ when available for aircraft use,
will be under cognizance of aviation ordnance

-
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is emitted during the burning period.
rough water will ignite

,,;.;au.
iboard

~"b1e
!~n fcw
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markers.-AN-M59
is an all-purpose
for day use. It consists of a francase filled with uranine dye. The case
impact, and the dye provides a referpoint for antisubmarine attacks or for
-bombing operations. The Slick
Mod 0 is fired from
Pistol AN-M8 and bursts 11 secafter being fired. The bursting charge
the uranine dye into the water, creating
bright-green slick. To avoid air disof the dye, the cartridge should not be
above 500 feet from the surface. By
aft, at an angle depending upon the
speed of the aircraft, the slick can be
at a point vertically below the aircraft
moment of firing.
Signal, Night, AN-Mk J,. and Mods
10-7) .-This signal, which is useful for
the location of objects, indicating the
surface, or determining wind direction,
wooden cylinder with tail fins and
containing a water-impact fuze.
ignites the primer and the length of
fuse which burns while the signal is
water and is righting itself. The pyro. material then is ignited and produces a
12 to 15 inches high and a white smoke.
flame is visible at night from 6 to 7 miles
clear
weather. Mk 4 and Mods
burns for
3 minutes.
.

body. After the pull-type igniter is actuated,
the float light is immediately tossed overboard.
After 90 ~econdsof delay, the first candle is
ignited. The flame-about 10 to 12 inches high
--and the dense, grayish-white smoke last for
at least 40 minutes. This float light may be
launched at altitudes up to 10,000 feet. .
Pradice Bomb Signals
Practice Bomb'Signals AN-Mk 4 and ANMk 5 are used in training, with miniature
practice ~mbs, to permit spotting the point of
impact. The AN-Mk 4 is an extra-long 100gage
shotgun shell inserted in the noseof the practice
bomb. It is fired on impact, expelling a gray
smoke puff from the bomb's tail. The AN-Mk
5 cartridge is filled with fluorescein dye which
stains the water on impact; the resulting spot
of color remains visible for sometime.
Mk 6 Mod O.-This signal consists of a
2-pound can of black powder fitted with Fuze
Mk 247 and attached to the rear end of the
Practice Bomb Mk 65 or Mk 66.
Mk 7 Mod O.-This signal, similar to the Mk
6 Mod 0, is used in the 100-pound Practice
Bomb Mk 15 Mod 3. The black powder weighs
1 pound. The signal is about 13 inches in diameter; its total weight is 2.5 pounds. The Fuze
Mk 247 carries a caliber .38 blank cartridge
which is fired on impact by a weighted firing
pin; this ignites the black-powder charge.
B.

-~
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Signal, Night, AN-Mk 5 and Mods
to figure 10-7). This signal is similar to
and Mods, but it burns for about 12 minThe white smoke from drift signals of
types can be seen during the day from
of 2 to 3 miles.
6 Mod 2.-This float
long-burning surface marker for daynight use. It consists of the pyrotechelements of four Drift Signals AN-Mk 5
1 (described above) in a wooden body
a flat die-cast nosepiece.
pyrotechnic candle burns successively
a separate hole in the tail end of the
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Aircraft Chemical Bombs

Aircraft chemical bombs for Navy service
consist of two main types-light-case and
heavy-case-according to weight of bomb case.
Light-case bombs have higher charge/weight
ratios, while heavy-case bombs are better for
stowage and handling. Chemical bombs are
painted blue-gray, and have colored bands to
distinguish them from other types of bombsand
to identify the chemical agent tiller.
Chemical bombs described in this article are
war-gas-filled and are designed for antipersonnel attack in event of chemical warfare.
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BOMBS-NAVY

~
(lndl8)

39.43

war gaseswhich produce
physiological effect on contact With
body. Other types of chemical bombs are
in succeedingarticles devoted to airsmoke bombs and to aircraft incendiary
bombs,war-gas-fille4, are identified
betweenthe dual suspension
(indicating a nonpersistent type of filling),
bands (indicating a persistent type).
war gas is one which remains in
concentrations for more -than 12
. Nonpersistent types remain
for shorter periods. Mustard
H) is the most persistent type of war
lasting for a day in the open and :for a
Periodvarying between a week and all winter
'tn the woods.
Bombs containing casualty agents, capable
~ incapacitating or even killing personnel, are
by green bands. These agents
includethe blister gases (vesicants), such as
mustard; choking gases (lung irritants), such
phosgene (CG); and the blood and nerve
, such as hydrocYanic acid (AC).
c Harassingagents,of lesspotency but designed
toforce the enemy to use masks and otherwise
retard his operations, are indicated by red
bands. These include the tear gases (or lachand the vomiting gases (or irritant,
-experienced or inexperiencednever work around chemical munitions
adequateprotection. Gas masks alone
protection in the open against
the above-mentionedgases, except mustard"
certain of the"newer gases,for which spetypes of protective clothing and shields are

TYPES

F-

Tela."gilt
(pagan)

Nose: AN-Mk 219
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48.7

122.5

59.25
69.5

(Seenote3)
(Seenote4)

N~:

Ml$,

AN-MIIOM

provided for use aboard vesseb and at shore
stations. Protection must be used when exposure to either the liquid or the vapor is likely.
Heavy-case chemical bombs, like standard
general-purpose bombs, are suspended from
bomb racks or shackles by means of dual lugs,
or by a single suspension lug welded to the
bomb case at the center of gravity. Lightcase chemical bombs are suspended by' lugs
welded to bands clamped around the bomb body.
The four service types of Navy chemical
bombs are the 100-pound Mk 42, 115-pound
M70, 500-pound AN-M78, and 1,000-pound
AN-M79. Each of these bombs has a fulllength burster charge to split the .bomb case
and disperse the filling. Characteristics are
given in the aCcompanyingtabulation, and in
the special notes. A brief description of all
except the Mk 42 will be found in TM 9-1980.
SPECIAL NOTES

NOTE 1. 100-pound Mk 42.-This
chemical
bomb is pain~d olive drab with two green
bands one-half inch wide and one-half inch
apart abaft the nose.
NOTE 2. 115-pound M70.-This bomb can
also be filled with whi~ phosphorus (WP), or
with gasoline gel (1M or NP) for incendiary
uses. A cluster of four M70 bombs is formed
by using the Clus~r Adap~r M22. Total
weight is 116.1 pounds. Nose Fuze ANM110A1 and Burster M10 are authorized for
use with this bomb. It is painted gray, with
marking in green when filled with mustard.
NOTE 3. 500-pound AN-M78.-This
bomb,
as
supplied,
is
filled
with
one
of
three
different
war gases, as follows:
.
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or when dropped onto hard, rocky ground,
not function properly. The smoke is
in open smoke-screen concentration,
is toxic in the more concentrated form
in closed spaces. The gas mask should
worn in the high concentrations found
and close to the so~rce in the open.

t

Mk " Modo.-This is a larger
of the Mk 1 bomb and burns for about
minutes.
lOO-pound AN-M47 A4.-This
bomb
also used for war gas or incendiary puris filled with PWP (plasticized white
for Navy smoke screening. It is
than WP-filled bombs, becauseof
pillaring effect. Ordinary WP has
pillar or to form narrow, vertiCal
with resulting loss of screening effect.
ChemicalSmokeand Spray Equipment
VB:
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Aircraft equipment designed to disperse
war gases in droplets (or in atomized
form) against personnel is also used to prosmokeor fog for smoke screening, insecticide spraying, and other purposes. Such
equipmentmay be used for the same general
purpose as the chemical bombs previously
described; that is, for antipersonnel effects,
buton a much larger scale. All this equipment
is normally in charge of aviation ordnance offieersafloat and ashore.
Naval cognizance of the mechanical equipmentis under the Bureau of Aeronautics, while
tJleBureau of Ordnance has cognizance over
tJlesmokeand toxic agents used with the spray
equipment. The original design of the two
lIDoketanks described was developed by the
Army Chemical Corps. The Navy-modified
versionsare now standard equipment for naval
activities. An all-purpose tank is under develin the Special Weapons Branch of the
Bureau of Aeronautics.
The two main types of chemical spray are:
smoke (nominally non-toxic), used as a
land, or amphibious opera, and (2) war gases,used in various forms
the enemy, to cause casualties, or to
the enemy the use of stra~gic .are~s.

Security Inform.lion

The agents commonly used to produoo a
smoke screen or fog by spray are FS (sulfur
trioxide-chlorsulfonic acid mixtures) and FM
(titanium tetrachloride) . These are liquids at
ordinary temperatures; when sprayed from
aircraft, they hydrolyze when they come into
contact with moisture in the air. Their maximum effect dependslargely upon the humidity
at the time of spraying; high humidity increases
smoke effectiveness. When humidity is low,
complete hydrolysis does not occur, and more
material is required to produce a good screen.
Temperatures below about 30° F. are less favorable for spraying, because the absolute moisture content is low, even though the relative
humidity may be fairly high.
FS smoke, consisting of sulfuric and hydrochloric acids, causesirritation of the $kin and
throat, but is harmless in the very low concentration usually present in the open. Liquid
FS is very strongly corrosive, however, when
water is present; water-free FS is usually
shipped satisfactorily in tightly sealed steel
drums. Liquid FS should be washed from the,
skin immediately. Proper precautions should
always be taken by personnel handling it.

195

FM is a colorless liquid which hydrolyzes
upon contact with moisture to form titanium
hydroxide and hydrochloric acid. The smoke
is harmless and only slightly irritating.
FM
smoke is good in average humidity and is considered better than FS in cold weather, except
that FM smoke tends to dissipate rather rapidly; this tendency is less when humidity is
higher than average. FM is not nearly as
corrosive as FS, although the liquid form will
burn the skin.
Fog oil generators of the Navy Mk IV type
have been adapted for aircraft use. These
generators utilize special fog-fluid oil or other
types of available lubricating oils; they require
equipment to preheat the oil before it is emitted
as smoke. The Mk IV 'type of generatOr has
the capacity to lay an extensive smoke screen.
Mustard (H) is the principal type of persistent antipersonnel war gas Used in spray
tanks. Chemical freezing deterrents and sta-
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bilizers may be mixed with mustard. A thickening agent is desirable and is mixed with
mustard gas for other than low-altitude spraying in order to increase the drop size and
theiefore the rate of fall, thus m.aking higheraltitude spraying more economical, accurate,
and practicable.
The two types of smoke screen and spray
tanks used by the Navy are the Mk 10 Mod 0,
and the AN-M33Al.
These are gravity flow
types in which frangible glass closure discs in
the air inlet and discharge lines are openedby
being blown out with electric blasting caps
(detonators). These tanks are described
below.

Aircraft Chemical Ta.nkMk 10 Mod 0
10-8) .-This is a streamlined cylindrical
weighing 68 pounds empty, with
of SS,gallons and ftow rate of approximately
5 gallons per second. Its assembledlength With
exhaust tube is 84 inches. The tank may be
suspendedfrom any single-hook or double-hook
(14-inch) wing bomb tank Two tanks may be
carried per aircraft; they are usable for only
one mission per 1i11ing.
This tank is identical with the Army MI0
tank in size and shape, but the Navy type has
various added features found essential for
service on carrier-based aircraft. These features assure long-term storage in loaded COD-
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.(6 months or more as compared to
1 week for the :M10). Also,
0 is reinforced to. withstand the
of catapulting and arrested landings."
provision is made to withstand the
of salt spray and splash. An insulaUng
is provided for. use in freezing temperaand high altitudes.
pigtail connects the tank to the aircraft
system. The detonators are not
until the aircraft is about to take oft'.
the electric circuit explodes the two
connectedin series. The explosion
plates in the air inlet
The current of air through
thetank inlet helps force out the liquid chemicalthrough the discharge line.
Filling Equipment Mk 1 :Mod 7 is used to fill
thistank with the specified chemical. Trained
personnelare required for this operation. Detailed safety precautions and decontamination
instructions are given in NavAer 24-10-502
(formerly OP 1125).
Airplane Smoke Tank AN-M38A1.-This
tank is a modified version of the Army's M33,
designedfor 30-'inch suspension by means of
two bands; the Al modification provides two
extra bands to permit suspensionfrom 14-inch
racks or shackles.
Gross capacity ~f the tank is 78 gallons.
Fillable capacity is 70 gallons, thus providing
an 8-gallon void for expansion of the chemical.
An insulating jacket and ice shield are provided for use in low temperatures.
The weight of the filled tank varies with the
chemical agent used. The maximum weight,
including jacket, is approximately 1,340pounds.
The tank is designed for use in any aircraft
capableof carrying a 2,000-pound bomb.
Operation' is similar to that of the Mk ~O
Mod 0 tank, in that the air iDIet and discharge
line are opened by detonating electric blasting
caps. Details of operation are shown in figure
10-9.
Dispersal Unit, Insecticide, Aero X1.-This
liquid-disseminating equipment used for spraying DDT or other insecticides, is a venturi-type
apray unit designed for installation on a Mk 5
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(Mods 1 and 2) 150-gallon droppable fuel tank.
It may be used on various aircraft with the
requisite wing-load capacity and equipped with
wing bomb racks or shackles to carry the Mk
5 tank. It is preferably used on bomb racks
rigged for manual release of the fuel tank since
this permits use of the bomb-release button on
the stick to control the flow of insecticide and
provides a means of jettisoning the tank in
emergency.
The solenoid valye of the dispersal unit may
be activated through either the arming circuits
or the bomb-release circuits, preferably the
latter. Air passing through the throat of the
venturi aids in stabilizing the flow of insecticide from the tank, breaking the liquid into
droplets which spread out ,andfall as a cloud of
spray.
\
Aircraft Incendiary Bombs
Incendiary munitions, particularly aircraft
types, became outstanding weapons during
World .War II. Over 28 million incendiary
bombswere dropped on Axis targets in Europe;
more than 19 million, on Japanese targets.
The weight of the latter was 123,000 tons
compared to 120,000 tons dropped in Europe.
The Chief of the United States Chemical Corps,
United States Army, has reported that "aerial
incendiaries, per unit of weight, achievedhigher
damage to industrial and other structures than
did high explosives."
Magnesium, thermate, and similar "unquenchable" bombs burn with such intense heat
that they can cut through steel decks. These
bombs, however, are made only in small sizes
and are used in clusters for "pattern" bombing
of areas.
TYPES OF INCENDIARY BOMBS

The two general types of aircraft incendiary
bombs are: (1) the small intense-heat bombs,
usually carried and dropped in clusters up to
500 pounds in weight; and (2) the oil-gel dispersal type, usually a larger bomb which
explodes on impact and disperses small sticky
particles of burning material over a large area,
thereby starting many fires.
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FIgUN 10-9.-Operation

of the Airplane Smoke Tank AN-M33A1.

Jettisonable fuel tanks (described in the next
article), an improvised form of fire bomb, consist of fuel tanks filled with gasoline gel. They
proved highly effective against personnel as
well as against inflammable targets. A small
6-pound type of oil-gel dispersal bo~b, normally carried in clusters, is a standard incendiary. A delay fuze permits penetration of
the target before detonation. Figure 10-10
shows the 6-pound incendiary with two types
of clusters.
The 4-pound intensive incendiary bomb is
hexagonal, to permit maximum efficiency in
clustering. The cluster has one of several
types of adapter for suspensionfrom a standard
bomb rack or shackle. Clusters are of two
types: the quick-opening type, and the aimable
type (in which the opening is controlled by
an aerial-burst fuze).
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The large oil-gel dispersal incendiaries and
the jettisonable fuel tanks are suspendedeither
by means of dual lugs or by a single suspension
lug welded to the bomb case. Nose and tail
fuzes are designed to function on impact.
The accompanying table lists the chief characteristics of incendiary bombs used by the
Navy. Each bomb is further described below.
The 4-POUndAN-M50 and AN-M50X.This incendiary bomb has a hexagonal body of
magnesium allQYwith an iron nose plug. It is
carried in various clusters which hold from 34
to 128 bombs weighing from 100 pounds to 500
pounds. A spring-loaded safety plunger, depressed by the adjacent bomb while in the
cluster, jumps out when the cluster is released;
on impact, the striker breaks free and ignites
a primer. The thermate tilling then burns,
igniting the magnesium alloy case. Various
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AIRCRAFT INCENDIARY BOMBS
De8~

Body~.t8r
(f88t)

Weith!
(pound8)

Fillingtype

T8111
..,..t
(pe~)

'-

21.3

3.6

~~lin:;et} - - - --

2.8

2.87

19.5

6.0

111

Oil-gei
PTlorNP

2.75

3.0

19.4

8.5

).1142

14.0

45.3

IThermate

1.69

AN-M76

{~}

I

ISO

of this bomb have been developed.
.suffix X denotes bombs carrying a small
of tetryl for antipersonnel effects and
fire fighting.
suspension of the AN-M50 type is

Weight of
dlMter
500
100

-

L-.1Ih
(IndlM)

0.63

i
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lb

N_bw or bIMftII8
34 AN-MOO
128 AN-MOO

475

Noeeand tail (seetat)

The 10-pound M7j,.-The case'of this'incendiary bomb is the same type as that of the
6-pound AN-M69. It carries a container
filled with a chemical such as mustard; some
types carry white phosphorus to aid ignition
of the incendiary composition and to pr,oduce
smoke. The bomb is suspended in aimable
clusters of 38, w~ighing 500 pounds. The
bomb is procured by the Navy for special missions only.

6~ound AN-M69 and AN-M69X.-The
sheet-steel case of this incendiary
carries a bag filled with gelled (thick.
gasoline, NP or 1M. Four gauze
are attached to the tail retainer to
the bomb in its fall and to reduce its
velocity. The Ml impact fuze is
when the safety plunger jumps out as
cluster is released. The bomb is designed
penetrate a structure before detonating.
time delay of 5 to 6 minutes is adjustable
the length of the safety fuse. An
charge of black powder and
magnesium
powder
ejects
the75ignited
,.
filling for
distances
up to
yards.
suspension of the AN-M:69 type is
below.

-

,..

IOOB2
:M23
M17
M4

:M23

Numb« of bombs
i

500
500
500
100

Ib
lbIb
lbIb

14 AN-MOO
60 AN-MOO
38 AN-MOO
38 AN-MOO
38 AN-MOOX
figure to-tO.-The
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6-pound Incendiary Bomb A.N-M69, with dusters.
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The 500-PO1mdAN-M76.-The bOdyof this
oil-gel incendiary is a I-piece steel type with a
welded base plate and attached 4-fin tail. On
impact the nose and tail fuzes (see below)
detonate the tetrytol burster and initiate the
white phosphorus igniter, which ignites the
oil-gel PT 1 filling. The latter consists of paste
of magnesium, gasoline, and a thickener; it
liberates heat at a rate about four times that
of the usual incendiary mixture 1M. Fuzes
suitable for this bomb are listed below~
Nose: AN-MI03AI, AN-MI03, M103
MI35A1, :M:136AI, M139, M139Al,
AN-M139AI
MI40, :M:140AI,AN-MI40AI
M163, MIM, M165, M166, T82
Tail: AN-MIO1A2, AN-MIO1Al, MI61
Jettisonable Fuel Tanks

During World War II, fuel tanks filled with
gasoline gel (gasoline-Napalm mixture) proved
a very successfultype of fire bomb against personnel, wooden structures, and other targets.
One bomb covers an area approximately 100
feet by 300 feet. Stabilizers have been added
to produce a more stable ftight from higher
altitudes (see figure 10-11).
The filler is a gasoline-Napalm mixture.
Napalm consists of a mixture of a basic aluminum soaps of fatty acids and naphthenic acid.
Napalm, when added in the proportion of 6
percent of the total weight, congeals the gasoline to a suitable consistency. To prevent
clogging in the outlet hose, a powder may be
added, one type of which consists of 50 percent
magnesium carbonate and 50 percent calcium
carbonate.
The Navy developed the Incendiary Mixers
Mk 1 and Mods to mix the gasoline and Napalm
in the correct proportions. This equipment,
included in all aircraft carrier allowances, permits converting the regular droppable gasoline
tanks into fire bombs. These are equipped with
suitable fuzes.
.
The stabilizers are provided with a clamp
for attaching an igniter, in addition to the fuel-
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tank cap igniter. Igniters MIS, MI4, MI5,
andM16are used.

c.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Pyrotechnics-Gener.'PreC8utions
Pyrotechnics are composed of sensitive elements, such as fuzes, friction compositions, and
primers, in addition to the pyrotechnic comJX)sitions, which are in themselves hazardous.
They should be protected against shock, and
boxesshould not be dropped or thrown. Disassembly of pyrotechnics or their components is
prohibited. Boxescontaining signal cartridges,
which are discharged by percussion primers,
should be placed fiat with the top up. Protective or safety devices should not be removed
unt~1just before use. Care should be exercised
to avoid damage to fiber cases and parachute
plul-out cords. Dented or seriously deformed
pyrotechnics should not be used.
Pyrotechnics are more subject to deterioration than someother types of ammunition, and

IO-PYROTECHNICSAND CHEMICAL MUNITIONS
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are susceptible to spontaneous ignition
; to moisture, high temperatures, or
handling. In certain items, match ignialong with the round; thereit is important that, in stowage, such

For stowage of smokelesspowder and most
pyrotechnic ammunition, the desired distance
from inhabited buildings, public railways, and
public highways is 800 feet, with a minimum
distance of 400 feet. The desired distance
between pyrotechnic magazines is 400 feet,
with a minimum distance of 200 feet. When
the quantity of anyone type of pyrotechnic
ammunition is large, it shall be stowed separately. The maximum grOSSweight of Pyr9technic ammunition and containers in one
magazine shall not exceed 500,000 poundS.
Aboard ship, smoke-producing pyrotechnics
should be stowed above decks, if possible,

be .packed and stored so that they

,

rub against each other or any other
in general form a very hot fire,
to extinguish.
Most types furnish

own oxygen upon combustion, but large
of water may serve to cool the mateor at least adjacent materials, below the
~mperatures. Water should not be
burning pyrotechnics containing magshould be handled
. cause immediate
the item,
.

or may

material

damage

is more

carefully.
function-

it so it will

dangerous,. Some
than

types of service ammunition,
and
functioning
is vitally important.

i~

pyrotechnics containers
should
the possible,
boxes or watertight

.

be
in

they are supplied.

.

..

Items should be septo type, color,
and lot number.

of pyrotechnics

is affected

by

~; therefore
pyro.technics
should
be
in a dry, well-ventilated
place.
Most
are packed in moistureproof
conThe seal of such packing should not
I

~

until just before the item is to' be

Pyrotechnics items exposed to moisture
be segregated from other inflammable
material until an examination
has
they are serviceable and safe.
. should not be stowed where the
rays of the sun can strike them.
They
be protected
against
excessive
and
temperatures.
The temperature
in
spaces should be below 1000 F.
This
limitation
is imposed
because
pyrotechnic
items incorporate
commer-

.

becauseof the difficulty of combatting fire in

these materials when they are stowed, where
the smoJceproducedis not blown away. Wateractivated items, such as the Depth Charge
Marker Mk 2, shall be stowed separately from
other pyrotechnics, if practicable, in order to
avoid the risk of spreading or extending a fire
in those materials when water is being used as
the extinguishing agent.
Smoking or carrying lighted cigars, cigarettes, or pipes is not permitted in the vicinity
of pyrotechnics. Matches and other fiame- or
spark-producing articles should not be carried
near placeswhere pyrotechnics are stowed.
Pyrotechnic ammunition should be kept clean.
Foreign substances,such as dirt, sand, mud, or
greaseshould be carefully removed before pyrotechnics are stowed or used. Periodic inspection should be made of all pyrotechnics in stock,
and all defective units should be segregated for
disposal.
When a cartridge-type pyrotechnic misfires,
make at least two more attempts to fire it. If
it still fails to fire, the pistol or projector may
be unloaded after waiting a minimum of 30
seconds. On account of the possibility of a
hangfire, this rule should never be disregarded.
Pyrotechnics will not ordinarily be on hand
in quantities in excessof the amount necessary
to meet immediate requirements. Unfired
rounds in excessof such requirements should be
restored to their original packing and appropriately marked. In subsequent firings, such

primers containing
fulminate
which deteriorates
rapidly
when
temperatures
exceed 1000 F.
201
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Handling of Photoflash Bombs

Photoflash bombs are extremely da~erous
and must be handled with great care. They
detonate with a high-order explosion.
Duds of this pyrotechnic should be handled
with extreme caution, particularly if their cases
are distorted or ruptured. The slightest friction may set off the loose photoftash powder
with which these bombs are loaded. Unfuzing
duds of this bomb does not render them safe
to handle.
If possible, such duds should be destroyed
in place by demolition, using two half-pound
blocks of TNT. These blocks should be placed
adjacent to the forward suspensionlug, as close
as possible to the bomb without touching it.
Such work should be undertaken only by bombdisposalofficers. Removal of duds is extremely
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hazardous and should be done only In emergencies.
Handling of Flares

Flares are more dangerous as a fire hazard
than many types of ammunition becausethey
are easily activated. . Extreme care is necessary in stowage, use, and handling. Flares
exposed to excessivemoisture or mechanically
damagedby rough handling shall be returned to
ammunition depots or disposed of as directed
by the Bureau of Ordnance. Flares should
never be disassembledand parachutes or other
components removed. Inert .ftares are available for instruction purposes.
Flares should not be left in aircraft which
are grounded indefinitely. Navy \ flares to be
returned to stock or to be turned in to ammunition depots after having been mounted in
an aircraft ready for release shall be prepared
by taping the rip cords to the sides of the

Defi

I

items should be used first, so that the stock of
open packings may be kept at a minimum.
Becauseof the nature of pyrotechnics, most
types deteriorate in a shorter time than other
types of service ammunition. The oldest serviceable pyrotechnics available should be issued
first, to assure the continuing availability of a
fresh stock.
Pyrotechnic ammunition stowed aboard aircraft should be properly secured. A loose:flare
stowed in a compartment of a plane being catapulted may ignite and cause an accident if the
rip cord or arming plate becomes fouled in
other gear or on some projection. Loose pyrotechnic ammunition in the cockpit or compartment of a plane may foul the control mechanism
of the plane.

r

flares and setting the fuze on SAFE. The
unused flare should be returned to its container
at the first opportunity. The container should
then be sealedtightly with tape and the opened
end of the flare container should be dipped in
paraffin, if available.
The fuze of the Flares, Aircraft, Parachute,
M26 or AN-M26 shall be disassembled from
the flare after the seal wire and safety cotter
pin have been replaced. The arming wire and
hang wire shall be coiled and replaced in the
harig-wire container. The shipping cover,
shipping seal, and shipping plug shall be replaced. Support bands and cotter pins shall
be returned with flares when possible.
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B. COMPONENTS,GUIDANCE, AND CONTROL
The major components of the guided missile
are-1. Power plant and fuel system
2. War head (or pay load)
,

3. Airframe
4. Guidance system
5. Launching device.
Each of these components (except the war
head) represents a new concept in the field of
ordnance. Perhaps no other weapon developed
to date has required research into 80 many
phases of the physical sciences, both practical
and applied, as the guided missile. Some of
these fields of technical knowledge are electronics and radar, telemetering systems, servo
mechanisms, gyros,
computers,
thermodynamics, metallurgy,
propulsion, and various
phases of chemistry.
Power Plants

Guided missiles are propelled by rocket-type

motors or by jet engines.

.

1. Rocket type.-Air from the surrounding
atmosphere is not required for combustion in
the rocket motor. The fuel and oxidizer components a,re carried within the unit for producing, by chemical reaction, the required highpressure, high-temperature gas mixture.
2. Air-duct (tkermal).-Air
is scooped up
from the surrounding atmosphere in the airduct type of jet engine. It is heated by combustion of the fuel, expanded, and discharged
at a high velocity. There are three principal
types of air-duct jet engines: the turbo-jet, the
ram-jet, and the intermittent or pulse-jet.
RocketB.-Rockets may have propellants that
are either liquid or solid. Although liquid-fuel
rockets are potentially able to operate for a
greater length of time than those with solid
fuel, they are less efficient when short-duration
high thrusts are required.
A rocket motor consis~ of a metal tube that
serves as a combustion chamber in which a
burning propellant generates hot gas. Gas
pressure within, bearing against all sides of the
chamber in direct proportion to the pressure
RESTRICTED

of the gas emitted throqgh the nozzle at the
after end of the assembly, causes the forward
thrust. The rising of pressure is detennined
by the character of the propellant and the burn..
ing surface area, as well as the size of the
nozzle or nozzles. The basic problems of Pro.
pulsion are to: (1) generate gas under high
pressure at a constant rate, and (2) direct Ia8
into the form of a high-velocity stream, the
latter being eontrolled by a nozzle.
,Solid-fuel rockets fall into two general types:
restricted-burning and unrestricted-bunling
rockets. In the restricted-burning type, the
fuel is constrained to burn on one or more
selected surfaces at a time whereas, in the
unrestricted-burning type, the propellant burns
on all surfaces but does not explode. The
initial thrust of liquid-fuel rock~is is slower
than that of solid-fuel rockets because the
burning of liquid fuel requires the presenceof
an oxidizer as well as fuel-burning equipment
of a more elaborate design than for solid fuel.
Some solid rocket fuels are asphalt and oil
mixtures, waxes, thickened oil mixtures, plastics, and synthetic rubber. Oxidizers include
potassium perchlorate, ammonium perchlorate,
and ammonium nitrate. One propellant, ballistite, a mixture of nitroglycerin and nitrocellulose, is widely used and is very effective.
When solid propellants are used, the burning
time must be limited, as there is no practical
cooling device for the metal parts of the rocket.
In liquid-fuel rockets, cooling can be induced by
making either fuel or oxidizer run through the
double-walled nozzle before entering the combustion chamber. This is called regenerative
cooling. Liquid fuels, the principal ones of
which are gasoline, ethyl alcohol, and aniline,
are superior to black powder because of their
higher energy content; but, since 1940, with
the development of a thick-webbed grain shape
for double-basepowder, solid fuels have been
proved increasingly advantageous. Still, certain drawbacks remain: If the rocket is used
like artillery, then solid fuel is usually satisfactory; but solid fuel cannot be turned off,
once it is ignited. The size limit is also to be
considered; but, most important, is the fact
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a "flying stovepipe" because of its shape and
lack of moving parts, was first thought of
in 1913 but remained undeveloped until
,
. in launching as well as in flight.
1945. The designation, athodyd, comes from
its original name, which was aerothermo(thermal-jet) engines.-There are
. These dynamic duct. It consists of a dUfuser or
inlet duct, a combustion chamber, and a
described below.
discharge nozzle. Air taken in through the
The turbo-jet consists of an air inlet and
, a mechanical compressor, a combus- diffuser is compressed by the inlet velocity;
and fuel, after having passed through a
chamber, a turbine for driving the comseries of devices which are sometimes called
, and an exhaust nozzle. It uses air as
flame holders, is ignited in the combustion
agent and produces thrust by the
chamber. This operation produces a highdue to an increase in momentum of the
velocity exhaust which is the propelling
through the engine. In the turboforce.
One of the chief disadvantages of
air is compressedto three or four atmosthe
ram-jet
is that its thrust is zero at zero
(keroseneor gasoline) is burned
air. Air to fuel ratio in the
speed, and it must be boosted into operating
is about 60 to 1. The turbine blades, speed by some auxiliary means. \
at about 11,000 rpm, cannot withstand
in excess of 1,600° F.; so temCOMBUSTD4
GAS
below 1,600° F. are maintained by
air taken in through the compressor.
gases are expanded through the turbine
, in turn, drives the compressor by a
shaft connection. With the expansion
through the turbine, sufficient energy is
"Igure 15-1.-Cr- sectionof a typicalaxial.flowturbo-jetengine.
to drive the compressor. The
energy in the gas produces a highRam-jets are classed according to desigjet. Fuel consumption tends to
nated
speed: subsonic and supersonic. In
- with increases in altitude. This facboth
speed
regimes, combustion of gases is
plus a slight increase in thrust at high
continuous,
and
the recovery of pressure in
" makes the turbo-jet good as a highthe diffuser results in a higher pressure
, high-altitude power plant. At present,
turbo-jet is confined to subsonic speeds barrier and a greater thrust development.
In the supersonic jet, the pressure recovery
shock waves accompanying sonic and
is
influenced because supersonic missiles
speeds interfere with the operation
must
be raised to supersonic speed; and the
the compressor blades.
shock
wave formed in the inlet creates a high
The turbo-jet is one of the most efficient of
pressure
rise across a shock wave, thereby
jet engines and it has a thrust that is
providing
a large increase of pressure
independent of flight velocity. Its
recovered
from
the free airstream. Because
~ of air for combustion, however,
the
thrust
and
the efficiency of the ram-jet
its region of operation. This disadvanas well as its relatively costly and complex increase appreciably at supersonic speed, it
is considered a highly efficient power plant
, places limitations on its use. The
for supersonic flight.
can be of the radial type or of the
The ram-jet, like the turbo-jet, can 8U(:type. The latter type is shown in
cessfully
operate at limited altitudes only
15-1.
because
of
its dependence on air intake. It
The ram-jet (athodyd), sometimes called
- fuels usually do not have a high mass
(ratio of the total weight of the missile
weight less fuel), and this limitation is

--'
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is capable of producing high speeds and
long-range
extent
of

performance,
5,000 miles.

theoretically
These features,

to

the
plus

the comparatively simple and economical
construction, characterize it.
At velocities
of interest, the weight of the power plant is
low per unit of power and per unit of volume,
thrust and specific impulse increase rapidly
with increase in velocity, and gasoline and
kerosene can satisfy the simple fuel
requirement.
The simple basic design of the ram-jet is
illustrated in figure 15-2.
FUEL
INJE.aTION

FLAME
HOLDERS

Am.
FLOW';..-

F"lgure 15-2.-cr_leCtion

of a typical ram-jet engine.

unaided) , can generate a static throat

500 pounds or more, depending upon'
size of the engine. The fuel
is about one-sixth that of rockets but
than that of the turbo-jet engine.
speaking, the pulse-jet engine is limited
comparatively low speeds. It was
successful when used in the German
bomb" (V-I).
This missile is shown
figure 15-3.
War

tl
mOf

a n

Heads

At present, the types of war heads
have proved feasible for guided missiles
as follows:
1. Fragmentation.- The war head
into the target a large number of
of the explosive's outer case. \ The
is produced
vital parts.

primarily

by

penetration

di:
R

go.
sa]
WB
f

The

'Q
2. Rod.-The war head casing is solid and
3. The intermittent (pulse) jet. is composed
delivers into the target a number of rod-like
of an air scoop, a ftapper-valve system
particles when the casing is broken up.
(closely resembling venetian blinds in con3. Internal-blast.-The
internal-blast War
struction), a combustion chamber, and a
head is designed to explode inside the
discharge pipe (not a nozzle).
Forward
a
target (in this case, inside the skin of the
motion of the missile fill" the combustion
tt
aircraft).
The damage produced per hit
chamber with air which ftows in past the
is very great, but the chief handicap is the
flapper valves. Fuel, under pressure from
difficulty of fuzing and ejecting the charge.
compressed-air bottles, is injected through
fuel-injection nozzles and is ignited, thus
~ IN!AK~
producing high pressure in the combustion
chamber which temporarily closes the valves.
AIR
~
RES<»lATY«;
Fi:ow--'
Gas discharge through the rear discharge
QiAM8£R
DUCT
I
-l
pipe produces a forward thrust which,. in
The
~FlAP VAlVES
turn, causes movement. A partial vacuum
jc
Figure 15-3.-C,sectionof intermittent-jetengine.
in the combustion chamber sets up a pres-: c
sure differential across the valve bank suffic.
4. Ezternal-blast.-Darnage by blast prescient to cause the valves to open again.
sure from a burst at a distance from the
With the reopening of the valves, the operau
plane is effective only at distances under 30
tion is repeated.
This cycle of action,
feet if the charge weight is of the order of
repeated about 50 times per second, pro250 pounds. This type of war head must
duces a pulsating jet stream rather than
Deft
be
ruled out if it cannot be delivered within
.a steady one.
every
very close range of the target.
The pulse-jet, a simpler engine than the
5. Shaped charge.-The intensity of the aerod
-turbo-jet ,(although unable to generate
follov
blast of a shaped charge is directly propor.
.enough initial
thrust to launch itself
tional to the depth, size, and angle of the
throu
RESTRICTED
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(onical shaping in the explosive.
This
~ upon !!large may be used as a pure blast or to
~umpti ~ject high-velocity slugs of metal.
)ut hig
Of the above-mentioned war heads, the
jragmentation
type is, at present, considered
Generally
limited
to ~e most promising.
~as
highly
The efficiency of guided missiles depends
-an
"buzz ~ a number of important
factors, one of
shown ill hich is the design of the war head in
rrelation with the fuze.
Later in 'this
tection, guidance is discussed; but here it is
~ertinent to mention that, for any expected
d
hi ~ distance, there will be an optimum war
~l w chEead size above which it is not practical
..881 esare
go. Elementary study shows that, for

e

-ati

bability

damage

one

war

higher

guidance,

a

of

than

have

size

given

accuracy

of

a

of

expected
heads

same
war

0

elvers

1 d I.
radgmenb

~

thrust

head

amage.

IWlceas large.
on of The prime purpose in the design of war

and leads is to create weapons with the max~ rod-like anumprobability of damage, but the factors
inftuencing design are numerous and varied.
Up.
They include the antiaircraft
problem,
otaSt war
larget characteristics, velocities of both mis~ide the
a1esand targets (when targets are mobile),
1 of the
per hit md the advantage of low launching acceleration. It is also difficult to define the
:ap
is the
- charge.
EOpeand character of war heads for use
against ground targets because ground
largets vary widely in character.
~ solid

A

L!"'...
ri

Missile-to..Air Relationships
I

The aerodynamicconsiderationsrelated to

~e jet-propelled missile concern (1) the
line.
Rowof air over the body of the missile and
the control surfaces, and ,(2) the flow of
ast pres- eombustion air and exhaust gases through
om the !the unit.
Rocket designers are not conunder 30 ieerned, of course, with
the second
,Qrder of
" Definitions.-A few basic terms with which
d most l~n8ideration.
- within everyone concerned with the problems of
aerodynamics- should be familiar are as
I

-of the
:>roporof the

follows:
~ 1. Lift may be defined as the force acting
~ough
the center of pressure of an aero3'

I

dynamic body in a direction perpendicular
to that of the relative wind. (Relative wind
is the velocity of air with reference to a
body moving in it, determined from measurements made at such distance from the body
that the disturbing effect of the body upon
the air is negligible.)
2. Drag may be defined as the force acting
through the center of pressure of an aero4ynamic body in the direction of the relative
wind.
s. Angle 01 attack is the acute angle between the chord of an aerodynamic surface
and the relative wind.
4. Stability involves equilibrium and two
conditions of stability--static
and dynamic.
They, in turn, depend upon certain combinations of the following:
\
a. The vector sum of all forces that tend
to produce rotation about any axis must
equal zero.
I
b. The algebraic sum of all moments that
tend to produce motion in a linear direction
must equal zero.
c. When a body is disturbed from a state
of equilibrium, forces or moments are developed that tend to restore the body to its
original state.
d. These restoring forces produce damped
motion, so that oscillation dies out quickly.
If conditions a and b exist, the body is said
to be in equilibrium; if conditions a, b, and c
exist, the body is said to be statically stable;
if conditions a, b, c, and d exist, it is said to be
dynamically stable.
Speed regimeB.-Of all the factors involved
in the study of guided-missile aerodynamics,
speed is perhaps the most infiuential.
Missiles, like aircraft, vary widely as to character of performance and, under different
speed conditions, efficiency results are
different. Five media, called speed regimes,
are the controlling factors:
1. Subsonic-speed less than the speed of
sound
2. Sonic-speed exactly the same as the
speed of sound
265
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3. Transonic-speed range above and below
the speedof sound (Mach numbers 0.8 to
1.2.) (The Mach number is the ratio of
the velocity of a body to that of sound
in the medium being considered. If an
object moves four-fifths as fast as sound,
the Mach number is 0.8; if it moves 1 1/5
times as fast as sound, the Mach number
is 1.2.)
4. Supersonic-speed greater than that of
sound
5. HlIpersonic-speed of relaxing molecules
returning to their original position after
a particle has passed through. ( Generally, hypersonic velocity is about six times
the speed of sound and above.)
It is with supersonic speed that present
aerodynamic study is most concerned.
The problems associatedwith airflow around
a missile are similar to those associated with
airflow around an airplane. The achievement
of low drag in supersonic flight is of fundamental importance. The final efficiency of the
missile depends on its having a log drag configuration. In missiles having less need for
fuel space and large power plants, more space
is available for the war head. In general, the
drag coefficient of a properly designed supersonic missile is maximum at a Mach number
of 1.
Design.-Other aerodynamic problems center around design. The long-range missile
must have an airframe (structural components
not including the propulsion system, control
and electronic equipments, and pay load)
adaptable to very high speed and precise control. For highest efficiency, the following
physical features are required: (1) a low-loss
intake diffuser; (2) nozzle and tail pipe as
well as inner bodies (any closed body located
in the ram-jet duct around which air taken
into the diffuser must flow) of a design most
adapted to the requirements of supersonic
flight. Airfoils are a highly important consideration in a supersonic missile because their
design influences tremendously the missile in
flight.
R5STRICTED

Testing.-It has been found necessaryto use
a combination of techniques to produce a super.
sonic missile. From theoretical knowledge of
supersonic and subsonic missiles shapes,a missile is built and tested in a ~nd tunnel. The
results are used as a basis for a redesigned
shape which, in turn, is used for a model for
building a flight vehicle. Next, the guided
missile is flight-tested and, from telemetering
data (radio-transmitted data from missileborne instrumentation), the design is corrected
for constructing the final missile.

'1

Gu~danceand Control Systems
Perhaps the most difficult problem encountered in guided-missile operation is the develop- ]
ment of an efficient and eff~ctive means of I
guidance and control.
Su~sful
guidance.~
requires that four functions be performed, the j

faliure of anyone usually resulting in failure

i

to hit the target.
1. Tracking is the continuous monitoring of i
the positions of the missile and target which,
o,!!er a short range, will probably be done by !
radar. It is possible to watch the missile or
target optically during operations (if physical
conditions permit), but mechanical methodsradar or radio transmitter-are,
in almost all
cases,more efficient.
2. Computing is the analysis of the tracking "tc
data to determine the proper behavior of the "
missile. This work is done electronically and 0
t
mechanically.
3. Directing is the translation of the decisions of the computer into missile performance. J
4. Steering entails the control of the missile f
in flight by deviceswhich generate aerodynamic
forces. To accomplish successfully the task
of the missile in flight, certain construction
features can control, in part, the vehicle's trajectory :
a. Air vanes are rudders or elevators
(similar to those on airplanes) which, at high
velocity, can control the path of the missile by
1

aerodynamic
forces.

.

b. Jet 'Vanesare small rudders set in the
line of the jet stream which, when moved,
deflect jet gases at either high or low speed,
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inside or outside the atmosphere. The
disadvantage is that vanes burn out
becauseof the high temperature of the
stream. It has been suggested that the
be mounted in such a way that its direc-

'

a au:
die o.
a ,.t.'

~l. 'rbe
!

MISSilES

signed

could be changedto deftect the direction

lel fo
thrust without the use of vanes.
guide:
c, Side jets, if mounted in the sides of the
~teriJII
to control direction, might solve the
tissi]e.
of burning out vanes.
JJ.'rected
.~e
following ,systems of control are the
retermined-course
type:
1. Preset control.-Simplest of the control
~ms, preset controls make use of gyroscopes
I~actuatethe external control fins and the conencoUD- velop. 101vanes in the jet stream so that the missile
DBof p follow a predetermined course. Fuel cutuidance It is possible also by employing a timer with
.."d, the dae
missile. Since there is no external control
~
the
missile after launching, the accuracy
ailure
~nds upon the precision with which the gyro
,rjng of .ts the speedand angle of pitch. The advanof preset control are that it is simple and
rhicb, mges
ependable
and visibility is not required. Dis",De by
advantages
are
that it is not sufficiently accura'te
;sile or
for
most
applications
and it does not permit
ysical
Ialrrection
for
changes
in target motion.
ods2. Remote control by human pilQt.-For airlOst aU
to-groundmissiles, the simplest application is
eking 'to have the missile discharged by an operator
of the whocan seeboth target and missile simultaneIv and wsly and, with radio control, guide the missile,
tothe target. This type of control is generally
limitedto daytime use. Accuracy can be augmentedby using a televisio~ transmitter so
that the operator may see what the missile
l

-Bees."

Radar provides even more satisfac-

tory results.

: 3. Terrestrial

,

control.-The

path is ad-

justedto react to some feature of ,the earth,
~ch as changes in the magnetic field.
"'-aton ~:4. Radio 1Ul.vigation.-The trajectory is
"
high I~~justedafter launching, the plan of which
slle by lrbased on the geometric principle of the hyper~~la. Signals released at the same time-inter1 the jI1g arrive at the target at the same time..,)ved, ~tervals, and a missile, following the path of
speed, '~ese wave interceptions, is led to the target.

This type of control is simple in principle and,
for long range, it is good; but it requires elaborate auxiliary equipment and is susceptible to
radio interference and jamming.
5. Celestial Mvigation.- This control is
effective becausethe action ~ independent of
the range; practically any course can be plotted
and followed, and astronomical information is
readily available. A reference in the missile
must be vertical or horizontal to the earth's
surface, and an automatic startrack telescope
and free gyroscope are needed.
6. lnertial.-The
trajectory is determined
after launching by equipment within the
missile.
The following
are of the changing-course
type: two controls
.
1. Command.-In the command system, the
course is determined after launching by means
outside the missile itself. The system usually
requires a computer and one or more radios
or radars which feed the information back .to
the controller whose position may not allow for
visual control. This system is suitable for
short-range and medium-range targets.
2. Beam rider.- The beam rider uses radar
to track the target and guide the missile along
a radar beam. A homing device is considered
desirable to take over at the end of longer
flights. Such an addition is sometimes known
as "terminal guidance," and is most effective
in controlling ground-to-air missiles.
A short-range, high-accuracy type of guidance is automatic homing which is a system
for automatically seeking out the target by
picking up emitted heat, radio, or light waves.
Errors of human judgment in selecting the
target could render automatic homing partially
or completely ineffective.
launching

Devices

The apparatus. required for launching a
guided missile provides whatever control and
acceleration may be needed during the initial
part of the flight to (1) enable the missile's
guidance and propulsion systems to carry it to
the target in the most efficient manner, and (2)
ignite, or actuate, its motor. Control during
267
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la~ching is effected by a mechanical structure
which constrains the missile to move in the
desired direction of fire. Such a structure is
called a launcher.
Acceleration, when neededto supplement that
provided by the missile's power plant, is accomplished by means of an auxiliary thrust given
by a fixed structure known as a catapult. The
catapult combinesthis function of providing an
initial thrust with that of directing the missile
toward its proper flight course before it is
released into the air.
If the thrust is supplied by a unit which
travels with the missile during acceleration,
the unit is referred to as a booster.
Launchers.-The launcher for the guided
missile is a stable, rigid structure on :which
the missile may be set up and serviced prior
to launching and remain in comparative security
until needed, and which will guide it in the
desired direction during the first few inches or
fe~t of its journey. The length of the launcher
varies with the size and purpose of the missile
itself-it may be essentially zero for one type
of missile and many times the missile's length
for another type. Launchers may be classified
in two main types: fi:x;edlaunchers which send
the missile off in a desired direction, not necessarily pointed at the target; and trainable
launchers which dispatch the missile in the
direction of the target.
Catapults.-Besides possessingthe characteristics of a launcher, a catapult includes a system
for applying a thrust to the missile during its
travel on the launcher. It therefore serves the
same functions for a missile as a gun barrel
does for a shell. Its operating principle is
different from that of a gun, however, in that
the missile is connected externally to the accelerating mechanism. Such devices are used on
some ships to launch planes, and the Germans
made use of one in launching t4eir V-l (buzz
bomb).
The relatively fragile missile structure places
definite limitations on the degree of acceleration
to which it can be subjected during launching.
For that reason, the catapult must be large,
heavy, and of a practical length, because the
RESTRICTED
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length is what determines the velocity to which
the missile can be accelerated. The catapult
possessesthe advantage of being capable of
frequent use with little expenditure of fuel or
material, whereas the jettisonable booster Unit
creates a supply and disposal problem. Also
when employed in conjunction with a booster'
the catapult may provide a higher launc~
velocity than a correspondingly large booster
alone.
Boosters.-A booster is an auxiliary propulsion unit which accompanies the missile at
launching and then separates from it after the
impulse has been delivered. There are essentially four situations in which the entire work
of propelling the missile from the launcher to
the target cannot be accomplished by the use
of one propulsion unit alone (thereby requiring
another unit) :
1. When the missile must attain full velocity
in the shortest possible time and sustain it
thereafter (particularly important when the
missile is being used against attacking aircraft), a booster is necessary.
2. When the missile must have minimum
weight throughout sustained flight to permit
maneuvering, the booster red.ucesthe missile's
weight by that of the fuel and metal parts
necessary to accelerate it.
3. When the propulsion system used in the
missile is effective only above a certain critical
velocity, a booster is used to attain that velocity.
4. When the missile must attain a peak
velocity greater than that attainable by a singlestage propulsion sYstem, velocity can be
attained in two or more stages by using one or
more boosters.
Rockets filled with solid fuel are most commonly used as boosters. In fast aircraft takeoff, the rocket provides a rapid thrust. The
technique -of using rockets to assist aircraft
is called JATO (jet-assisted take-off) ; and, in
launching some guided missiles, especially
where the maximum thrust is needed, solidfuel rockets are used.
Launching from Ships
In launching long-range missiles, the Navy is
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numerous problems that do not
units. Shipboard installations
.decksof ships do not provide as stable.
for launching as the land, nor do they
the space for all kinds of launchers and
necessaryequipment.
present, catapults have a limited use
ships, particularly becauseof the great

a slug-is shot from the barrel. A barrelshooting missile, however, presents as many
problems as the catapult and, as yet, no solution has been reached that will make such a
method successful.
The problem of stowage is usually acute
aboard ships, and proper stowage is of prime
importance. In order to assure efficient duty,

The needfor a long and

shipborne guided missiles should be ready-

catapult. fixes the firing rate per
at a fa.irly low level. To date, rockets
most promising solution to the
problem of launchings from shiplargely because they allow a relatively
. launching rail and because accelerations
be controlled to suit the missile. Other
are introduced, however, such as

service missiles. Magazine stowage should be
such that a minimum of work is required to
prepare the missile for launching. Where
assembly is required, every effort should be
made to facilitate this operation which, whenever practicable, should be performed by automatic means.
An experiment in launching a V -2 from ship-

size and weight of missiles,stowage

board was carried out from a carrier 'in 1947

,

-- - -

assembly
problems, and large blast-control
.

but,
flightalthough
failed. the launching was successful, the

The use of guns to launch guided missiles
been a comparatively recent consideration.
principles are similar to those of the cataexcept that the missile itself-instead of

Guided missiles have been successfully
launched from submarines. The Loon, the
American version of the German V-I (buzz
bomb) , has been released successfully and

-~.

Figure 15-4.-CIo_up
205273-58--18

of

the

Loon on a catapult
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Figure 15-5.-8ats ready for use.

repeatedly from the submarines Carbonero and
Cusk. Figure- 15-4 shows the Loon resting on
its catapult preparatory to launching.
C.

SOME OF THE NAVY'S MISSilES

Most of the Navy's guided missiles are too
highly classified to be described in this book,
but those which can be discussed are briefly
described below.
The Bat, officially known during World War
II as SWOD (Special Weapons Ordnance
Device) Mk 9, is an air-to-surface guided missile that became a full-fledged service weapon.
It is airborne, a low-angle-of-flight glide bomb
equipped with a radar homing set mounted in
the nose. It is designed for attacking marine
targets, and has proved satisfactory in night
and day attacks upon shipping in any weather
in which the parent plane can fly. Launching
aircraft need not remain in the vicinity of the
target, and may releaseas many as four missiles
in salvo. Control surfaces consist of an elevon
on each wing (wing flaps combining the functions of elevators and ailerons), which can be
moved by radar impulses to control pitch or
bank. An assembly of Bats is shown in figure
1 s..:.5.

,The Aerobee is classed as a high-altitude
research rocket, and was developed for the
Bureau of Ordnance by the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. The missile is not intended for use as a service weapon.
The BTV (Burner Test Vehicle) was
equipped with a power plant which delivered
about 25 times the power available for the best
R_ESTRICTED
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aircraft reciprocating engines. This vehicle,
which attained speeds far into the supersonic
range, was also developed by the Applied
Physics Laboratory. Preflight study of the
missile was conducted by placing a model in
front of a supersonic airstream at the Daingerfield Laboratory, Texas.
'
The Gorgon is a jet-propelled missile which
can be carried by a bomber and directed against
enemy aircr.aft by radio control or by its own
automatic target-seeking device.
eTheGlomb, a Bureau of Ordnance missile, is
a glider missile carrying a 4,OOO-pound
bomb.
It is towed by a NavY fighter plane in fully
automatic tow. When released, it can be
directed toward and into a target by radio
control and television.
Nomenclature

Someof the standardizations in nomenclature
are as follows:
1. Basic designation is a combination of
the three letters A (Air), S (Surface), and
U (Underwater), followed by the letter M
(Missile). Each designation "is followed by
the service letter A (Air Force), N (Navy),
or G (Army), and a xnodelnumber.
2. To designate the status of the development of the missile, the following three letters
are used: X (Experimental), Y (Service), and
Z (Obsolete).
3. Test vehicles are designated TV, which
is prefixed by one of the following letters to
indicate type of testing: C (Control), P (Propulsion), L (Launching), and R (Research).

~
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INDEX
Aceessories,aircraft guns, 96-98
Adjustable reflectors, 210
development of, 207
Aerial gunnery training and equipment, 247-260
related activities, 260
with service equipment, 251-260
Aeronautics, Bureau of:
activities, 8
cocnIsance, 7-8
sources of information (printed), 9
Airborne ordnance and armament, 6-10
auxiliary equipment, 8-10
equipment, 6
mnnitions,6
sources of information (printed), 8-10
Airborne ordnance, naval, general upeete, 1-10
armament, 6-10
carrier task force, ~
firepower, race for, 2-3
Airborne underwater ordnance, 153-178
mines, 166-178
torpedoes,I53-166
Aircraft and armament, present system, 18-32
designation systems, 18-24
jet aircraft, 30-32
squadron missions and armament, ~O
Aircraft designation systems, 18-24
aircraft numbering, 23-24
carrier air group numberinc, 22-23
guided-missile model, 21
lighter-than-air craft model, 21-22
piloted aircraft model, 19-21
present combat types, 24
squadron,22
squadron numbering, 23
types and classes, 19
Aircraft designing:
for ordnance utility, 11-13
goal of designers and engineers, 11
technical advances, 16-17
Aircraft fire control systems, 217-219
functions of the components, 218
usee of the systems, 218-219
Aircraft gun accessories,96-98
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Aircraft &'Unturreta, 98-99
.nomenclature, 99
Aircraft Bights and fire control systems, 208-219
deaeription of, 209-219
historieal developments, 206-209
types of, 208-205
Aircraft Sight System Mk 1 and Mods, 214-216
control box. 215
\
Relay Mk 4 Mod I, 215
sight unit, 214-216
Ammunition:
areas, 221
care, handling, and preservation of, '15-76
gun, '11-75
history of, 64
types of, 64-'15
Ammunition and fUS8, 64-82
Ammunition handling and stowage methods, 233-246
advance base, 240-246
ashore, 237-240
general instructions, 233-235
organization and procedures afloat, 235-237
safety precautions, 79-82
Ammunition handling equipment, types of, 220-226
bomb and torpedo, 220-221
miscellaneous, 224
mobile ordnance, 220-221
Ammunition stowage:
bomb-type, 243-244
miscellaneous factors, 242-243
requirements, 240
rocket..type,244-246
separate, 242
Ammunition supply:
allowance lists, 303
information and reports required, 305
original allowanca of, 304
replenishment procedures, 304-305
reports and records, 306
sources of, 302
stock recording system, 302-303
training allowanes, 306
Armament, advances in, 83-84
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:03-219

1-215

~,233-246

37

.,220-226

Aspects, general, airborne ordnance, 1-10
armament, 6-10
carrier task force, 3-6
firepower, race for, 2-3
Automatic weapons, 83-99
,
Aviation ordnance officer afloat:
duties of, 48-63
organization and responsibilities, 45-48
Aviation ordnance officer ashore:
billets and duties, 36-44
administrative duty, 37
instructor dut.y, 44
on-the-job training, 36-37
operational duty, 37-«
training, 33-36
basic courses, 34
gunnery training, 34-35
schools, 34
training and dut.y assignments, 35-36
Aviation supply and armament supply, 284-306
ammunition supply, 302-306
identification, 293-296
material procurement, 296-300
Navy supply system, 284-292
overhaul, maintenance, and salvage, 30G-302

Bombs (continued):
types of, 131
Carrier aviation, World War II, 13-15
changes based on war experience, 15
technical advances, 16-17
Carrier task force, 3-6
fast carrier, 4
seakeeping qualities, 5
tactical effectiveness, 5-9
task group and task forces, 4-5
Chemical bombs, 193
Chemical munitions, aircraft, 191-200
chemical bombs, 191-194
incendiary bombs, 197-200
jettisonable fuel tanks, 200
smoke and spray equipment, 195-197
smoke bombs, 194-195
Cognizance, general, 6-7
Bnreau of Aeronautics, 7-8
Bureau of Ordnance, 7
Computing
sights
in free
gunnery, 208
Control system,
guided
missiles:
I,
beam-rider, 267
celestial, 267
command, 267
inertial, 267
preset, 267
radio navigation, 267
remote, by human pilot, 267
terrestrial, 267
Cranes and fork trucks, 222-223
Cyclic functioning, 20-mm gun:
breecbblock locking action, 92-93
breechblock unlocking action, 92
cocking action, 92
extraction and ejection, 92
feeding and chambering, 92
firing action, 93
rear buffer and driving spring action, 92
recoil action, 91

Bomb-arming controls, 232
Bomb-raek release, 230-232
Bomb racks, 227-229
Aero 4A b:Ombcontainer, 229
Aero 14A rocket launcher, 229
Douglas bomb ejector, 229
Mk 51 series, 228
Mk 55, 228-229
Bomb service trucks, 221-222
Bomb Sight Mk 23 and Mods, 216-217
Bomb sights and bomb directors:
development of, 215-216
Bomb skids, trucks, and hoists, 225-226
Bomb suspension, arming, and releasing equipment,
227-232
methods of operation, 227-228
types of, 226-227
Bomb trailer, 222
Bombs, 130-152
armor-piercing, 144-145
depth, 146-148
development of, 130-131
fragmentation, 148-150
fuzes, 131-137
general-purpose, 140-1«
light-ease, 144
practice, 150-151
safety devices, 137
safety precautions, 151-152
semiarmor-piereing, 145-146
service, 137-140

Designation systems, aircraft, 18-24
aircraft numbering, 23-24
carrier air group numbering, 22-23
guided-missile model, 21
lighter-than-air craft model, 21-22
piloted aircraft l1\.odel,19-21
present combat types, 24
squadron, 22
squadron numbering, 23
types and classes, 19
Disposition of equipment, 301-302
Duties:
aviation ordnance officer afloat, 48-63
aviation ordnance officer ashore, 37-44
administrative, 37
instructor, «
operational, 37-44
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Explosives :
classification of, 66-67
general characteristics, 66
use of service explosives, 67-71
F ASRon system, 38-41
Fire control systems, types of:
bombardier-operated equipment, 204
gunner-operated equipment, 205-209
pilot-operated equipment, 203-204
Firing mechanisms, mine, 169-171
contact, 169
controlled, 169
inftuence, 169-171
acoustic, 170-171
induction, 170
magnetic, 169-170
pressure-type, 171
Fixed gunnery and rocket solutions, 208-209
Fixed gunnery-pilot operated, 208
Floodlight trailer, 223-224
Fuzes:
classification of, 76-77
operation terminology, 77
other types, 78
point detonating M75, 77
Fuzes, bomb:
nose, AN-M103 type, 134
safety devices, 137
VT,133-134
Fuzes, classification of, 76-78
auxiliary, 76
combination, 76
detonating, 76
ignition, 76
percussion, 76
point or nose, 76
proximity, 76
time, 76
Guidance system, guided missiles:
computing, 266
directing, 266
steering, 266-267
tracking, 266
Guided missiles, 261-270
Aerobee, 270
air-to-air, 261
air-to-surface, 261
Bat, 270
components of, 262-270
guidance and control systems, 266-267
launching devices, 262, 267-270
missile-to-air relationships, 265-266
power plants, 262-264
war heads, 262, 264-265
definition of, 261
Glomb, 270

Guided Missiles (Continued):
Gorgon, 270
history of, 261
nomenclature, 270
propelling of, 262-264
surface-to-air, 261
8Urface-to-SUrface,261
Gunairstructor,248-249
Gun components, 20-mm, 89-90
breechlock, 89
cradle assembly, 90
ejector assembly, 89-90
extractor claw, 89
feed mechanism, 89
firing pin, 89
inertia blocks, 89
magazine slide, 89
rear buffer, 90
receiver,89
recoil group, 89
sear group, 90
Gun installations, 20-mm, 93
Gun Sight Mk 18 Mod 6, 211-212
Gun Sight Mk 23 Mod 0, 212-214
Identification, Navy materials:
allowance lists, 294-295
BuAer stock numbers, 293-294
BuOrd stock numbers, 294
sources of, 296
Illuminated reticles:
adjustable in elevation, 207
development of, 205-206
Illuminated Sight Mk 8 and Mods, 209-210
Illuminated Sight Mk 9 and Mods, 210-211
Incendiary bombs, 199
Intervalometer K-2, 230
Jet aircraft. 30-32
Launchers, rocket:
automatic, 124-126
Grumman, 124
post or pylon, 123-124
Launching devices, guided missiles, 267-270
boosters, 268
eatapults, 268
launchers, 268
Lead-computing sights, 207-208
Logistics, 284
Material procurement, 296-300
forms and reports, 299-300
receipt and expenditure afloat, 299
supply afloat, 298-299
supply ashore, 296-299
types of supply, 296
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Parachute flares, 180-186
Parachute packs, mine, 171-1'12
Projectiles :
description of, 71-72
types of, 72-73
armor-piercing, 72
common, 73
specl8.I-purpose,73
thin-walled, 72-73
Pylons, 227
Pyrotechnics, aircraft, 179-191
chemical bombs, 179
identification and handling, 180
incendiary bombs, 179
markers and drift signals, 190-191
parachute dares, 180-186
photodash bombs, 186-186
practice bomb signals,191
recognition and distress signals, 186-190
safety precautions, 200-202
slick markers, 179
\
smoke bombs, 179
Sofar bombs, 190
Pyrotechnics and chemical munitions, 179-202
safety precautions, 200-202

Mines, aircraft, 166-176
acoustic, 170-171
classification of, 167
contact, 169
controlled, 169
drifting, 167
firing mechanisms, 169-171
flight gear and accessories,171-173
ground, 169
induction, 170
influence, 169-171
listof,176
magnetic influence, 169-170
moored, 168-169
planting of, 173-174
readying and loading, 174-176
safetY features, 172-173
use in World War 11,166-167
Missiles, Navy's:
Aerobee, 270
Bat, 270
Glomb,270
Gorgon, 270
Naval aircraft and armament, 11-32;
ai~lane as a weapon, 11-18
in World War II, 13-18
present system, 18-32
technical advances, 16-1'7
Naval aviation, organization of, 8
Naval research activities, 2'71-2'75
Navy supply system:

aviation supply office, 28'7-288

;

,

Bureau of Ordnance supply, 289-291
Bureau of Ships supply, 291-292
description of, 284-285
organization of, 286
storage and distribution, 288-289
Operational duty, aviation ordnance officer ashore,
37-44
additional duty, 41-42
fteet aircraft service squadrons, F ASRons; 38-41
naval air station, 37-88
precommissioning and reactivation duties, 42-44
selecting candidates, 41
Ordnance, Bureau of:
cognizance,7
divisions and sections of, 7
source of information (printed), 9-10
Ordnance handling and release equipment, 220-232
Ordnance officer, aviation:
aftoat, 45-63
ashore, 33-44
Ordnance specialist's responsibilities, 10
Overhaul activities, 300

Research and testing activities, 271-288
Research, aviation ordnance, major problems, 275-288
cold weather research, 276-277
earth satellite program, 281
fire cOntrol, 276
guided-missile research, 281-283
high-altitude research, 277-281
high-speed aircraft, 276
nuclear research, 281
Ring sights, 205
Rockets, naval airborne, 103-129
components of, 107
ammunition, 107-108, 118-121
cable, 107
electric connector, 107
fins, 107, 108-109
fuzes, 107, 112-118
heads, 107, 109-110
lug bands, 107, 109
motor, 107, 110-112
plug, 107
firing system, 126-127
launchers, 123-126
adapters for, 124
automatic,
124-126
r
early types,
123
post or pylon, 123-124
safety precautions, 127-129
handling and stowage, 127-128, 129
safe loading on aircraft, 128-129
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Safety features, mine:
clock delay mechanism. 172
clock starter, 172-173
extender mechanism. 173
ship counter, 173
Safety precautions, 236-237, 307-313
ammunition ha,.ndling,79-82
bomb handling, 151-152
Bureau of Ordnance, 79-80
disposition of defective ammunition, 80-81
ttares, handling of, 202
fuzes, 81-82
general, 79
mines, 178
miscellaneous, 82
photoflash bombs, handling of, 202
pyrotechnics, 200-202
rockets, 127-129
Salvage of equipment, 301
Shackles, 227-230
Sight gunnery reticles (special):
development of, 206-207
Small arms, 99-102
caliber .50 aircraft gun AN-M2, 99-101
hand guns, 101
list of, 102
rifles, 101-102
shotguns, 102
submachine guns, 102
Smoke bombs, 194
Squadron missions and armament, 25-30
attack (V A), 25-27
composite (VC), 27-28
fighter (VF), 25
patrol (VP), 28-30
Star signals (pistol), aircraft, 188
Station distributor, 232
Synthetic gunnery training, 247-251
devices for the gunner, 250-251
dual projector trainer, 250-251
self-assessing camera gun, 251
devices for the pilot, 247-250
deflection trainer, 248
Gunairstructor,248-249
gunnery cards, 247-248
gunnery film assessor,249-250
viewing box, 248
Target reels, 258
Torpedoes, aircraft, 153
development of, 153-154
effectiveness of, 153
Mk 13 type, description of, 155-160
Mk 13 type, design of, 155

Torpedoes, Aireraft, (Continued):
operatiqn. 160-162
stowage and shipping, 164-165
trends in design, 165-166
Torpedo Mk 13 Type:
afterbody,160
air-tlask, 160
attachments, 157-160
air stabilizers, 157
drag ring, 157
free-wheeling propellera, 157
nose caps, 157
shroud ring, 157
design, 155
exercise heads, 158
exploder mechanisms, 158-160
general description, 15~157
tail section, 160
war heads, 158
Tow targets, 252-260
banner type, 252, 253
\
general information, 259-260
launching technique, 254-257
sleevetype, 252, 253-254
target reels, 258
towing lines, 257
wing type, 252, 254
Training, aviation ordnance officer ashore, 36-44
Turbo-jet planes, 17-18
20-mm automatic gun:
components, 89-90
components and accessories,93-96
cyclic functioning, 91-93
description of, 86-87
firing the gun, 91
gun charger operation, 90-91
installations, 93
operation of, 87-88
20-mm gun, components of:
electric trigger, AN-M4, 94-95
feed mechanism AN-M2, 93-94
hydraulic gun charger M5, 96
pneumatic gun charger M4, 95-96
Underwater ordnance, aircraft, 153-178
mines, 166-178
torpedoes,153-166
War heads, guided missiles, 264-265
external-blast, 264
fragrnentation,264
internal-blast, 264
rod, 264
shaped charge, 265
*u.
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